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Current emission prediction models in the conceptual design phase are based on 
historical data and empirical correlations. Two main reasons contributing to the current 
state of emission models are complexity of the phenomena involved in the combustor and 
relatively low priority of having a more detailed emissions model at the conceptual 
design phase. However, global environmental concerns and aviation industry growth 
highlight the importance of improving the current emissions prediction approaches. There 
is a need to have an emission prediction model in the conceptual design phase to reduce 
the prediction uncertainties and perform parametric studies for different combustor types 
and operating conditions. 
The research objective of this thesis is to develop a methodology to have an initial 
estimate of gas turbines‟ emissions, capture their trends and bring more information 
forward to the conceptual design phase regarding the emission levels. This methodology 
is based on initial sizing of the combustor and determining its flow-fractions at each 
section using a 1D flow analysis. A network of elementary chemical reactors is 
considered and its elements are sized from the results of the 1D flow analysis to 
determine the level of emissions at the design and operating conditions. Additional 
phenomena that have significant effects on the prediction of emissions are also 
considered which are: 1) droplet evaporation and diffusion burning, and 2) fuel-air 
mixture non-uniformity. A simplified transient model is developed to determine the 
evaporation rate for a given droplet size distribution and to obtain the amount of 
vaporized fuel before they ignite. A probabilistic unmixedness model is also employed to 
consider the range of equivalence ratio distribution for the fraction of the fuel that is 
vaporized and mixed with air.  
An emission model is created for the single annular combustor (SAC) 
configuration and applied to two combustors to test the prediction and parametric 
 
xxiii 
capabilities of the model.  Both uncertainty and sensitivity analyses are performed to 
assess the capability of the model to reduce the prediction uncertainty of the model 
compared to the simpler models without considering the droplet evaporation and mixture 
non-uniformity. The versatility of the model is tested by creating an emission model for a 
Rich-Quench-Lean (RQL) combustor, and the results are compared to limited actual data. 
In general, the approach shows a good performance predicting the NOx emission 
level compared to CO emission level and capturing their trends. Especially in the RQL 
combustor case, a more detailed model is required to improve the prediction of the CO 
emission level. 






 CHAPTER 1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Design Process 
The main subject of this thesis is emissions prediction at the conceptual design 
phase; however, it is beneficial to explain the general design process in general and how 
it is related to the emissions prediction. 
The design is defined as a plan to develop and build a product, process, 
component or system of components to achieve a certain objective(s) while satisfying 
given requirements and constraints[6]. A good design comprises of analysis and 
synthesis. The synthesis involves the design components identification and break down 
and combining them back together to the whole design. The analysis deals with modeling 
and predicting the behavior of components using mathematical, physical and 
computational tools [6]. Designing is an iterative process and sometime due to lack of 
knowledge, inaccurate physical models, change of conditions and many other factors, it is 
necessary to go back to earlier steps to update or change inputs based on a newly 
acquired experience and information that have been obtained through the process (Figure 
1). 
Figure 1: Basic modules in the design process [6] 
 
2 
As shown in Figure 2, design process consists of three major steps, conceptual, 
preliminary or embodiment and detailed design. 
The conceptual design which is the first step in the design process starts with 
defining the requirements obtained from customer reviews, market studies, a request for 
proposal (RFP) or a mission profile. It is crucial to have a set of well defined, inclusive, 
non-conflicted, technically feasible and economically viable requirements. Poorly defined 
requirements can introduce a large amount of uncertainty into the process. Lists of 
unsuccessful designs that suffered from unrealistic requirements from technical or 
economical perspective is long.  
The requirements are translated to a set of engineering characteristics and then the 
main characteristics and elements of the design are determined. Initially a number of 
possible design alternatives are created and based on given criteria and the analysis and 
synthesis results the best alternative among them will be selected. At this stage, there is 
enough freedom to change or modify the design at relatively low cost. Decisions that are 
made in the conceptual design phase have the most significant effect on the design 
characteristic. They shape the overall design architecture and will propagate to the later 
steps and even to manufacturing and production levels. With progressing in the design 
Figure 2: General design process steps from problem definition to detail design [6] 
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process, a freedom to change the design is shrinking, and it becomes more expensive to 
perform major changes. If a design change deems necessary, then one should go back to 
previous levels and start the process again (Figure 2). To have a better picture of a 
problem and its scope, it is important to provide designers with enough knowledge to 
make timely decisions because changing a design in the earlier design phase is easier  
than later phases. In the earlier design phases more freedom exists to change the design 
and less cost is committed to the design process.  As a result, it is desired to provide as 
much knowledge as possible to the designer to make a correct decision at early design 
phases (Figure 3).  
In the preliminary design phase, with utilizing a high fidelity analyses, more 
unknown aspects of the design are explored and more design characteristics are 
determined. Better prediction of the design behavior and its performance is possible at 
this step. Decision about the shape, placement and size of the components are made in 
this step; therefore, performing major design changes after this point becomes expensive. 
Figure 3: Cost, knowledge and design freedom during design Process 
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There are three main steps in the preliminary design phase which are the product 
architecture, configuration design and parametric design [6]. In the product architecture, 
the overall shape and components of the design are studied while configuration design is 
more focused on shape and placement and other features of each component and 
subsystem. In the parametric design, the effort will be focused on modeling the behavior 
of the system and predicting its response under non-ideal circumstances to find a set of 
parameters that ensures the optimality or robustness of the design. 
In the detailed design, decisions about the finest details of a design have to be 
made. Materials, manufacturing process guidelines and accurate part dimensions are 
created to make it ready for production and manufacturing process. 
1.2 Emissions Prediction and Combustor Design Considerations 
The emission levels, combustor features and geometry are closely related to each 
other. To develop an emissions prediction model, a level of knowledge about the 
combustor and its features are required. The level of knowledge increases as the design 
moves from the early design phases to the final stages. As a result, the accuracy of the 
emissions prediction increases and the prediction uncertainty decreases by moving from 
the conceptual design phase to the detail design phase and experiments. 
In this work, the intention is not to provide a methodology to design a combustor, 
but due to the close relation between the emission levels and the combustor 
characteristics, a brief description of the combustor and its design characteristics is 
provided in this section. The goal is to make the reader familiar with the complexity 
involved in the combustor design and the relation between the combustor design 
characteristics and the fidelity of the emissions prediction model.   
Combustors are integral part of gas turbine engines. Any change of characteristics 
and parameters at higher level would propagate to lower levels and have direct or indirect 
implications on the combustor design and emission levels (Figure 4). 
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Designing and analyzing a combustor presents a major challenge to designers and 
researchers due to the followings:  
 Complexity and nonlinearity of physical and chemical phenomena 
 Conflicting requirements  
At the initial gas turbine engine design phase, a combustor is considered as a 
black box that has a sole purpose of giving certain amount of thermal energy to the high 
pressure flow that comes from the compressor. In this perspective, a combustor model is 
a thermodynamics equation that calculates the required amount of fuel flow for a required 
temperature rise and no emission consideration is involved. However, in reality there are 
additional tasks that must be accomplished by a combustor. It should extract maximum 
amount of chemical energy from the fuel, convert it into heat and transfers it to the 
incoming air at the best efficiency. A combustor design must assure flame endurance, 
stability and relightability, even in most unfavorable conditions. The combustor has to 
Figure 4: Aircraft, engine and combustor hierarchical connectivity 
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provide a favorable exit temperature profile tailored to the needs of first row of turbine 
blades. At the same time the combustor should keep its emission levels below the 
maximum allowable limits.  
Difficulties exist to control the combustor emissions due to its chemo-physical 
complexity and the presence of conflicting requirements. For example, while it is desired 
to have high combustion efficiency which is attainable at maximum flame temperature, it 
is in conflict with having low NOx emission levels which is achievable at lower 
temperatures. On the other hand, if the flame temperature is lowered to reduce NOx 
emissions, it causes CO, UHC and particulate emissions to rise. It means that at low 
engine power settings where the flame temperature is not at its peak and mixing is poor, 
the CO emission is dominant and at high power settings the NOx emissions become 
dominant (Figure 5). 
Having adequate amount of total pressure loss in a combustor is another issue. 
While any kind of pressure loss in combustor due to heat addition and friction reduces the 
overall propulsion efficiency, certain amount of pressure loss is needed. This pressure 
loss forces the annulus dilution flow to penetrate into the combustor‟s core section. In 
addition, the pressure difference makes the turbine cooling flow to move through the 
cooling holes located on the blades.  
Figure 5: NOx and CO Correlation [4] 
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Many of the issues mentioned above cannot be addressed properly in the initial 
design phases because many aspects of the combustor design are not known yet and 
without knowing them, modeling the aforementioned phenomena is not possible. As 
mentioned, in the first design phase of a combustor, only a simple enthalpy calculation in 
engine cycle analysis is considered. With this calculation, the amount of thermal energy 
required for a required amount of thrust or power is determined. Consequently, this 
calculation provides the first estimate of the required amounts of fuel flow and air flow. 
To determine the general combustor geometry in the next step, the combustor type and 
configuration must be known. The combustor type and configuration is often preselected 
as a priori based on the technology level and the engine manufacturer experience. The 
most common types of combustors are listed below, but some of these types are not being 
used in today aero turbine engines. Currently in aero-turbine engines, the preferred choice 
is the single or double annular combustor type due to the volume of the available data 
about them, experience using them and their low weight and compact size. There are 
undergoing attempts to develop other type of combustors to be used in aero-turbine 
engines. 
 Can type  
 Can-Annular type 
 Reverse flow 
 Single Annular Combustor (SAC) 
 Double Annular Combustor (DAC) 
 Rich-Quench-Lean (RQL) 
 Lean Premixed Pre-vaporized (LPP) 
 Dry Low NOx (DLN) 
The obtained information can be used to determine an overall shape of the 
combustor and first estimate of its dimensions to satisfy part of the requirements without 
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violating the constraints. A comprehensive list of combustor design conflicting 
requirements is shown in Table 1 [14]. The key point to satisfy the stated requirements is 
to have a desired flow distribution which itself depends strongly on the geometry of the 
combustor and its features. The flow-field inside the combustor affects the combustion 
process meaning that what happens inside a combustor is a physiochemical phenomenon 
[23] and modeling any type of combustor should be based on the following two major 
disciplines and the interactions between them: 
 Flow-field analysis 
 Combustion analysis 
It is not possible in the conceptual design phase to take all these requirements into 
account and some of them can only be considered and determined in the detail or 
experiment phase.  
A general understanding of the flow distribution inside the combustor can be 
obtained in the conceptual design phase and these results open a way to initially size the 
combustor elements. All this information may be used to develop an emission model that 
provides the first-hand estimate of the emission levels of the combustor in early design 
phases. The emphasis in the conceptual design phase is more on having a tool to capture 
the trend, interdependencies and relative changes of the emission levels by varying 
different parameters and there is less focus on the prediction accuracy. 
More detailed information about the combustor can be obtained by further 
refining the design in the preliminary and detail design phases. In these phases, more 
phenomena and higher fidelity models are considered and the focus is on the details of 
the combustor elements and optimizing their performance. More combustor requirements 
can be taken into account in these phases.  All these additional information can be used to 
improve the emission model and increase its accuracy. 
One of the final design stages is combustor testing, where initially a sector of a 
combustor is tested, such a process is known as sector rig test. Many tests are conducted 
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at different conditions that are sometimes different from real operating conditions due to 
the cost and complexity of the process, and the data are then extrapolated to real 
conditions [18, 24-28]. When all the potential design and technical problems are 
discovered and resolved, a full-scale combustor rig test is performed to better assess its 
performance and make it ready for the integration with other engine components. At 
these stages the emission levels are measured and the assessment is performed to test 
whether all the requirements are met or not. A correlation-based emission model may be 
developed at this phase. 
After providing a brief explanation of design process and the relation of the 
emissions prediction fidelity and the combustor design phase, the motivations to predict 
the emission levels at the conceptual design phase are discussed in depth in the following 
section. 
1.3 Motivations 
Motivations of this thesis are provided in three groups or levels in a hierarchical 
form. The highest level is related to the environmental concerns. The second level is 
aviation growth and regulations, and the last one is emissions models uncertainty and 
Table 1: Combustor design conflicting requirements [14] 
Design Requirements Conflicts 
Maximum combustion efficiency NOx 
Minimum pressure loss 
Pattern factor, NOx, smoke, turbine back-
flow margin 
Combustor exit temperature quality 
Twall, ΔP, combustor length and channel 
height, number of fuel nozzles 
Cool combustor walls, long life Pattern factor, low-power CO and HC 
Wide flight envelope Ignition, stability, pattern factor, smoke 
Minimum NOx and smoke CO, HC, ignition, stability, complexity 
Simple construction, light weight and low cost Twall, pattern factor variation, emissions 
Minimum size and length Operating range, pattern factor 
Minimum number of fuel nozzles, simple fuel 
injection system 






their limited parametric capabilities. Each group of motivations is related to the previous 
group. 
1.3.1 Environmental Concerns 
Aircraft's engine exhaust products are made of water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide 
(CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), oxides of sulfur (SOx), 
unburned or partially burned hydrocarbon (UHC), volatile organic particulates (VOP), 
soot and, particulates. Among these pollutants, NOx and CO2 emissions need special 
attention due to their contribution to total aviation emissions, effect on the global 
warming, climate change and atmospheric ozone formation/depletion. The level of CO2 
production is directly related to the specific fuel consumption of engine and combustion 
efficiency. The level of combustion efficiency for majority of the operation conditions is 
above 99%; therefore, little gain in term of CO2 reduction can be obtained by increasing 
the combustion efficiency. On the other hand, there is more area of improvement to 
reduce the engine‟s specific fuel consumption and efforts to reduce the CO2 emission are 
focused on this area. The discussion of those efforts is outside of the scope of this study. 
Contrary to CO2 emissions, the level of NOx emission is directly related to the engine 
combustion mechanism and combustor design. Aviation related NOx emission represent 
2% of the total NOx produced by all sources (power generation 19%, ground transport 
70%, and marine engines 9%) [29] and comprises 86% of total turbine engine exhaust 
emissions by mass. The other pollutant contributions are 12.4% for CO, 1.5% for UHC 
and 0.1% for soot. The aviation NOx emission contribution to the total NOx emission 
(2%) compared to those from other sources is small; however, it needs special attention 
because NOx has a potential damaging effects on atmospheric ozone through the 
following elementary reaction [29-30]. 
NO+O3 ↔ NO2+O2 
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A good practice to understand the effects of aviation emissions on the 
environment are to read case studies. One of these case studies is the high speed airplane 
study. Although the high speed airplane research is conducted in the past, it provides 
valuable lessons which can be used for similar current and future efforts. Those efforts 
show the effect of the economical/environmental concerns and technology barriers on the 
success or failure of the project. 
The amount of emissions that high speed/high altitude airplanes produce become 
more important than those airplanes that fly at lower speeds/altitudes because around 
30% of  aviation pollutants end up in the lower stratosphere [31] where high speed/high 
altitude airplanes fly. Part of the importance of the high speed/high altitude emissions is 
linked to the uncertainties of assessing the impact of emissions on higher atmospheric 
layers and the higher risk of any change in those layers as a result of the aviation 
emissions. The emissions of high speed airplanes (and any jet powered airplane in 
general) are directly related to the combustor design of their propulsion system and their 
engine cycle parameters. Consequently, the combustors of high speed transportation 
engines are a high risk element due to the need for advanced technologies [32]. At 
supersonic cruise conditions, high speed aircraft propulsion systems operate at high inlet 
pressures and temperatures at the combustor inlet that lead to a high level of NOx 
formation. For example, for the Concorde Olympus 593 gas turbine engine operating at 
cruise condition, the level of NOx emission index is about 20 g/kg-fuel [33] which is 
comparable to the maximum level of NOx emission level of a subsonic aircraft at sea-
level take-off condition. If the current combustor technology is applied to future  
supersonic transport aircrafts, the estimation of their NOx emission index would be 
around 30-80 g/kg-fuel [34]. This level of NOx formation for a fleet of 500 HSCT would 
result in a loss of  8% of the Ozone layer [35]. To control the extent of such damage, the 
NOx emission at cruise conditions should be kept between 3-8 g/kg-fuel to limit its effect 
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on the Ozone layer to be less than 1% which is not attainable by current conventional 
combustor technologies [36-38].  
A research conducted by the Pratt & Whitney and General Electric to design an 
advanced low emission combustor (NOx emission index of 5 g/kg-fuel at supersonic 
cruise) under NASA sponsored High Speed Research (HSR) program [1]. The Pratt & 
Whitney came up with an RQL concept and General Electric with Lean Direct Injection 
(LDI) concept. Something worth noticing in those programs is the lack of any initial 
assessment or emission models to be used as a road map for the rest of the research.  
Depending on whether the aircraft cruise altitude is in troposphere/lower 
stratosphere or in the higher stratosphere, presence of NOx can lead to ozone production 
in the former [39] or ozone depletion in the latter case [19, 31]. Ozone formation is not 
desirable at troposphere, which are in the range of cruise altitudes of subsonic and some 
supersonic airplanes. On the other hand, ozone depletion is undesirable in stratosphere, 
where supersonic airplanes will fly. Table 2 lists the effects on the atmosphere that are 
studied under Atmospheric Effects of Stratospheric Aircraft (AESA) project. 
The Panel on Atmospheric Effects of Aviation (PAEAN) has made 
recommendations in [40] about HSCT project that is relevant to this research. Some of 
the recommendations are provided herein: 
“Although recent decisions by aircraft manufacturers make it unlikely that a fleet 
of HSCTs will be flying anytime soon, there is still substantial interest in supersonic 
aviation and it seems inevitable that it will be considered again at some point in the 
future. The fundamental reaction processes that occur in engines are not understood well 
enough to determine the potential magnitude, phase, and composition of emissions. 
Without this information, plume and wake processes cannot be quantified. PAEAN 
recommends more investigation of fundamental engine chemistry and particle formation 
processes, including laboratory, modeling, and field studies.”  
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“Because future high-speed aircraft have not yet been fully built and tested, the 
emission indices of many critical species are not known with certainty. It important to 
keep in mind that any future changes in fuel composition (such as new lubricant 
compounds) and engine design (such as the new LPP design) can greatly affect 
emissions. PAEAN recommends that assessment studies continue to include a realistic 
range of potential emission indices, particularly for NOx and soot compounds.” 
“Because the proposed HSCTs would at times operate sub-sonically in both the 
stratosphere and troposphere, and subsonic aircraft sometimes fly in the lower 
stratosphere, there are common issues important for assessing the atmospheric effects of 
both the proposed HSCT fleet and the existing subsonic fleet.” 
Species Environmental Impacts 
CO2 Infrared radiative forcing and associated climate impact 
H2O Infrared radiative forcing and associated climate impact 
Formation of contrails and cirrus clouds and associated climate impact 
Formation of polar stratospheric clouds and related impact on 
heterogeneous chemistry 
Source of HOx and impact on atmospheric chemistry 
NOx Formation of ozone in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere  
Increase in the abundance of tropospheric OH  
Enhanced catalytic ozone destruction in the middle stratosphere  
Reduction in stratospheric ozone depletion by HOx, ClOx, BrOx  
Conversion to HNO3 and formation of type I polar stratospheric clouds 
with potential chlorine activation and ozone depletion 
SOx Source of H2SO4 in young plume  
Source of sulphate aerosols and associated climate impact  
Change in cirrus cloud properties and related climate impact  
Activation of soot as cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei  
Increase in particle surface area with NOx reduction, chlorine activation, 
and ozone depletion 
Soot Condensation nuclei and ice kernels  
Increased surface area for heterogeneous reactions  
Radiative absorber and associated climate impact 
CO Perturbation in tropospheric ozone and HOx budgets 
HC Formation of tropospheric and lower stratospheric ozone 
Conversion of ClOx to HCl 
Conversion of NOx to PAN (peroxy acetyl nitrate) 
 
Table 2: Major potential impacts of chemical compounds released by aircraft [19] 
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Based on the above discussions about the effects of aviation emissions on the 
environment, the following observations are made:  
Observation I: Aviation emissions may have significant effects on the 
environment and atmosphere. These effects are not completely modeled due to the lack of 
emissions and atmospheric models or the uncertainties of the current models. 
Observation II: There is an uncertainty about the design of the future airplane 
(especially the high speed, high altitude aircraft) and their propulsion systems as well as 
their emissions. 
1.3.2 Aviation Growth and Regulations 
Aviation growth and regulations is the other motivation of this thesis. Domestic 
and worldwide aviation is expected to have continuous growth for the foreseeable future 
(Figure 6) which translates to expansion of the current aircraft fleet, replacement of 
retired aircrafts, and expansion of airports in the future (Figure 7). These developments 
will lead to growth in aviation emission levels [12]. However, one way or another, all the 
aviation emissions are related to aircraft engines and their combustor. Reducing the 
aviation emission levels in local (around airports) and global (at altitude) scale is 
Figure 6: Forecast of aviation continuous growth [12] 
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achievable through a better engine and combustor design with low emissions (especially 
NOx, CO, UHC, soot and particulates). Transitioning from fleet level to engine level, in 
addition to the aviation growth, engine overall pressure ratio (OPR) has continuously 
increased over the past few decades to reduce specific fuel consumption (SFC) and 
increase turbine engine performance, but this increase in OPR has been achieved at cost 
of higher combustor inlet temperatures and pressure, which are directly related to the 
NOx emission level [41]. To compensate for the effects of fleet growth and increase in 
OPR, efforts have been made to reduce aircraft engine emissions by modifying the 
combustor design.  
Figure 8 shows amount of emission reduction of the main pollutants in term of emission 
Figure 7: Air fleet expansion demand due to growth in aerial transportation and need to replace 
the retired aircrafts [12] 
Figure 8: Reduction trend of aircraft emissions in the past [12] 
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per passenger carried by aircrafts. Looking at the figure, it can be seen that there is a 
considerable reduction in the emission levels of CO and UHC; however, small reductions 
in NOx emission level indicates the challenge that designers are facing to control it. Great 
reduction in CO and UHC emission is a result of increasing the combustion efficiency 
through enhancement of atomization and mixing. Although these enhancements can 
reduce NOx emissions to some extent, the main factor contributing to NOx production is 
the flame temperature, which could not be lowered significantly in the past efforts. 
Reduction of flame temperature and NOx level through the use of lean or rich combustion 
has negative correlation with CO and UHC levels, as shown in the Figure 5. It can be 
predicted that further reduction in the NOx emissions might stop or reverse the 
decreasing trend of CO and UHC emission levels. Finally in spite of overall reduction of 
combustion products per passenger, their overall emission levels have gone up due to the 
continuous  growth in aviation transportation [12].  
To control the local emission levels in vicinity of airports, the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO) sets regulations that specify all aircraft emissions to be 
lower than certain values, and these regulations should be met by all member countries. 
For example, for NOx emissions, a model is used to determine the maximum permitted 
amount of NOx as a function of engine OPR and thrust rating (Figure 9). Since the 
inception of regulations in 1986, ICAO has incrementally lowered the emission levels 
and, they are expected to be more stringent in coming years. To coordinate ICAO‟s 
environmental regulations, the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) 
was created in 1983, and has been establishing noise and emission standards through its 
meetings. Table 3 shows the NOx standard level set forth by CAEP since 1986 which 
indicates a decreasing trend in the allowable level of NOx emission, reflecting more 




  Gas turbine emissions are defined in two ways. One way is to express them in 
term of amount of pollutant produced in grams to fuel spent in kilogram which is called 
emission index (EI). The second definition which is based on emission index is defined 
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA is responsible for setting 
emissions regulations in the US based on the CAEP standards. These standards then will 
be enforced by Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The Environmental Protection 
Agency Parameter (EPAP) is based on the Landing/Take-off (LTO) cycle (Figure 10) and 
is the primary figure of merit for evaluating emissions. EPAP quantifies the level of 
emissions in the vicinity of airports and consists of different phases with specified 
duration as shown in Table 4. Equation (1) shows how to calculate EPAP.  
Figure 9: NOx ICAO regulation based on engine rated thrust and OPR [11] 





















wf : Fuel flow (kg/sec) 
Δt: Duration of each phase (sec) 
Ti: Rated thrust at each phase (kN) 
EI: Emission Index (g/kg-fuel)  
SFC: Specific Fuel Consumption (1/hr) 
Similar to the parameter in the Equation (1), the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) has defined an emission metric (DP/Foo). The difference between 
ICAO parameter and EPA parameter is in the definition of the thrust term. In EPA 
parameter the thrust is specified at each phase while in ICAO parameter the thrust is set 
to its value at sea level static take-off condition. In either case, in order to reduce the EPA 
parameter or DP/Foo, one can reduce SFC, emission index or time durations in a given 
ICAO/LTO cycle. To reduce the CO2 level, the efforts are mainly focused on reducing 
SFC since there is not much work that can be done in term of CO2 emission index 
reduction. On the other hand, reduction in the NOx or CO emissions can be achieved by 
either lowering SCF or their EI which is directly related to the chemical process inside 
the combustor. In general, the level of the emission index is the indicative of the 
combustor technology and its internal physics while DP/Foo or EPA parameters are 
indicative of the engine technology in addition to the combustor technology. 
Meeting Year NOx Standard 
CAEP/1 1986 Initial NOx standard set (chapter 2) 
CAEP/2 1991 New NOx standard,20% below CAEP/1 
CAEP/3 1995 New NOx standard,16% below CAEP/2 
CAEP/4 1998 No reductions 
CAEP/5 2001 No reductions 
CAEP/6 2004 New NOx standard,12% Below CAEP/3 
CAEP/7 2007 No reductions 
 
Table 3: Outcomes of past CAEP meetings [3] 
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Whether the aircraft is operating in vicinity of an airport or at high altitudes, 
exhaust gases are categorized as local air pollution or green-house gases [12].  In the past 
the main focus was on the level of the emissions in the vicinity of airports, but it is now 
going to include the emission levels at cruise conditions and altitude, where emissions 
may contribute to climate change and ozone layer depletion. Reference [42] describes 
researches to find an appropriate metric to capture the emissions of the aircraft while they 
are flying at the cruising altitude. In the same reference the methods used by the ICAO to 
certify the emissions of the aircrafts in the airport vicinity and at altitudes are listed. 
Currently, the ICAO certification methodology is based on the measuring the engine 
emissions in a controlled environment as sea-level static conditions in the ground-based 
test vehicle.  Then the measured values are corrected for the change in the test condition 

















where P is the pressure at combustor inlet and FAR is the overall fuel to air ratio. The 
parameter h in the exponential term is the altitude for humidity correction. Certification 
of an aircraft engine at cruising altitude is more challenging due to the technical 
limitations to measure the emission at those altitudes. Based on the same reference as 
above, the available methods to measure the emissions at altitude or simulated cruise 
conditions such as: 1) the in-flight measurement, 2) the in-altitude test facility (ATF) 
measurement, 3) measuring the aircrafts emissions by a chase aircraft that follows it are 
not practical either due to the cost or technical limitations. An alternate methodology is to 
Operating Mode % Static Thrust Δt (min.) 
Taxi 7 26 
Take-off 100 0.7 
Climb 85 2.2 
Approach 30 4 
 
Table 4: ICAO/LTO cycle duration and thrust setting at each mode 
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use correlation equations to correlate the amount of the emissions in the cruising altitude 
to the ground based measurements, fuel flow or combustor internal condition and 
characteristics. The first two methods are considered for altitude emissions calculations. 
The first one is to use correlation equation similar to the one shown in equation (2) to 
find the emissions at altitude using the measured emission values at test conditions and 
then correcting it using pressure and fuel to air ratios at the cruise and test conditions and 
the exponential humidity correction factor. In this method the exponents of the ratios (n 
and m) depend on the combustor type, for example it is 0.4 for conventional combustors. 
The other more simplified method to calculate NOx emission is to assume a correlation 
between the fuel flow and NOx emission level; however, the method shows some 
limitations when it is applied to the dual annular combustor (DAC) type [42]. An 
important point about all these correlations is that they are all based on either an 
empirical correlations or test facility measurements. Although these correlations are 
accurate for the type of the combustor that are defined, however for other combustor type 
they may generate significant errors. Consequently, such correlation and methods are not 
useful when there is a need to quantify the levels of the emissions of a new combustor 
type.  
Another good example to further highlight the importance of using an emissions 
prediction model in the conceptual design for the future engines is Environmental Design 
Space (EDS) project which is described below. 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is conducting an effort to develop an 
integrated environment and set of tools to quantify the aviation environmental impacts 
and capture the interdependencies between parameters of interest in the aircraft such as 
noise and emissions [43].  The EDS is a system model that is being developed in Georgia 
Institute of Technology to model aircraft and engine for given operating conditions and 
determine the level of environmental impacts in conjunction with Aviation 
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT). The EDS captures the interdependencies between 
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noise and emissions. In fact one of the goals of the project is to predict the environmental 
impacts of aircraft fleets in the future. The achievement of this goal depends on the 
availability of an emission (as well as noise) model able to predict the pollutants level of 
future technologies based on the given requirements and physics-based models [44]. The 
current models that are being used in emissions prediction and the EDS, are empirical 
models that correlate the emission levels with compressor exit temperature and pressure 
(P3 and T3). Although they are effective models for current class of engines and 
combustors, they do not take into account other design aspects of a combustor and based 
on available experimental data. Since there are not any experimental databases available 
for future technologies with which to build an empirical model, the need for a physics-
based emissions prediction model for combustor conceptual design is substantiated. Such 
a tool can be used to enhance the policy making process for government agencies to set 
realistic limits on the level of environmental impacts of the future fleet [45].  
Observations III through V highlight the importance of finding a way to model 
aviation emissions produced by the current and future aircrafts around airports and at 
altitude. These observations also have some links to environmental concerns as well. 
Observation III: Environmental and health concerns has led to increasingly more 
stringent regulations.  
Observation IV: There is a need to model aircraft emissions in the vicinity of 
airports and at cruise conditions to capture interdependencies between aircraft, engine 
and combustor parameters and emissions. The model may be used to capture the effects 
of future technologies on the environment and set some realistic constraints to limit those 
effects. 
1.3.3 Shortcomings of Emissions Prediction Models  
In the previous sub-sections the importance of prediction of aircraft emissions and 
their impact on the environment is highlighted. In addition, a need is identified to have an 
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emission model in the conceptual design phase to correctly capture the trend of the 
emission variations and reduces the uncertainty of the emissions prediction of combustors 
for which not enough experimental data exist. Since the application of this model is in the 
conceptual design phase, the simplicity and execution speed are important factors, and 
detailed and high fidelity models (like CFD) are not a good candidate. Currently, 
emissions prediction in initial design phases relies on empirical and historical trends [46], 
but the empirical data have limited range of applicability and they are valid for combustor 
types that are similar in performance and configuration to the one from which the data are 
extracted. The empirical or semi-empirical models have limited capability to link various 
design aspects of combustor or engine design and technology levels to combustor 
performance or emission levels. In empirical correlations, these possible variations are 
lumped into a constant coefficient in the model or they are absent from the model. One of 
the major shortcomings of the empirical correlations for emissions prediction is that they 
are not parametric enough to capture the effects of design feature variations on the 
emission levels. Experimental correlations are unable to model more than one combustor 
type at a time and any attempt to use them for a type that is different than what they are 
originally derived from, increases the prediction uncertainty. In additions, empirical 
correlations are based on experiments with a certain range of operating conditions (due to 
hardware and cost constraints) which limits the general predictive capability of empirical 
correlations when they are used for broader range of operating conditions (i.e. cruise 
conditions).  
Detailed emissions analysis can be considered an option when many design 
aspects of a combustor have been selected or determined, and the emissions studies are 
performed through CFD with a simplified chemistry or rig test runs. In spite of all the 
advancements in CFD methods, complete CFD modeling of the combustion process 
including all the species interactions, turbulence and heat transfer, is still not a viable 
option for design purposes due to the extensive computational resources that are required 
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[14]. In addition to the absence of detailed geometry and combustor characteristics, cost 
and execution time are other two important factors that limit the extensive use of CFD 
analysis in the initial design phases. As a result, these detailed analyses cannot be 
considered in the conceptual design phase.   
The same issues identified above also exist in performing sector or full scale rig 
tests. They are very expensive, labor intensive and usually conducted to obtain the final 
characteristics of a combustor in term of performance and emissions parameters and 
should not be considered as a tool to greatly modify the design. Besides, sometimes 
combustors are tested under conditions that are not exactly the same as operating 
conditions due to hardware and cost limitation. The data obtained from such tests are 
extrapolated to obtain the characteristics at the desired operating conditions.  
The above discussion results into the following observations regarding the current 
approaches to calculate the engine emissions. These observations are presented in a 
hierarchical form 
Observation V: Current emissions prediction models that are used in the 
conceptual phase are reliant on historical data and empirical correlations. At advanced 
design stages, CFD analysis with simplified chemistry and rig test data are used to predict 
the emissions. 
Observation VI: Empirical correlations are only reliable in the situation under 
which the tests are performed and have a limited range of applicability. Any attempt to 
extrapolate them beyond their valid operating range should be exercised with caution.  
Observation VII: There is a need for a parametric emissions prediction model in 
the conceptual design phase that is more physics-based to captures the interdependencies 
between aircraft, engine and combustor parameters for different combustor types and 




1.4 Research Objective and Research Questions  
From all the mentioned motivations and observations, the research objective of 
this thesis is deduced as follows: 
There is a need to develop an approach to model emissions of gas turbine engines 
at the conceptual design phase. The emphasis is on a relatively fast and simple emissions 
prediction method to reduce prediction uncertainties in early design phases. This design 
oriented prediction method could be used to develop parametric and versatile models for 
conventional or unconventional combustor concepts at different operating conditions. 
These models should be able to capture the interdependencies between combustor 
parameters, engine parameters and emission levels. To achieve that goal, the models 
should capture the important physical phenomena inside the combustor and may be used 
to identify the main contributors to the emission levels. 
The following research questions are deduced from the observations. They serve 
as sub-level objectives of this research.  From observations I through IV related to 
environmental concerns, aviation growth and regulation stringency the first research 
question is derived: 
Research Question 1 (RQ1): How can an emissions prediction approach be 
made more parametric in a way that a variation in a combustor design parameter is 
reflected in the emission levels? 
From observations III and IV related to more stringent regulations the second 
research question is derived: 
Research Question 2 (RQ 2): How can different combustor architectures be 
accommodated in an emissions-prediction approach and their effects on emission levels 
be captured at different operating conditions? 
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From observations V, VI and VII related to the current state of the emissions 
prediction model in the conceptual design phase, the third group of the research questions 
is derived: 
Research Question 3.1 (RQ 3.1): How can the uncertainties of emissions 
prediction model be reduced in the conceptual design phase? 
Research Question 3.2 (RQ 3.2): How can the uncertainties in the emissions 
prediction model and the important factor affecting it be captured and quantified? 
The rest of this thesis is based on the provided research objective and the research 
questions and is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, a literature review of past and current 
efforts to model gas turbine combustor emissions along with a theoretical background are 
provided to highlight the shortcomings of past works in this field. In Chapter 3 after the 
literature review, the research questions are restated and reminded in the context of the 
information provided in the literature review. In the same chapter, the hypotheses are 
formulated to address the problems posed by the research questions. In Chapter 4, a 
general description of a less known RQL combustor is provided. In Chapter 5, based on 
the theoretical background and literature review, a proposed methodology is provided. 
Next chapter introduces the integration environment created for emissions prediction. In 
Chapter 7, the designed experiments based on the proposed methodology to prove or 
disprove the hypotheses are introduced, and their results are provided and discussed. The 
thesis overview, contributions, limitations, recommendation for future works and final 
remarks are the subjects of Chapter 8. Additional information, data and codes are 





 CHAPTER 2 
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
The subject of this thesis focuses on the emission related aspects of combustors 
and their associated uncertainties. Since the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon 
monoxide (CO) are among the most important emissions of gas turbine engines, they are 
considered in this thesis. Other aspects, such as structural analysis, thermal stress, 
acoustic and cost are not considered here.  Several methods are available to model 
combustor emissions. These methods can be categorized in three groups: 
 Correlation-based (empirical or semi-empirical) 
 High fidelity physics-based  
 Hybrid 
Correlation-based models use experimental data obtained from the combustor 
sector or full-scale rig tests. Based on test results and experiences, a correlation is 
assumed between certain parameters and emission levels. Then, a curve fitting procedure 
is performed to define emission levels as a function of a group of identified parameters. 
In empirical models which are the first type of the correlation-based models, the selected 
parameters are usually the operating parameters such as temperature and pressure. The 
combustor characteristics are not included in empirical models. The semi-empirical 
models are the second type of the correlation-based models. Although the semi-empirical 
models are still based on experimental data, this data is utilized in the form of physical 
models. Semi-empirical models contain more parameters representative of the combustor 
characteristics than empirical models, such as characteristic time and volume [7, 47]. 
Also, due to the limited capabilities of the test facilities to generate the data within the 
entire range of operation, sometimes the experimental data are extrapolated to real 
conditions, which may increase the uncertainty of the prediction. A limited number of 
tests and the ability of the test facility to simulate the real flight environment limit the 
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predictive capability of these models. The correlations-based models are design specific, 
or they can be applied to similar type or class of combustors; therefore, the ability of 
correlation-based models to predict emission levels of new combustors or those that are 
different from the levels the model is based on, may be reduced. The other concern 
related to the correlation-based models is their scalability. Unless there is large volume of 
test data for combustors with different size, the correlation-based models are based on a 
specific size and geometry and their accuracy may go down when they are used for 
combustors with different size. 
Using high fidelity physics-based approaches (such as CFD) to predict combustor 
emissions has its own drawbacks. Despite of continuous development of CFD methods 
and computational  power of the processors, high fidelity models require long set-up 
time, demanding computational resources and high cost, which make them inappropriate 
in the conceptual design phase [14]. Currently, CFD models are considered a tool that can 
be used more for analysis and limited sensitivity analysis and less for design purposes. 
They can be used to model and analyze particular design at advanced design phases 
where many aspect of the design is determined and detail geometrical information and 
initial or boundary condition are defined. The CFD methods are considered most detailed 
models in flow-field analysis, but their intensive computational burden makes them 
impractical for the conceptual design phase where Design Of Experiments (DOE) runs 
and trade-off studies are an essential part of the process. However, with the continuous 
increase in the processing capabilities of computers and the development of more 
efficient CFD methods, it is likely that the CFD methods will be used in the future as a 
parametric design tool in the earlier design phases. Another point is that in CFD methods 
the fidelity of the combustion chemistry is lowered in favor of the higher flow-field 
fidelity. The fidelity of the combustion reactions used in CFD models is usually limited 
to a few elementary reactions out of hundreds or thousands. Researchers have made an 
effort to employ simplified and efficient CFD methods to predict combustor emissions. 
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For example, Mongia [14] used a CFD model combined with empirical correlations to 
analyze combustor flow-field and emission distributions of 10 combustor types. In his 
work, he used empirical models for NOx, CO and UHC emissions, and radiative, 
convective and conductive heat transfer models. No species reaction is modeled in his 
works [48-49]. Danis et al. used the anchored Computational Combustor Dynamics 
(CCD) method with simplified finite rate chemistry combined with equilibrium radical 
concentration to predict NOx and CO emission distributions in a combustor [50].  
The third group of emission models is hybrid models. These models are based on 
employing simplified physical and chemical models to analyze the internal flow-field of a 
combustor and combustion process.  In hybrid models, the correlations are used in the 
component and flow-field levels and can be used independent of combustor type. In other 
words, the use of experimental data in hybrid models is at a level where they are being 
used as a coefficient or tuning factors. Mattingly et al. [4] and Lefebvre [7, 51] provided 
a good approach to be used in the hybrid emissions models in the conceptual design 
phase. Many physics-based models (including the one used in this thesis) are based on 
their work. Rizk et al. [52-53], Shakariyants et al. [54-57] provided different methods for 
emissions prediction considering combustion, flow-field, droplet evaporation and etc. 
In all the emission models, at least two main fields are identified; the first one is 
the combustor internal flow-field and the second one is combustion or chemical process. 
The species formation and destruction processes in a combustor are dependent on the 
internal flow-field of the combustor and one cannot be analyzed without considering the 
effects of the other one; however, depending on the application and the priorities of the 
research, the presence of one discipline may be stronger than the other one.  
The rest of this chapter provides the methods to model the combustor internal 
flow-field, the combustion process and chemistry and, the integration of these methods to 
predict the emissions. The materials provided in this chapter are discussed based on their 
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usefulness to predict the emission (not designing the combustor) in the conceptual design 
phase and emphasis is placed on those methods that are suitable for that purpose.  
2.1 Internal Flow-field Models 
In the conceptual design phase, the internal flow-field model provides information 
such as dilution and cooling flow fractions and location of cooling and dilution holes in 
the combustor by employing physics-based and semi-empirical equations [54-55, 58]. 
Due to the interdependencies between the combustion and geometry models, it is likely 
that iteration is required in order to reach to an acceptable solution. Depending on the 
combustor type and architecture, different zones are present in the combustor; for 
example Figure 11 shows the basic components of a conventional combustor that are 
considered in the internal flow-field model. It is essential to know the combustion type 
and configuration to model the flow-field. All combustor types contain some or all of the 
elements that are shown in the figure; however, the order or configuration of the elements 
may vary. In the following section, the internal flow-field models recognized in the 
literature are described. 
2.1.1 CFD Approach 
Extensive work has been done on CFD analysis of the combustor‟s internal flow-
Figure 11: A generic layout of a single annular combustor [7] 
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field. As mentioned earlier, this approach is not appropriate in the conceptual design 
phase because of the lack of flexibility, high cost, high computational resource 
requirement, long set-up time and long execution time. Also detailed modeling of the 
flow-field inside the combustor is difficult due to the complexity of the turbulent and 
multi-phase flow models [50]. 
In analyzing the internal flow-field of a combustor, depending on the level of 
complexity and available computational resources, two CFD approaches are identified. In 
the first approach, known as “cold flow”, the flow-field is modeled without taking into 
account the effect of combustion heat release. In this approach, the computational burden 
is reduced by assuming that the flow-field pressure and velocity fields are independent of 
the heat release process and the effect of the heat release on the flow-field is minimal. 
Such an approach is not applicable for modeling the flame and heat transfer effects. The 
second approach known as the “reacting flow” approach, takes into account the heat 
release effects on the flow-field by adding a source or sink  term in the Navier-Stokes 
energy equation. The addition of the energy source or sink term should be accompanied 
by the addition of additional species conservation equations that are present in the flow 
and react with each other. The numbers of species in the CFD simulation is limited to the 
main reactants and products to reduce the model complexity and execution time. The 
complexity of a CFD model will also have a direct effect on the convergence of the 
simulation to the final solution. To reduce the execution time, additional information or 
equations such as empirical or semi-empirical models, combustion efficiencies, and 
convective and radiative thermal effects can be used in conjunction with the CFD model. 
Rizk and Mongia used reacting flow CFD analysis, which incorporated Lefebvre‟s 
correlation models into their analysis [14, 59-60]. Considering the reactive flow in the 
CFD analysis necessitates making additional assumptions about the type of reaction in 
the model. Assumptions such as laminar flamelet that considers infinitely fast reaction or 
the equilibrium reaction can reduce the complexity of the reacting flow CFD simulation.  
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Lebedev et al. used the methane-fueled combustor with equilibrium chemical model to 
obtain temperature and mixture fraction distribution inside a combustor [61]. 
2.1.2 Network Approach 
In the network approach, the internal flow-field of a combustor is approximated 
by a series of sub-flows and co-annular flow tubes and 1D reacting streamlines. The 
network approach is a quasi one dimensional method that uses a network of flow 
elements and nodes built based on the geometry of the combustor (Figure 12) to 
determine the flow characteristic inside the combustor. In this method, the elements 
represent the physical features of the combustor and nodes connect these elements to one 
another.  The governing equations are implemented in each node and each element is 
described by the semi-empirical or physics-based equations. When the governing 
equations of all the nodes are put together, a system of linear equations is obtained that is 
solved by using linear algebra methods to obtain the temperature, heat transfer, pressure, 
mass flow and equilibrium specie concentration profiles through the combustor. The 
chemical equilibrium calculation is used in this method to avoid solving differential 
equations. However making this simplification has a direct effect on emission 
calculations where finite rate chemistry is important. The method initially used by 
Grevenstein and Laurie to analyze the flow in a pipe network [62]. Stuttaford and Rubini 
employed the network approach to model the flow-field in a reverse flow turbine engine 
combustor [63]. Finally Despierre et al. used this approach combined with the Genetic 
algorithm to optimize the design of a dual annular combustor [21]. In their study, they 
fixed the geometry and performed the Genetic algorithm optimization to reach eight 
design targets by varying six input parameters (Table 5). 
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The network method provides detailed information about the combustor internal 
flow-field, with the desired level of accuracy depending on the number of nodes and 
accuracy of the semi-empirical correlations. In this approach, a compromise exists 
between the execution time and accuracy. Increasing the number of elements and nodes 
makes the accuracy of the model closer to that of the CFD analysis and at the same time, 
increases its execution time. Providing an efficient solver to solve the system of equations 
has a direct effect of the accuracy and execution time of the approach. The network 
approach does not provide the flexibility of using a network of one combustor (with 
moderate change) for another combustor with a different configuration. Using this 
approach to design and size a combustor based on the required flow-field presents some 
Input Design Variables Design Parameter Targets 
Primary holes area Injector fuel/air ratio 
Dilution holes area Primary zone fuel/air ratio 
Injector area Intermediate zone fuel/air ratio 
Primary effusion cooling holes area Dilution zone fuel/air ratio 
Intermediate effusion cooling holes area Primary zone wall temperature 
Dilution effusion cooling holes area Secondary zone wall temperature 
 Dilution zone wall temperature 
 Overall pressure drop 
 
Table 5: Inputs and design parameters in Genetic algorithm optimization 
Figure 12:  A network generated for an annular combustor [21] 
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complications as changing the size and shape of the combustor might necessitate 
modifying the number and configuration of nodes and elements.  
2.1.3 Control Volume Approach 
In this approach, the combustor is divided into a finite number of axial zones or 
control volumes, where each zone communicates with neighboring zones through a 
number of flow parameters. The analysis moves forward by solving governing equations 
in the integral form for each control volume and obtaining the average flow properties in 
that zone. The process starts from the combustor inlet and ends at the combustor exit. If a 
particular condition is desired at the combustor exit plane, iteration will be required to 
converge to the desired target condition. The accuracy of the control volume method 
depends on the size of the control volumes and their boundaries. This method was used 
by Rodriguez and O‟Brien [64] to analyze the flow-field inside single annular and 
reverse-flow combustors. They built their approach on the previous work done by Davis 
who sequentially modeled a turbine engine‟s compressor [65]. This 1D approach 
provides the flow variation in the direction of the flow in the core and annulus section of 
the combustor, but it does not take into account the flow property variations normal to the 
flow direction. Comparing this approach to the network and CFD approaches, the control 
volume approach loses its 2D or 3D observability while providing a simpler, faster and 
more versatile modeling technique with less computational burden. 
2.1.4 Component Modeling Approach 
The component modeling approach can be considered as a simplified control 
volume approach with some modifications. In this approach, partitioning the combustor 
into smaller control volumes is not completely user defined and has some constraints. 
The partitioning is based on pre-defined combustor elements where each element is 
contained within a control volume [4, 51]. The boundaries of each element are either 
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physical boundaries or are defined in accordance with the location of the dilution holes or 
points where flow properties are changed significantly. The advantage of this approach 
over the control volume approach is in its modular characteristics, where components can 
be combined in various ways to resemble the configuration of the combustor type of 
interest. Each component is modeled separately and then all components are linked to 
each other to form the whole combustor. The component models may be empirical, semi-
empirical, or physics-based. Some of the models in this approach are non-linear; thus, the 
equations cannot be represented in matrix form where linear algebra methods can be used 
to solve them. Figure 11 shows the elements that are used to model a conventional single 
annular combustor. These elements are the basic building blocks that can be used to 
model different combustor types with various configurations. This modular feature is the 
strength of this approach that makes it attractive for 1D internal flow-field analysis. 
Much of the work on the component modeling approach uses models and methods 
that are similar to those suggested by Mattingly and Pratt [4] and Lefebvre [7] and many 
definitions and equation in this thesis is based on the mentioned authors‟ work as well. 
Shakariyants et al. used this method in their work to size a single annular combustor of 
CF6-80 engine emissions [54-57]. Andreini and Facchini used the approach to model the 
emissions of several types of combustors, but they did not go into detail about the internal 
flow-field analysis process [66].  
A brief explanation of the combustor elements used in the component modeling 
approach is provided here. These components can be looked at as pre-built objects that 
can be used to construct a whole combustor. The mathematical models and associated 
equation of each component wills be provided in the Chapter 5. 
2.1.4.1 Diffuser  
The job of the diffuser is to slow the air flow coming from the compressor and 
provide a smooth and well-distributed flow to the combustor core and annulus. The 
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diffuser component is sized for on-design condition to slow the flow to the desired Mach 
number at the diffuser exit and increase the static pressure with a minimum total pressure 
loss. In addition to the on-design condition, the diffuser must have an acceptable 
performance at off-design operating conditions. The diffusers used in combustors have 
different types. They can have a flat or curved wall, gradual or sudden expansion, and 
single or multiple passages. 
2.1.4.2 Atomizer 
Fuel atomization and spray droplet size have important effects on combustor 
performance and emission levels [52]. When liquid fuel (JP-9 or Jet-A) is injected to the  
combustor core, the initial jet of the fuel converts to various-sized droplets through 
aerodynamic and hydraulic instabilities [67-68]. The heat that exists in the vicinity of the 
droplets quickly evaporates some of them, but some of the droplets are large enough to 
get into the flame zone before they evaporate. The existence of droplets in the flame 
region creates a specific different kind of flame called diffusion flame In contrast to the 
Figure 13: Droplet size distribution 
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premixed flame, where the fuel and oxidizer (air) are mixed together before burning, in 
the diffusion flame, the fuel and air are separate and encounter the flame from opposite 
directions through the diffusion process. The diffusion flame positions itself between 
incoming air and fuel streams, where the fuel to air ratio is stoichiometric and results in 
the maximum flame temperature.  There is a range of droplet diameters in the fuel spray 
for which various droplet diameter distribution models have been proposed. The droplet 
size distribution depends on many factors such as atomizer type, flow-field around the 
fuel jet, and upstream fuel line conditions (Figure 13). It is convenient to work with mean 
droplet diameter instead of droplet distribution. Among many different definitions 
available for the droplet mean diameter, the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) is the one that 
is widely used in combustion applications and is defined as the diameter of a droplet 
whose ratio of volume to surface is the same as that of the whole fuel spray. The SMD 
can be viewed as an average or mean value diameter of all droplets present in the spray. 
Droplet models are usually defined in terms of the SMD as a function of atomizer type. 
Lefebvre in [7] and Mellor in [46] have provided droplet models for simplex and air blast 
atomizers.  
2.1.4.3 Swirler 
The other element that has a direct effect on the structure of the flame, emission 
levels and overall combustor efficiency is the swirler. The main job of the swirler is to 
convert part of the axial velocity component of the core flow to the tangential component. 
Imposing a tangential motion to the flow creates a flow recirculation that brings the hot 
gases back to the flame front which increases flame stability and prevents flame blow-off. 
At the same time the toroidal motion of the flow reduces the flame length [69]. The 
amount of swirling that a swirler imposes to the flow is quantified by the Swirl number 









where Gυ is the axial flux of angular momentum, Gx is the axial flux of momentum (axial 
thrust) and r0 is the outer radius of the swirler. Flow recirculation is obtained for strong 
Swirl number greater than 0.6 [4]. 
The other job of the swirler is to enhance the mixing of the fuel with air [69]. 
Swirlers can be axial, radial or a combination of both (Figure 14). Many studies are 
conducted to model the swirler, its interaction with fuel spray and its effects on the flow 
and combustion process [71-76]. A significant part of the success associated with modern 
combustor concepts such as twin annular premixed swirler (TAPS) or LDI combustors 
are associated with the way their swirler is designed to better mix the fuel with air. The 
swirler can be looked at as a stationary single stage fan or an inlet guide vanes. The 
following parameters defined the characteristics and performance of a swirler: 
 Blade positioning angle 
 Blade curvature 
 Number of blades 
 Hub and tip radii 
Figure 14: Axial and radial swirlers 
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 Blade solidity ( Chord to length ratio) 
 Blade thickness 
 Axial, radial or hybrid swirler 
 Flow coefficient 
2.1.4.4 Combustor Core Zones 
The number and type of zones in the core section of a combustor depend on the 
type of the combustor and its design. As a basic rule, the zone is defined as a region in 
the combustor where no flow is added to it or there is a uniform characteristic across that 
region. For example, in the single annular combustor, the number of rows of dilution 
orifices is used to define the zones in the core section of the combustor. Depending on the 
combustor type, there are one, two, or three rows of orifices, and each region between the 
rows is considered as one zone. 
 Often the core section of a single annular combustor is divided into three major 
axial parts. These parts are distinguished from each other by introducing additional air 
that comes from the annulus in the form of jets through dilution holes and crosses the 
main core flow. In the SAC, the three distinguishable zones are 1) the primary zone, 2) 
the secondary zone, and 3) the dilution zone. In other combustor types, depending on 
their internal flow-field and architecture, additional zones can be defined.  In the RQL 
combustor, which would be another combustor type, additional zones such as rich zone, 
mixing zone and lean zone can be defined. Specific tasks should be accomplished in each 
zone. The primary zone in a SAC or the rich zone in an RQL combustor is a place where 
the flame is anchored. In this region, the flow is characterized as a highly intensive 
turbulent flow. The main task of the primary or rich zone is to sustain the flame at all 
conditions. A swirler-induced recirculation is contained in these zones to recirculate part 
of the hot gases back to the flame region to prevent flame blow-off or extinction. In SAC, 
the primary zone fuel to air ratio is often close to the stoichiometric value to have a stable 
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flame. To burn off the unburned fuel and hydrocarbons coming from the primary zone, 
additional air from the annulus is introduced to the core section through the first row of 
dilution orifices. The region between the first and next set of dilution orifices is called the 
intermediate or secondary zone. The primary and secondary zones make significant 
contributions to the total NOx and CO emission levels [77-78]. The addition of additional 
air from the annulus to the core section through the second row of dilution orifices 
identifies the beginning of the dilution zone where it ends at the combustor exit plane.  
The flow in this post-flame region is relatively calm. The task of the dilution zone 
and its dilution jets is to provide a desired exit temperature and velocity profile for the 
first stage of the turbine blades. The exit profiles are tailored to the needs of the turbine 
blade in terms of thermal and mechanical stress management. In an RQL combustor, the 
task of the rich zone is similar to that of the primary zone; however, the fuel to air ratio at 
the rich zone is significantly above one. The rich zone is followed by a mixing zone in 
which the exhaust of the rich zone quickly mixes with quench jets coming from the 
combustor annulus. The mixing zone is a turbulent region and the quality of mixing and 
quenching in this zone has a significant effect on the level of the emissions. The lean 
zone burns the unburned hydrocarbon coming from the mixing zone in a lean condition 
and is followed by a dilution zone. A more detailed description of the SAC and RQL 
combustor types is provided in Chapter 4. 
2.1.4.5 Flow Partitioning  
The flow partitioning model is a virtual model that divides the air flow between 
different zones of the combustor, and based on the amount of the flow going into each 
zone and corresponding pressure drop, the dimensions of the combustor elements will be 
determined. After the diffuser, air flow is divided between the combustor core and 
annulus. The placement of liners and their distance from the casing and the amount of 
pressure loss through the dilution orifices and swirler determine the amount of the flow 
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that goes into the combustor core and annulus. It is important to have an adequate amount 
of flow in the primary or rich zones to control the equivalence ratio, the burned gas 
temperature, emission formation, and to prevent flame blow-off. Also it is equally 
important to send sufficient air to the annulus for liner cooling and air dilution. On the 
one hand, sending more air than necessary to the primary zone makes the fuel and air 
mixture very lean and prone to flame instability and blow-off while leaving little air for 
liner cooling and dilution. On the other hand, having little air going into the primary zone 
results in a stoichiometric and sometimes rich mixture that could deviate the temperature 
from the desired value and increase the UHC and CO emission levels. It can also result in 
additional air going to the annulus that could spoil the mixing pattern of the secondary 
and dilution zones, which could result in an undesired temperature profile at the 
combustor exit. The situation for the rich zone in the RQL combustor type is different 
from that of the primary zone. Sending more air than necessary to the rich zone may 
result in an equivalence ratio close to unity, which is undesirable for the RQL combustor. 
Because of the criticality of the amount of the air that goes to the rich zone in the RQL 
design, concepts like the variable geometry swirler or fuel shifting are considered [1]. 
The size of the mixing, secondary, and dilution zone orifices is important for 
having adequate mixing and for preventing short or long jets. Orifices with a small 
diameter provide jets with low momentum that are unable to penetrate deep enough into 
the core section and mix well with hot gases. Large diameter orifices, on the other hand 
may impinge the jets coming from the opposite inner and outer liners, leading to uneven 
temperature distribution [79-80].  
2.1.5 Assessment of Internal Flow-field Analysis Approaches 
Table 6 shows a qualitative comparison of the four methods mentioned to model 
the combustor internal flow. Four criteria in the conceptual phase are considered which 
are: 1) execution time, 2) set-up time, 3) versatility, and 4) fidelity. The execution time 
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and set-up time have a direct correlation with cost, which is an important issue in 
combustor design. Also, a design-friendly model should be reasonably flexible to 
incorporate design types with different architecture and design. The fidelity of a model 
has less importance compared to the other three criteria; however, the more accurate and 
realistic a model, the better the final emissions prediction. From the table, it can be seen 
that component modeling is good candidate for the purpose of this thesis. 
 
Table 6: Comparison between internal flow-field analysis methods 
Approach Execution Time Set-up Time Versatility Fidelity 
CFD     
Network     
Control Volume     
Component Modeling     
                                   Excellent                    Good                 Fair                Poor             
2.2 Combustion Models 
The next step in the combustor emissions prediction process is the introduction of 
the methods used in combustion or chemistry analysis. The combustion model inputs 
include geometry information, flow conditions at combustor inlet and flow-field 
information. The most well-known methods to model the combustion process are detailed 
models like reacting flow CFD or computational combustion dynamics (CCD) [50]. The 
CFD methods were discussed in the previous sections; therefore, the focus here will be 
on the methods that have not yet been discussed.   
There is always a correlation between the fidelity of the flow-field analysis and 
the chemistry analysis due to resource limitations. In CFD methods the chemistry 
analysis is simplified, while in the other methods, the flow-field analysis is simplified to 
have a higher fidelity chemistry analysis. To simplify the combustion model and reduce 
the CFD workload, simplified assumptions are made. The most well-known models used 
in reacting flow simulations (especially turbulent flow)  are the fast-chemistry, flamelet, 
and equilibrium models [81-82]. In the first two models, the Damkohler number is 
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assumed to be large. As shown in the equation below, a large Damkohler number means 
that the reaction time scale is much shorter than the flow time scale.  
 reaction
fluid
Da  (4) 
The fast-chemistry models are widely used for diffusion flame modeling while the 
flamelet models can be used for diffusion, premixed or partially premixed turbulent 
flames where a thin flamelet is wrinkled by the turbulent flow.  The flamelet models are 
used by researchers to model the turbulent combustion process [83-85]. Since flamelet 
models assume fast chemistry in the flame regions, they are not suitable for slow 
reactions like NOx formations and sometime the use of finite rate chemistry models is 
necessary [61]. The equilibrium model also assumes very large residence time such that 
the combustion has enough time to go into equilibrium condition. Although such a model 
is appropriate to determine the temperature distribution in the combustor (as the heat 
release is a fast process). There are many reactions and species in the combustion that do 
not reach to equilibrium conditions and such an assumption can produce significant 
prediction errors. Another way to model a combustion process is the Chemical Reactors 
Network (CRN) approach. In this approach, a combustor is divided into smaller regions 
with similar flow properties and each region modeled by a single or a set of elementary 
chemical reactors [86]. In the CRN approach the chemistry fidelity is increased at the 
cost of lowered flow analysis fidelity. A more detailed description of the approach is 
provided in section 2.2.2.  
No matter what assumptions are used in the combustion or chemistry analysis, the 
first step to model a combustion process is to model how the species in the process react 
with each other. Such a model is called combustion mechanism. The following section 




2.2.1 Combustion Mechanism  
To start modeling a combustion process, it is essential to provide a model of fuel 
combustion with air. Although at a global level the reaction of the fuel with air can be 
written as a single line of a chemical equation with reactants at one side and products at 
the other side, this is just an overall picture of what really happens and does not tell the 
whole story. This type of chemical equation, which is called a global reaction, gives the 
main end products of a chemical process without mentioning the intermediates steps and 
those species produced in small quantities. The formation of products, however, is not a 
direct result of the fuel and air molecules collision. In fact, the possibility of having final 
products as a result of direct collision between the fuel and air molecules is extremely 
low and it is more probable to have some intermediate molecular and atomic collisions 
responsible of forming the final products. These reactions are called elementary reactions 
and represent a picture that is closer to what really happens in the combustion process on 
molecular scales (Figure 15).  
Elementary reactions show how unstable and short lived molecules and radicals 
can react with each other through a complex chain of elementary reactions to create the 
final stable products. Many species (e.g. CH, OH, HO and O) that are present in 
elementary reactions are unstable and have a very short life. The presence of these 
species in the flame is proved by various experiments. These intermediate species have 
an important effect on the formation or destruction rate of the final products [87].  
Every elementary reaction has a forward or forward/reverse reaction direction, 
and each direction, as shown in Figure 15, has forward and reverse reaction rates kf and 
kr. In a chemical equilibrium condition, these coefficients are used to determine the 
concentration of species. In non-equilibrium conditions, the coefficients are used to find 
the rates at which species are produced or consumed using the relation similar to equation 










rfrf  (5) 
Reaction rates are a function of pressure, temperature and order of reaction. To 
take into account these parameters, reaction rates are defined as a function of pre-
exponential factor or frequency factors A, reaction order n and activation energy E which 




n eATk    (6) 
To find the concentration of species at a given time, a system of differential 
equations with a range of time scales (stiff system of ordinary differential equations) 
must be solved. This system of differential equations contains the reaction rate equations 
of all the species listed in the combustion mechanism.  
The combustion of every fuel with air has its own combustion mechanism. Many 
investigations, experiments and studies have been conducted to find the combustion 
mechanism of different fuels with air. Even in some cases there are several mechanisms 
for a fuel describing the combustion mechanism for different conditions like rich or lean 
mixtures. As fuel molecules become more complex and larger with a higher number of 
carbon atoms, more intermediate species become involved in the process which increases 
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Figure 15: An example of elementary reactions 
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the number of elementary reactions and makes it more difficult to model the complete 
combustion mechanism. 
To reduce the complexity of the combustion mechanism of large fuel molecules, 
initial elementary reactions responsible for breaking large fuel molecule into smaller ones 
(Pyrolysis process) are lumped into a few global chemical equations [87-89]. In this 
method, the available combustion mechanisms of smaller molecules are combined with 
the global reactions of larger molecules to model the combustion mechanism of the fuel. 
Besides the difficulty of modeling the combustion mechanism of single-component fuels 
with a high number of carbon molecules, another problem is associated with the actual 
fuels being used in industry. Most hydrocarbon-based fuels in industry (including 
aviation fuels) are derivatives of petroleum and are a mixture of many hydrocarbons. For 
example, aviation fuels consist of more than 300 components, and it is very difficult to 
model their physical or chemical properties and combustion mechanisms. The percentage 
of species present in these fuels varies based on the oil wells and refineries they come 
from or the time of the year when they are extracted and refined [90-91]. To reduce the 
number of components to a manageable size (10 to 15), a surrogate model can be created 
Figure 16: Distillate curve of JP-4 [16] 
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that mimics the same physical and chemical properties and distillate curve of the original 
fuel as much as possible while having fewer components than the original fuel. Figure 16 
shows the distillate curve and Table 7 shows a surrogate model of JP-4 consisting of 14 
components. Surrogate models are used in modeling the spray combustion, internal flow-
field, combustion mechanism and laboratory tests [16, 91-93].  
Although in surrogate models the number of components has been reduced, 
considering the current available computational resources, it is still difficult to model the 
combustion mechanism of a surrogate model and even if it is possible, it would be hard to 
use them in a combustion analysis [90]. The solution is to use the major components of a 
surrogate that have the largest fractions of the fuel. For most common aviation fuels (JP-8 
or Jet-A), the major constituents are paraffins and aromatics; therefore, it is possible to 
create a very simple model of a fuel using a mixture of one alkane and one aromatic that 



















Dicycloparaffins 4.9 5.0 Decalin 
Alkyl benzenes 8.2 8.0 Toluene 
Indans and tetralins 1.1 1.0 Tetralin 
Indenes and 
dihydronaphtalenes 
0.0 0.0 - 
Naphthalene 0.4 0.5 1-Methylnaphthalene 
Total paraffin 90.3 90.5  
Total aromatics 9.7 9.5  
 
Table 7: Surrogate model of JP-4 [16] 
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and Maurice [94-95] suggested using 89-mol% n-decane (C10H22) representing alkane 
and 11-mol% of an aromatic fuel. The aromatic fuel can be benzen (C6H6), toluen 
(C6H5CH3), ethyl-benzene (C6H5C2H5) or naphtalene (C10H8). Benzen is not a good 
choice as an aromatic component since it does not provide a good prediction of the 
aromatic concentration in the flame. Other three aromatics give the same result and any 
one of them may be selected as an aromatic constituent based on the availability of the 
data [90].  
To further simplify a fuel surrogate model and make it applicable to fast 
combustion analysis, aviation fuels can be represented by a component that has the 
highest percentages in the mixture [87]. In the case of aviation fuels, the main constituent 
is C12H22 or C12H24 or a representative formula of aviation fuel (like C12H23). The 
combustion mechanism of a jet fuel is generated based on its major constituent and 
defining the global reaction for larger molecules that convert to smaller ones through the 
Pyrolysis process [96-97].  
Every fuel has a unique combustion mechanism, but all or part of the pollutant 
formation sub-mechanisms remain unchanged in different fuel combustion mechanisms. 
Certain elementary reactions and reaction paths are present in combustion mechanisms 
that are responsible for pollutant formations. The formation sub-mechanism of carbon 
monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are among the reactions that almost remain 
the same in different combustion mechanisms. Since unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) 
emissions consist of various hydrocarbon-based molecules coming from different sources 
based on fuel type and combustion condition, it is hard to find a common mechanism 
among them. A description of these pollutant elementary reactions common in all 





2.2.1.1 Thermal NO Formation  
Thermal NOx formation is the main NOx formation mechanism and is produced 
by the oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen in the high temperature region of the flame and 
post-flame regions.  Zeldovich proposed the following elementary reactions for NO 
formation: 
O+N2 ↔ NO+N 
N+O2 ↔ NO+O 
The first reaction has strong temperature dependency and is slow, while the 
second reaction is faster. Due to the overall slow rate of these reactions, compared to the 
fuel oxidation, thermal NO is being formed in the post-flame region. The Zeldovich 
mechanism is extended by adding the following reaction to the previous elementary 
reactions: 
N+OH ↔ NO+H 
The reverse rates of the above reactions are very slow and sometimes are ignored. 
2.2.1.2 Prompt NO Formation  
The prompt (Fenimore)  NO formation was discovered by Fenimore [98]. This 
mechanism is particularly important in rich conditions. However, its contribution is less 
than that of the thermal NO formation. The prompt NO formation is related to the 
interaction of atmospheric nitrogen with hydrocarbon radicals in the early stage of the 
flame region, which makes it totally different from the thermal formation sub-
mechanism. In this mechanism, the interaction of atomic nitrogen with HC radicals 
creates amines and cyano compounds that are converted to some intermediate compounds 
and ultimately to NO. The formation mechanism of the prompt NO is not as simple as the 
thermal NO formation mechanism due to the presence of a high number of hydrocarbon 
radicals and different reaction paths, but its complexity may be reduced by considering 
HC radicals as the main radical interacting with the nitrogen and skipping the process that 
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leads to the formation of HC. The following reactions initiate the Prompt NO formation 
mechanism: 
CH+N2 ↔ HCN+N 
C+N2 ↔ CN+N 
After this point, the mechanism depends on the value of the equivalence ratio. For 
equivalence ratios less than 1.2, NO formation is based on the following reactions [68]: 
HCN+O ↔ NCO+H 
NCO+H ↔ NH+CO 
NH+H ↔ N+H2 
N+OH ↔ NO+H 
For richer conditions, the mechanism is too complex to be presented in a few 
elementary reactions. Implementing the prompt NO formation in a fuel combustion 
mechanism requires a set of elementary reactions representing a complex interaction 
between the hydrocarbon and nitrogen species. Since these kinds of elementary reactions 
do not show up in a simplified combustion mechanism (especially those that are based on 
the Pyrolysis process), implementing prompt NO formation in a simple combustion 
mechanism is not possible. 
2.2.1.3 Nitrous Oxide Intermediate Formation  
The nitrous oxide (N2O) mechanism is important in fuel lean and low temperature 
conditions and consists of three steps [68]: 
O+N2+M ↔ N2O+M 
H+N2O ↔ NO+NH 






2.2.1.4 Nitrogen Dioxide Formation  
A significant part of the NO produced by the mechanisms described above is 
converted to NO2 in the low-temperature region of combustors; therefore, at the 
combustor exit, a mixture of NO and NO2 exists, which is called NOx. The NO2 
formation or destruction elementary reactions are: 
NO+HO2 ↔ NO2+OH 
NO2+H ↔ NO+OH 
NO2+O ↔ NO+O2 
The first reaction is a formation reaction and is significant at low temperature. 
The next two reactions are responsible for NO2 destruction and are significant at high 
temperatures; therefore, the NO2 formation rate is higher at low temperature regions 
(combustor exit) and lower at high temperature regions. 
2.2.1.5 Carbon Monoxide Oxidation  
Unlike NOx formation mechanisms, which do not produce significant heat and 
may be separated from the other chemical reactions, the CO oxidation is the main source 
of heat release in the combustion of hydrocarbon fuels.  In simplified form, hydrocarbon 
fuel combustion can be divided in two steps; the first step is CO formation based on fuel 
and air interaction, and the second step is CO oxidation to CO2. The presence of water or 
hydrogen significantly enhances the CO oxidation rate. The first step is a complex 
mechanism and is fuel specific and is not completely known to researchers; however, the 
second step is simple and can be modeled by the following reactions with water as a 
source of hydroxyl radicals (OH): 
CO+O2 → CO2+O 
O+H2O → OH+OH 
CO+OH → CO2+H 
O2+H → OH+O 
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In addition to the above reactions, in the presence of hydrogen molecules, the 
following reactions are also considered for the formation of hydroxyl radicals: 
O+H2 → OH+H 
OH+H2 → H2O+H 
2.2.2 Chemical Reactors Network Approach 
As mentioned earlier, the chemical reactors‟ network (CRN) approach is used to 
model the finite-rate combustion process. This method is based on dividing the 
combustion area into smaller regions in which physical and chemical characteristic 
variations are small. Each region can be replaced by a single or several simple elementary 
chemical reactors. The characteristic of each reactor and its connections with other 
reactors depend on the flow-field. From this brief description, the link between the flow-
field and CRN is obvious. The reactors are linked together by flows coming from other 
reactors or flow inlets (Figure 17). After building the network of reactors, the fuel 
combustion mechanism is introduced to the network. The governing equations of 
elementary reactors are relatively simple and consist of algebraic and differential 
equations. Solving the governing equation of the network of reactors will yield species 
Figure 17: An example of a network of elementary chemical reactors [8] 
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concentration and exit temperature at the exit of each reactor. The CRN models need 
more time to run than empirical or semi-empirical models, but they are faster than CFD 
models. In contrast to CFD models with high fidelity internal flow analysis and low 
fidelity chemistry analysis, the CRN models have simplified flow-field and detailed 
chemical analysis. 
Three main types of reactors used in constructing CRNs are the perfect (well) 
stirred reactor (PSR), the plug flow reactor (PFR) [68] and partially stirred reactor (PaSR) 
[99]. The PSR and PFR reactors were introduced by S. L. Bragg [100] and initially used 
in CRNs by Swithenbank [58]. The PaSR is an additional type of reactor that was 
formulated later by Chen [99] and Correa [101]. If the flow inside a combustor is 
considered to span a wide range of regimes from a fully turbulent to a one dimensional 
laminar flow, then each PSR and PFR reactor represents the ends of this range. As 
described in the next sections, the PSR represents combustion in a high-intensity 
turbulent flow, where mixing time is much shorter than the reactors‟ residence time, 
while the PFR represents combustion in a one-dimensional calm flow, where mixing time 
is much longer than the residence time. The PaSR is located between the PSR and the 
PFR, where the fuel and air are neither totally mixed nor totally segregated, which means 
the mixing time of fuel and air and the reactor‟s residence time are on the same order. 
2.2.2.1 Perfect Stirred Reactor (PSR) 
The Perfect Stirred Reactor is a 0D ideal reactor in which instantaneous perfect 
mixing of fuel and air as well as products occurs and the mixture exiting the reactor has 
the same concentrations as the mixture inside the reactor [2]. It is assumed that the 
Damkohler number inside the PSR is zero. In a PSR, combustion takes place uniformly in 
a control volume and there is no spatial or temporal variation of parameters (Figure 18). 
The reactor  was initially used in flame stabilization and reaction rate studies [86, 102]. 
The important parameter in PSR is the residence time which represents the available time 
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that reactants have in a reactor. The relative magnitude of the residence time compared to 
the reaction time determines the degree of the reaction progress in the reactor before the 
mixture comes out of it. The following describe the mathematical model of the PSR. All 
the equations are extracted from reference [68]. The relation between reactor volume (V), 
mixture flow rate ( m ) and residence time (τ) is shown in equation (7). Any two of these 
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where ρmix is the mixture density. Equation (8) shows the species conservation equation 
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  : The net production rate of the ith species  
MWi  : The molecular weight of the i
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The mass flow of the i
th
 species into the control volume is:   
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where: 
Yi,in :The initial mass fraction of i
th
 species 
The equation for the mass flow rate out of the control volume is similar to the 
above equation as well. Substituting the term in the right hand side of equation (8) with 










Equation (11) provides N equations for N species with N+ 1 unknown (N mass 
fractions and temperature). The addition of energy equation is needed for problem 
closure which for steady-state condition is: 
 




where Q  is the rate of heat release and  hi,in and hi,out are i
th
 species enthalpies (formation 
















Although perfect mixing cannot occur in reality and it results in flame extinction, 
PSRs are good candidates to model parts of a combustor where the turbulence intensity 






2.2.2.2 Plug Flow Reactor (PFR) 
The Inside the PSR (PFR) is a 1D reactor in which flow properties change in the 
axial direction while remaining uniform in the radial direction (Figure 19). No mixing 
takes place in the axial direction but the properties change in that direction so the value of 
the flow parameters at the exit plane is different than their value inside the reactor.  
The conservation equations of the Inside the PSR are provided below [68]. All 
equations are one dimensional (x-direction). Equations (14), (15), (16) and (17) show the 
mass conservation, momentum conservation, energy conservation, and species 








































where ρ is density, p is pressure, ux is axial velocity, P is perimeter, Q
 is heat flux per 
unit area, h is enthalpy and cp is specific heat at constant pressure.   
Combining the above equations with ideal gas assumptions, relations between 
species mass fractions, concentrations, and molecular weight and reaction rates and 
Figure 19: Plug Flow Reactor (PFR) and its parameters 
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assuming zero heat flux, the rate of temperature change, species mass fractions, and 












































































The above equations can be solved with appropriate initial boundary conditions to 
obtain the mass fraction and temperature profile across the reactor. The residence time 







Regions of the combustor where flow is one-dimensional and calm and turbulence 
intensity is low can be modeled by PFRs. Part of the secondary zone and dilution zone 
are the best candidates to be modeled by PFRs.   
2.2.2.3 Partially Stirred Reactor 
A Partially Stirred Reactor is useful when the turbulent mixing time is on the 
same order as the reactor residence time; therefore, it does not have the limitations of the 
PSR which assumes the instantaneous turbulent mixing assumption. On the limits, when 
the mixing time is much shorter than the residence time, its behavior approaches the  PSR 
and when the mixing time is much longer than the residence time, its behavior 
approaches the PFR [103]. In PaSR the Damkohler number is on order of unity where the 
interaction between the chemical and fluid dynamics is strong. The interaction of 
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where CD is a constant, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ε is the turbulent intensity and 
the ratio of turbulent kinetic energy over turbulent intensity is the time scale of the energy 
containing eddies in the turbulent flow. For the first order models, finding the value of 
turbulent intensity is not possible as it is a local variable, therefore in this study the 
mixing time is calculated based on the height of the mixing zone.  
To address the issues of modeling the chemical reaction in the turbulent flow, 
averaging techniques introduces a significant error in the calculation of the mean species 
concentrations. The non-linearity in the turbulent mixing problem can be addressed by 
the joint probability distribution function (pdf) of the flow properties. A transport 
equation for this joint pdf is proposed by Pope [104] in which a joint velocity-
composition pdf can be degenerated  to single-point scalar pdf by ignoring the velocity 
fluctuation and spatial homogeneity [101]. Finally due to the large dimension of the 
single-point scalar pdf, Pope [105] developed a Monte Carlo method to sample the pdf 
distribution randomly (Equation(23)) and showed that for a sufficient number of samples 




The samples are randomly selected and governing equations will be applied to 
them. Samples interact with each other through a mixing term (first term) in equations 
(24) and (25). They show the rate of change of temperature in the n
th
 sample and rate of 
change of the k
th



































































In the above equations the mixing term is simplified using the Interaction-by-
Exchange-with-the-Mean (IEM) model or Linear-Mean-Squares-Estimation model 
(LMSE) [106]. The other mixing model is the Modified Curl‟s model. Chen [99] 
provided the analytical form for LSME or Modified Curl‟s models as a basis for 














is the density weighted average and f is the fluctuation. The unmixedness 
value is bounded by 0 and 1, 0 being completely segregated and 1 being completely 
mixed. The unmixedness degree is linked to the residence and mixing time scales in the 
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(29) 
Equation (27) is used for the Modified Curl‟s model and equation (28) for the 
LMSE model. The value of Cυ is usually 2. Inside the PaSR the samples are randomly 
selected at each time marching step and their governing equations are solved. This 
random selection of the samples inside the PaSR is the reason of the stochastic nature of 
the reactor‟s outputs. After sampling and solving the governing equations, the exit 
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composition of the species and the exit temperature of the PaSR are provided in term of 
probability density functions (pdf). 
2.3 Assessment of Current Emissions Prediction Approaches 
As the analysis methods move from high fidelity approaches to simplified 
physics-based approaches, the fidelity of the internal flow-field analysis goes down and 
changes from a mesh of small cells or grids to the averaged spatial zones. Due to this 
change, more computational power may be diverted to a detailed finite rate chemistry 
analysis. In combustion analysis a trend can be seen that indicates the move from 
equilibrium, fast chemistry, flamelet, or simple 2-3 step-finite-rate chemistry in high- 
fidelity flow-field approaches to a detailed combustion mechanism with more species and 
elementary reactions in the CRN approach.  
The CRN approach has disadvantages too, one of which is the absence of a solid 
rule or guideline to build a CRN. Ad-hoc methods are used by researchers to build CRNs 
[66]. These methods are based on CFD analysis [107] or experimental measurements of 
flow-field parameters that are conducted for a cold or reacting flow. Tonouchi et al. used 
a two-reactor model to predict the emissions of a combustor with heptane [108]. 
Shakariyants et al. used 1D flow modeling, global combustion model of Jet-A along with 
simple emissions formation models in a series of finite rate chemistry models to 
determine the emission levels of the CF6-80 combustor and compared it with CFD results 
[54-57]. In their study, they did not explicitly consider the mixture non-uniformity and 
existence of fuel droplets. Mellor [47] and Mellor and Fritsky [109] used semi-empirical 
correlations based on different time scales to size a single annular combustor with a 
known architecture. Novosselov et al. used the temperature and velocity distributions 
generated by a CFD analysis to build a CRN [110-111]. Vedula et al. used experimental 
data to build a CRN for a ceramic matrix composite (CMC) liner combustor and modeled 
its emissions [112]. Lebedev et al. built a CRN based on 3D CFD results and employed 
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the flamelet concept in one of the PSRs in the CRN to account for the existence of a 
diffusion flame for the CIAM methane fueled combustor [61]. Rizk et al. used a CRN to 
implement the diffusion flame concept as well as a mixture non-uniformity into the 
emissions-prediction of a single annular combustor [53] with a propane combustion 
mechanism [89] to predict NOx emission of set of combustors. In their work, no details 
are provided about the flow-field modeling, diffusion modeling or reactors‟ sizing. Part 
of the overall droplet evaporation and diffusion burning process used in this thesis is 
similar to the one provided in reference 112; however, all the relations and equations 
used here are developed independently without any knowledge about the equations 
employed in [53]. 
The other issue related to the CRN approach is that the PSR and PFR reactors 
represent two end-of-flow regimes, which are the high intensity 0D turbulent flow and 
the laminar 1D flow. The validity of the model is questionable if it is applied to a region 
in a combustor that is somewhere between these two extreme ends, i.e., a partially mixed, 
medium intensity turbulent flow. One way to bridge the gap between the PSR and PFR 
concepts is to use the Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) concept, but PaSR execution time 
is long and it is sensitive to initial conditions or guess provided to it [103].  
In almost all the above methods, the fuel is gaseous fuel; however, in real liquid-
fueled combustion the effect of droplet evaporation should be considered as well. Part of 
this thesis‟ contribution is the assumption of developing and integrating different models 
and disciplines together and creating a model for emissions prediction and initial 
combustor sizing in the conceptual design phase. The other contributions is about 
capturing the effects of the uncertainty of the inputs and considering different combustion 
phenomena on the final emission levels and their distributions. To that end, the following 





2.4 Uncertainty Analysis 
Many sources of uncertainty exist when physical phenomena are modeled. They  
originate from uncertain inputs, boundary conditions, calibration, or lack of sufficient 
fidelity in the model [113]. The uncertainty can be viewed as the difference between 
available knowledge and complete knowledge and can be classified into two groups: 
Aleatory and epistemic. They are also classified as random and nonrandom uncertainties 
[114]. The aleatory uncertainty is related to the variability and uncertainty of the inputs to 
a system or the system characteristics [115-116]. This type of uncertainty can be modeled 
by probability theory. If enough information is available, the inputs to the model can be 
modeled as random variables with a defined probability density function. 
The objective of the sensitivity analysis is to determine the contribution of 
individual parameters on the aleatory uncertainty level. The aleatory uncertainty can be 
modeled, but it is not necessarily reducible. The state of the inputs to the system cannot 
be completely certain and they are random in nature; therefore, a degree of aleatory 
uncertainty always exists in the predictions. On the other hand, epistemic uncertainty is 
inherent in the structure of the model itself. The fidelity of the model and the type of 
assumptions made define the degree of epistemic uncertainty. Different theories such as 
evidence theory, possibility theory, and fuzzy set theory are used to model epistemic 
uncertainty [117]. 
Often it is not possible to find an analytical solution for the output probability 
density function (pdf) or cumulative distribution function (CDF) as a function of input 
uncertainties. The common practice in uncertainty analysis to capture the effect of the 
uncertainty of inputs on the output is the Monte Carlo simulation approach. The approach 
is briefly described next. 









where Y is the model output and x1…xn are model inputs. The function f can represent a 
very simple relation or a non-linear behavior of a complex system. The Monte Carlo 
simulation can be defined in five steps[118]: 
1. Selection of the range and type of input distributions (unifrom, loguniform, 
triangular etc.) 
2. Sample generation from the input ranges and distributions that are defined in step 
1 (random or latin hypercube) to create a sample space Xi of size m 
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3. Execution of samples in Xi to generate the response sequence Yi = f(Xi) 
4. Processing the data for uncertainty analysis using expected value E(y) and 
















The other way to process the data is to plot the histogram or frequency plot of Y 
which shows the variability of Y. 
1) Input Range Definition        
      and 
      Distribution Selection 
2) Random  
     or  
     Latin Hypercube 
3) Model  
     Execution 
4) Uncertainty  
     Analysis 
5) Sensitivity  
     Analysis 
Figure 20: Steps in Monte Carlo analysis 
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5. Sensitivity analysis through the use of scatter plot matrices, analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), screening or other methods to obtain the sensitivity of Y to the inputs 
X and the contribution of the uncertainty of inputs to the variability of the output. 
Figure 20 shows the steps listed in Monte Carlo analysis. 
After completing the theoretical background and literature review, the next 
chapter provides a review of the research objective and research questions. Based on this 





3 INTERIM SUMMARY AND HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION 
This chapter provides an overview of the main points of the previous chapters and 
summarizes what has been discussed thus far. In this chapter, based on the research 
questions developed in the first chapter and the literature review, hypotheses are 
formulated to answer the posed research questions. Then, the introduction of the RQL 
concept is provided in Chapter 4 and the proposed methodology is explained in Chapter 
5. In the next chapter the integrated environment to predict the emissions is introduced. 
The methodology implementation and validation are provided in Chapter 7. Discussion 
and conclusion is the subject of the last chapter before appendices. 
3.1 Review of Research Objective and Research Questions  
In Section 1.4 a research objective and a set of research questions are provided 
based on the observations. To demonstrate the thought process leading to the hypotheses, 
they are restated here. In the research objective, the need for an approach to predict the 
combustor emissions, parametric assessment and capturing the relation between the 
combustor characteristics and system level parameters and emissions at the conceptual 
design phase are highlighted. The goal is to reduce the prediction uncertainties and 
avoiding high fidelity combustion analysis. 
In Chapter 2, a literature review and theoretical background are provided and as a 
result, a deeper understanding of the available methods and their shortcomings in 
modeling gas turbine emissions is acquired. Here, research questions are restated with the 
additional knowledge gained from the previous chapter. The hypotheses are based on the 
available methods introduced in Chapter 2 and their weaknesses and strengths. To 
support the hypotheses, a methodology is developed in Chapter 5 and experiments are 
designed to prove or disprove the hypotheses.  
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The first research questions (RQ 1) is the result of the concerns related to aviation 
growth and emissions regulations. Future regulation will be more stringent as a result of 
aviation growth and environmental concerns. Also, the regulations may expand to 
operating conditions beyond the ICAO/LTO cycles to cruise altitudes. An emissions-
prediction model is needed to predict the aviation emissions at different operating 
conditions and to be used in conjunction with other engine or aircraft analysis/design 
tools to model pollutants around airports and at cruising altitudes. A parametric capability 
of such a model is important to reflect the change of design features and operating 
conditions in the emission levels of the current and future aircraft fleet.   
Research Question 1(RQ 1): How can an emissions prediction approach be 
made more parametric in a way that a variation in a combustor design parameter is 
reflected in the emission levels? 
The required criteria are expected to be satisfied through the use of hybrid 
emissions prediction models. In such a model, important phenomena are modeled using 
hybrid equations that are independent of combustor type and architecture. Separating 
disciplines and phenomena in the emissions formation process and modeling them using 
simple physics-based or semi-empirical models can provide the needed parametric 
capability while keeping the complexity of the model at a moderate level.  
The second research question (RQ 2) is based on the observed environmental and 
aviation growth concerns and regulations. Such concerns identify a need to model the 
emissions of current and future aircrafts at any operating conditions with minimum need 
for experimental data. Such a model will be used to assess the impact of emissions on the 
environment and study the feasibility and viability of the future combustor concepts.  
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Research Question 2(RQ2): How can different combustor architectures be 
accommodated in an emissions prediction approach and their effects on emission levels 
be captured at different operating conditions? 
The second research question emphasizes the flexibility or versatility of an 
emission model. In order to accommodate different combustor architectures, the 
emissions model should be modeled in modular fashion. A set of elementary modules or 
components is required such that by putting them together based on the given combustor 
architecture and configuration, the emission model can be created. In such a modular 
approach, reconfiguring the elements in a different configuration can resemble different 
combustor types. Reviewing sub-sections 2.1.5 and 2.2.2 shows that the component 
modeling and the chemical reactor network (CRN) approaches are the most versatile 
approaches to be used for the 1D flow and combustion analysis. The component 
modeling approach is the best candidate for internal flow-field analysis because it is 
simple, fast, and flexible and can be used to model different types of combustors by 
changing the architecture of its elements. The CRN approach is the best way to model the 
combustion process. The architecture and characteristics of CRN depend on the 
combustor type as well as the result of the internal flow-field analysis.  
As a result, the first hypothesis (H1) is formulated as a potential answer to the 
first and second research questions (RQ 1 and RQ 2).  
Hypothesis 1 (H1): The addition of combustor internal flow-field analysis using 
modular component modeling approach to the combustion analysis using the chemical 
reactors‟ network (CRN) approach results in a more versatile and parametric emissions 
prediction approach for different combustor types, different operating conditions, and 
different combustor design parameters. 
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The third group of research questions (RQ 3.1 and SRQ 3.2) are deduced from 
studying the shortcomings of current emissions prediction models (sub-section 1.3.3). 
Since empirical data are not always available (especially in the conceptual design phase 
and for the future technologies), and using correlation-based emission models to predict 
engine emissions is not a reliable approach. In addition, the correlation-based emission 
models are design specific. These drawbacks of current emissions prediction models 
(correlation-based) in the conceptual design phase introduce a level of uncertainty in 
predictions. Therefore, the final research question can be stated as follows. 
Research Question 3.1 (RQ 3.1): How can the uncertainties of emissions 
prediction model be reduced in the conceptual design phase? 
A research question 3.2 (RQ 3.2) follows the research question 3.1. The first step 
is to find a way to capture and quantify these uncertainties. 
Research Question 3.2 (RQ 3.2): How can the uncertainties in the emissions 
prediction model and the important factor affecting it be captured and quantified? 
As it was pointed out in the literature review, current emission models do not 
model some important disciplines with enough fidelity. The absence of an important 
disciplinary analysis necessitates adding additional inputs to the model to compensate for 
this deficiency. The value of these combustion-specific inputs should be provided by a 
field expert. As a conclusion, integrating these inputs at such a fidelity level with engine 
or combustor level inputs can cause complications in the smooth execution of analysis 
and prediction of emissions. These additional inputs may increase the uncertainties of the 
model if their value cannot be determined correctly. A lack of knowledge about a correct 
value of a particular parameter might lead to making erroneous assumptions about the 
input values, which translates to uncertainty in the outputs. To eliminate this problem, 
important disciplines in the emissions formation process must be correctly identified and 
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modeled to avoid unnecessary or erroneous assumptions about the inputs. The important 
disciplines identified in the theoretical background and literature review as making a 
significant contribution to the emission levels are internal flow-field, chemical process, 
droplet evaporation/burning, and fuel/air mixture non-uniformity. A parametric emissions 
model must consider these disciplines. It is hypothesized that integrating these models in 
an emissions prediction approach can be used for parametric studies of emission levels 
and their interdependencies with combustor design variables for conventional and 
advanced combustor concepts. At the same time addition of droplet evaporation/burning, 
and fuel/air mixture non-uniformity will reduce emissions prediction uncertainties 
compared to simple models that do not considers these disciplines. The second 
hypothesis (H2), therefore, is formulated as follows.     
Hypothesis 2 (H2): An integrated emissions-prediction approach with reduced 
uncertainties can be developed by modeling and integrating important phenomena in the 
emissions formation process using hybrid models. The most important phenomena are 
assumed to be droplet evaporation/burning and air/fuel mixture non-uniformity. An 
interface provides a line of communication between the disciplines. Therefore, the first 
secondary hypothesis is formulated as:  
Secondary Hypothesis 2A (SH 2A): The following simplified models are 
expected to reduce epistemic uncertainties of the emissions prediction: 
 Probabilistic unmixedness model 
 Droplet evaporation model  
 Diffusion burning based on un-vaporized fuel flow 
To capture the epistemic uncertainties in an emissions prediction model, first the 
important disciplines must be modeled and included in the approach and then an 
uncertainty analysis through a Monte Carlo simulation must be performed to find the 
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contribution of the different phenomena on the uncertainty of the emission levels. The 
Monte Carlo simulation process can be performed for a complete model and models 
lacking a discipline to quantify the improvement in the emission levels prediction.  
To capture the aleatory uncertainty, a sensitivity analysis must be performed. The 
result of the sensitivity analysis shows the contribution of the inputs‟ variation 
(uncertainty) on the emission levels. 
Therefore, the second secondary hypothesis is formulated as: 
Secondary Hypothesis 2B (SH 2B): The Monte Carlo analysis can model the 
epistemic uncertainties. A comparison of the uncertainty analysis of a complete model 
with deficient models can capture the potential improvement or deterioration of emission 
uncertainties. A sensitivity analysis can model the aleatory uncertainties and show the 
effect of the inputs‟ uncertainty (variation) on the emission levels. 
Figure 21 shows the relation among research questions, hypotheses and designed 
experiments.  
The suggested hypotheses should be tested and validated in this thesis by 











constructing a suitable methodology and experiments. The next chapter introduces 
general information about an RQL combustor used in one of the experiments. Chapter 5 
introduces the proposed methodology, which is based on the stated hypotheses. In 







4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF RQL COMBUSTOR CONCEPT 
Since one of the experiments in this thesis is to model the emissions of a Rich-
Quench-Lean (RQL) combustor, a brief description of it is provided here.  
The RQL combustor is a type of air staged combustor (ASC) in which the 
combustor air flow is distributed in a way to create a fuel rich mixture in the first zone of 
the combustor (Figure 22). A fuel rich combustion results in a lower flame temperature 
than stoichiometric combustion which results in a lower thermal NOx level. Existence of 
the rich flame in RQL combustor will also increase the flame stability and reduces the 
chance of the flame blow-off. On the one hand, the Oxygen starved environment in the 
rich zone cannot convert all of the chemical energy of the fuel to thermal energy and a 
considerable unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide exist in the rich zone exhaust 
gases; on the other hand, a big portion of the total air flow that is coming from the 
compressor is remained in the combustor annulus and needs to be mixed with burned rich 
zone products. A major consideration here is that the addition of the annulus air into the 
core section in usual manner will change the mixture equivalence ratio from rich to lean 
value in a slow rate which gives enough time for combustion to take a path that goes 
through the stoichiometric region [28, 119] where local equivalence ratio can approach 
Figure 22: Equivalence ratio of an RQL combustor at different axial locations [15] 
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unity. The result is a high flame temperature and thermal NOx formation. Such an event 
negates the effect of burning the mixture in the rich condition. The solution is to mix the 
dilution jet with the rich zone exhaust gases so fast and efficient that not enough time 
would be available for the combustion to go through the stoichiometric condition. Quick 
mixing will bring the total equivalence ratio of the mixture below unity to the lean 
condition where the flame temperature and thermal NOx production is low while keeping 
the combustion to go through the stoichiometric beurning. The rich combustion also 
introduces a second path to NOx production through the complex prompt (Fennimore) 
NOx production mechanism [98]. 
Number of considerations should be addressed in the RQL concept. The first one 
is the type of the liner cooling technology that is used in the rich zone. The conventional 
cooling methods (film or effusion cooling) are not a good choice for rich section of the 
combustor. Addition of cooling flow to the rich mixture may create local stoichiometric 
mixtures near the liner wall with high flame temperature and thermal NOx production; 
therefore, using cooling techniques that introduce a film of cooling air into the rich zone 
should be minimized or possibly be avoided. The lower flame temperature of the rich 
combustion in the rich zone eases the cooling requirement compared to the cooling 
requirement in the primary zone of a conventional combustor. This makes it easier to find 
alternate cooling techniques for the RQL combustor.  
The candidates for cooling methods could be non-metallic materials such as 
monolithic ceramic or ceramic matrix composite (CMC) with maximum allowable liner 
temperature of 2500 F [9] or metallic nickel based Haste alloy with maximum allowable 
temperature of 2100 F. An inner coating of the combustor liner in the rich zone section is 
another option [120]. A cooling technology other than non-metallic alloys is Float-Wall 
cooling technology used in the P&W TALON combustor. In general, any cooling 
technology that prevents or minimizes the exposure of the cooling flow to the rich zone 
hot gases is preferable for the RQL concept.  
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The second consideration is quick mixing of dilution jets with the hot rich zone 
gases. It is important to design the dilution orifices and the mixing section in such a way 
that mixing of the cross flow jets with rich zone exhaust gases takes place in a short time. 
Number, size and the shape of the mixing orifices and the cross section of the mixing 
section have significant effects on the quality and speed of the mixing [78-80, 119, 121-
123].  One way to enhance the mixing is to reduce the mixing cross section area (Figure 
23) which reduces the mixing time through the reduction of the size of the largest energy 
containing eddies present in the flow. Reduction in eddy size also enhances the mixing 
and makes it possible for the coming jets to penetrate deeper into the hot gases and mix 
with them [28]. Care must be taken in the reduction of cross section to avoid very high 
core gas velocity which can disrupt the downstream flow or cause the flame to blow-off.  
The third consideration is the mixing quality of air and fuel in the 
atomizer/swirler.  The existence of droplets or non-uniformity in the fuel/air mixture can 
create local high temperature packets and increase the NOx production. 
 
Figure 23: An RQL combustor concept [9] 
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4.1 Fuel Management 
Since RQL combustors are designed to have rich flame in the first zone at on-
design condition (take-off or supersonic cruise), the reduction of the fuel to air ratio by 
reduction of power setting may reduce the rich zone equivalence ratio down to the unity. 
Therefore, in contrast to the conventional combustor, if the RQL combustor has a fixed 
geometry, it is possible that it ends up having higher NOx emission level at lower power 
settings. For this reason, some concepts employ the variable geometry or fuel shifting 
concepts to modulate the amount of the fuel that goes into the rich section. The objective 
is to keep the rich zone equivalence ratio away from one (rich or lean) at all power 
settings. Each concept is described in the following. 
4.1.1 Variable Geometry  
In a variable geometry RQL combustor, a mechanism changes the effective area 
of the swirler to change the portion of the air that is going into the rich zone and keeping 
that away from the stoichiometric region. The swirler area may be increased or decreased 
to keep the rich zone equivalence ratio above or beyond one depending on the level of 
engine power. Figure 24 shows the operating fuel schedule of NASA High Speed 
Research RQL combustor for a variable geometry RQL combustor.   
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In the variable geometry concept, changing the swirler area will change the 
pressure drop across the swirler. This change will affect the combustor flow distribution 
through the change of the burner pressure loss coefficient and it cannot be considered 
Figure 24: Fuel operating schedule of a variable geometry RQL combustor [1] 
Figure 25: NASA HSR fuel-shifting RQL concept [1] 
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constant as power setting changes (an assumption that is true for the fixed geometry 
combustor). While the variable geometry RQL may take less space than the other concept 
(fuel shifting combustor), but the complexity of the variable geometry mechanism creates 
some reliability concerns in the harsh combustor environment.  
4.1.2 Fuel Shifting  
In fuel shifting concept, there are two similar RQL combustors that are placed 
radially next to each other (Figure 25) and their exhausts are mixed at the end section of 
the combustor. This concept is similar to conventional dual annular combustor with 
respect to its configuration. At each power setting, the amount of fuel that goes to each 
section (inner and outer) is scheduled to keep each section at rich or lean condition 
(Figure 26).  
Since modulating the fuel flow is easier than modulating the airflow that is going 
to rich zone (as it happens in the variable geometry), the reliability of the fuel shifting 
concept is higher than the variable geometry and it has less operability problem. 
However, the size of the fuel shifting RQL combustor tends to be bigger than the variable 
Figure 26: Fuel operating schedule of a fuel-shifting RQL combustor [1] 
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geometry combustor and the internal flow field is more complex. 
4.2 Mixing Methods  
Several types of combustors based on the RQL concept have been proposed, 
designed and built.  They range from designs like NASA HSR combustor [9, 124] to 
more conventional looking such as P&W TALON series [17].  The types of RQL 
combustors can be categorized based on the type of the device that is being used to mix 
the air with the hot core gases. Three types of mixing are identified in the literature 
review and they are described below. 
The first type is the “Wall-Jet” concept. In this concept the end section of the rich 
zone is narrowing down to a smaller area of the mixing zone and the air is introduced to 
the hot gases in the mixing zone through a series of orifices. The size and placement of 
the orifices are optimized for maximum mixing (Figure 27).  In the second and third 
concepts which are referred to “reduced scale quench (RSQ)” concept, in order to 
enhance the mixing process, the mixing flow is introduced to the hot gases through a 
large number of very small orifices in a narrow channel.  
Figure 27: An RQL combustor with Wall-Jet mixing zone in the middle section [1] 
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In the “Convoluted Liner” concept, the rich zone exhaust gases are directed to a 
narrow convoluted channel and jets that are coming out of a large number but the very 
small orifices are mixed with the hot gases (Figure 28).  
The third mixing concept which is another type of RSQ concept is called “Quench 
Vane”, in which the cold annulus flow is mixed with the hot gases in a narrow channels 
Figure 28: Reduced scale quench concept with convoluted liner [1] 
Figure 29: Reduced scale quench concept with quench vanes [1] 
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created by the vertical vanes and the mixing flow is directed to the channels through a 
large number of small holes drilled on the side of the vertical vanes (Figure 29).  The 
RSQ concepts provide better mixing than the Wall-Jet concept and it results into a lower 
NOx level, but at the same time the small narrow channel may increase the pressure 
losses.  Between the two RSQ concepts of the Convoluted Liner and Quench Vane, the 
Quench Vane is preferable due to its simpler geometry compared to the convoluted liner. 
Also due to the better mixing process in the RSQ concepts, they can provide a good level 
of mixing in a shorter length than the Wall-Jet concept length.  
In the Wall-Jet method, the mixing efficiency is not as good as RSQ concept due 
to the size of the Quench jets. The advantage of the RSQ over Wall-Jet is that due to the 
very narrow passage of the mixing zone, the mixing jets can be much smaller than the 
Wall-Jet concept and mix enough with the hot gases. The bigger size of the mixing jets in 
the Wall-Jet concepts comes at the price of the lower efficiency in mixing process. In 
such a case, the size of the large energy containing eddies are bigger than those of the 
RSQ concept which increases the time required for the complete mixing. 
4.3 Atomizer and swirler 
To have a better atomization in RQL combustor, an integrated high shear swirler 
can be used. An interaction between counter rotating swirling flows and a fuel film can 
produce very fine droplets. The complexity of such a combination makes its simple 
modeling impossible; therefore, in this report the conventional pressure-swirl Simplex 
atomizer with single axial swirler is used. 
The materials and topics that are provided up to this point are used to construct a 
new methodology to model the combustor emissions in the conceptual design phase 




5 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In this chapter a methodology is provided to obtain the first estimate of a 
combustor size and predict its emissions with acceptable accuracy and reasonable 
execution time. Two main areas that are addressed in this methodology are:  
 Flow-field analysis  
 Combustion analysis 
The methodology is based on a combined 1D internal flow-field model of a 
combustor and a chemical analysis model based on the methods that are provided and 
discussed in Chapter 2. The internal flow-field of a combustor is a function of its shape 
and geometry; therefore, initial size and geometrical information of the combustor is 
required to determine its internal flow-field. Since the application of this methodology is 
limited to the conceptual design phase where the combustor geometry is not available, the 
initial geometry and size must be estimated based on the initial design requirement, 
combustor configuration and design conditions. Many factors, criteria and constraints 
affect the combustor geometry and size of its components; the reader is referred to 
Section 1.2 and Table 1 for more information. Many of these criteria cannot be evaluated 
when a combustor is initially sized and their evaluation is postponed to detail design or 
rig test phases. The most important criteria at the initial design phase of a combustor are: 
1) geometrical constraint, 2) equivalence ratio at different zones, 3) the dilution jet 
penetration depth, 3) the velocity or Mach number inside the zone and, 4) cooling 
requirements based on the temperature level of hot gases. The values that are obtained for 
these parameters are first-hand estimate. As the design process progresses, the higher 
fidelity models and experiments are used to refine the design and obtain more accurate 
prediction. Additional criteria such as temperature profile factor and temperature pattern 
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factor, local hot spots, mixing quality, combustion dynamics, blow-off and ignition are 
considered at detail design phases as the design process proceeds. 
 To meet the set of criteria and constraints at the conceptual phase, determining 
how much flow goes to each section/zone of the combustor and consequently sizing the 
components is required (Figure 30). The task of splitting and directing specific fractions 
of the air flow that is coming from the diffuser to different sections is called flow 
partitioning.  
 Flow partitioning begins with analyzing the diffuser characteristics and diffuser 
exit flow conditions. The first step is to determine the flow properties of the compressor 
exit. The compressor exit flow properties are determined from the engine cycle analysis. 
The required properties are total pressure and temperature at the compressor exit (P31 and 
T31), Mach number (M31) and air mass flow ( 31m ). The condition at which components 
are sized is called on-design condition. In design condition, one or more combustor 
parameters reach their maximum value and the combustor and its relevant component 
must be sized for that condition. For subsonic aircrafts, the flow properties reach their 
maximum condition at the take-off condition; however, other parameters such as 
relightability at altitude and blow-off condition may become critical at other conditions 
such as cruise or idle. Due to these reasons, the design point of the different combustor 










components may be different depending on the considered criteria. For supersonic 
aircrafts, the flow properties (especially T31) may be more critical at supersonic cruise 
than take-off and it should be considered in sizing the components (e.g., the liner cooling) 
too. In this research the components will be sized for maximum flow conditions and other 
criteria such as flame blow-out or altitude ignition will not be considered. After sizing 
components for on-design condition, the next step is to determine the flow fractions and 
internal-flow filed information for the given operating conditions (which could be other 
than the design condition).  
The next step is to use the geometrical and flow-field information obtained from 
the 1D internal flow-field model in the chemical reactors‟ network (CRN) to determine 
Figure 31: The flow chart of the emission prediction model  
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the size, fuel to air ratio, residence time, inlet flow rate and volume of the elementary 
reactors. Then the governing equations of the CRN will be solved to obtain the mass 
fraction of the species of interest at the exit of the combustor. The iteration may be 
needed if some criteria, such as the maximum difference between exit temperature 
calculation of 1D model and CRN model, are needed to be satisfied. The species mass 
fraction will be post-processed to obtain the parameters of interest such as emission index 
or ICAO DP/Foo. Figure 31 shows the flowchart of the described process. 
The next section describes the process to build a 1D internal flow-field model. 
Since it is intended for the model to work at both design (on-design) and operating (off-
design) modes, required models for both modes will be described. For the majority of the 
components, the equations and relations between the parameters are the same for both 
modes; however, they are rearranged based on parameters which are considered as 
known inputs and those which are considered unknown and are needed to be determined. 
5.1 One Dimensional Internal Flow-Field Model 
The 1D flow-field model assumes that a combustor consists of a number of 


























Figure 32: Main combustor elements in 1D internal flow-field model 
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sense, the elements are considered 0D models, but their integration together creates a 1D 
or 1½D model. Since the 1D flow-field model will be applied to SAC and RQL concepts, 
the emphasis will be on the elements that exist in those combustors. Figure 32 shows the 
main elements that are considered in this thesis and their relation with each other. In the 
figure, the model depicts a conventional combustor and additional elements of the mixing 
zone and lean zone are shown that are used in conjunction with others to build a 1D flow-
field model for an RQL combustor concept. In the same figure, some of the elements are 
actual elements (e.g., zones and swirler) while others (i.e., the cooling element, flow 
controller and flow properties) are virtual elements. These virtual elements enable the 
calculation of the required cooling and the flow fractions that go into each zone.  
The rest of this section introduces the combustor‟s main elements that are 
required to build the 1D flow-field models of SAC and RQL combustors. Also the 
relevant physical or hybrid equations for design and off-design modeling of these 
elements are provided. 
5.1.1 Chemical Equilibrium Analysis 
Chemical equilibrium analysis (CEA) is considered as the first building block of 
the 1D flow-field model. The model is used to calculate the temperature and flow 
properties of fuel and air mixture and burned mixture in the combustor.  
Often in simple combustion analysis an enthalpy balance between reactant (air 
and fuel mixture) and products (burned mixture) is used to determine the temperature of 
the burned mixture. The gas properties such as specific heats (cP and cv) and gas constant 
(R) are defined as a function of temperature and fuel to air ratio (FAR) using the 
following equation: 
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(33) 
where ηcomb is combustion efficiency which is the ratio of the released to available 
chemical energy and LHV is the fuel low heating value.  
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The enthalpy equation assumes that the amount of heat release (LHV) is always 
constant and it is equivalent to the complete combustion that produces H2O, CO2, N2, O2 
or unburned fuel. In reality, the amount of heat release is not constant, and the 
combustion products are not just the ones that are mentioned above. In addition, equation 
(35) predicts the continuous increase in the exit temperature by increasing the fuel flow. 
However, combustion temperature reaches its maximum value at a point around unity 
equivalence ratio (stoichiometric fuel to air ratio) and it declines afterward. Also the 
reactant and product dissociation changes the exit temperature. As a result, equation (35) 
range of validity is for mixtures that have an equivalence ratio of less than one. In the 1D 
flow-field model, at some points (especially in RQL combustor concept) the equivalence 
ratio goes well beyond unity; thus, using above enthalpy equation would provide a 
significant error for temperature (and consequently gas properties) calculation. As a 
result, in this thesis, the more advanced chemical equilibrium analysis (CEA) approach is 
used to calculate the burned gas temperature and properties.  
In the CEA approach, the assumption is that reactants and products have enough 
time to reach the equilibrium condition where the rate of the production and destruction 
of species becomes equal. Although this assumption cannot be used in the emissions 
prediction; however, it produces satisfactory result for temperature calculation. 
In this approach, first a group of species believed to significantly contribute to the 
process is selected and their thermodynamic properties are defined as analytical 
equations. The most common form of the thermodynamic property equation is the 7 
coefficient (a1-a7) NASA polynomial form, where the specific heat at constant pressure 


























































With the thermodynamic properties, the concentration of the species and the 
mixture temperature are determined by minimizing the Gibbs energy of formation 
(ΔfG
0
(T)) of the species which corresponds to maximizing the entropy [125]. The number 
of Gibbs energy equations is equal to the number of species and the energy conservation 
equation is added to determine the mixture temperature. The Gibbs energy equation is 









A NASA CEA code is available to perform CEA approach[126]. The following 
properties are considered in this thesis as the output of the CEA given the inlet air and 
fuel flow rates, temperature, pressure and combustion efficiency. 
 Exit Temperature 
 Specific heat at constant pressure (cp)  
 Specific heat ratio (γ) 
 Gas constant (R) 
In the CEA analysis, the combustion efficiency is defined as the ratio of the actual 
temperature rise to maximum attainable temperature rise. 
5.1.2 Flow Properties 
The second level of the 1D flow-field model follows is based on the results of the 
CEA model described above. At this level, depending on the condition and requirements 
(on-design and off-design), the following flow properties and geometric information at 
each component of the combustor are determined: 
 Mach number 
 Velocity 






































 Static Pressure and Temperature 





The change in the density and Mach number in the annulus is very small meaning 
that dynamic pressure variation in the annulus and the liner (before entering the core 
section and flame area) is very negligible. Nonetheless, the variation in the density and 
Mach number is captured in the dynamic pressure because its calculation is based on 
equation 41 and the flow-function (Equation 38).  
At on-design condition, when the Mach number and total pressure and 
temperature is known, the flow function (wff) value can be determined and from equation 
(36) and the cross section area of the component is calculated from equation 
(37). In off-design conditions, knowing cross section area (A) and total pressure and 
temperature, the flow function (wff) value is obtained from equation (39). By solving 
equation (38), the Mach number can be determined.  
5.1.3 Diffuser Model 
The diffuser is the first component of the combustor that is located after the 
compressor exit. The diffuser‟s primary job is to decrease the flow Mach number 
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(velocity) and increase its static pressure with minimum pressure losses. In this thesis, the 
diffuser‟s objective is to slow-down the flow. The equations used in this section are 
extracted from reference [4]. Figure 33 shows the simple diffuser elements and its 
associated parameters used in this thesis. 
5.1.3.1 On_Design Mode 
In this mode, the goal is to determine the diffuser geometry that results in slowing 
down the flow to a given Mach number at on-design condition. The diffuser model 
receives the following design variables and engine cycle parameters: 
 Type (straight-wall, dump or a combination of both)  
 Number of splitter plates  
 Divergence half angle (straight-wall diffuser)  
 Maximum area ratio of straight-wall diffuser (sweet-spot) 
 Inlet mean radius (rm31) 
 Exit mean radius (rm32) 
 On-design inlet Mach number (M31) 
 On-design exit Mach number (M32) 






















 On-design air flow 31) 
 On-design inlet total temperature (Ttot31) 
 On-design inlet total pressure (Ptot31) 
The process starts with the calculation of the diffuser efficiency (ηeff). The initial 
sizing is performed for straight-wall diffuser. In this case, the diffuser efficiency will be a 
function of its divergence half angle (θ). The efficiency of the straight-wall diffuser is 










The process of sizing the diffuser is shown in Figure 34 and described here. The 
process starts with sizing the straight-wall section. First the diffuser inlet area (A31) is 
calculated using equation (39). Because the Mach number at station 32 is known, the 
flow function (Wff) can be determined from equation (38) for station 32. Also the total to 
static pressure ratio can be determined from equation (40). However total pressure at 
station 32 is not known and it is not possible to determine the static pressure, dynamic 
pressure and flow velocity at station 32. The total pressure at station 32 (and total 
pressure drop) is a function of the Ideal Pressure Recovery coefficient (CP.Ideal) through 











































The total pressure and temperature (assuming constant temperature process) and 
area at station 32 (diffuser exit) are calculated from equations (41) to (45) by having an 
























Figure 34 : The flowchart of sizing the diffuser at design condition. 
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equation (39). If the values of wff that are calculated at the beginning and end of the 
process are within the defined threshold, then the process stops; otherwise, an iteration 
with new value for CP,ideal is performed until convergence is achieved. 
If the calculated value of A32 is bigger than the maximum value assigned for the 
straight-wall diffuser (sweet-spot, Am), then the diffuser will be considered as a 
combination of straight-wall and dump diffusers. The following equation is thus used to 









where AR is the total diffuser area ratio (A32/A31) and ARm is the area ratio of the straight-
wall section of the diffuser (Am/A31). Other than the difference in the calculation of 
diffuser efficiency, the rest of the calculation for the combined diffuser will be the same. 
At the end, the area at station 31, 32 and at the end of the straight-wall section (between 
31 and 32) and mean radii at 31 and 32 will be used to determine the height at each 
station and length of straight-wall and dump sections. The length of the straight-wall 
section is obtained from the divergence half angle (θ) and inlet and exit height of the 
straight-wall section by using a simple trigonometric equation. The length of the Dump 
section is set to be equal to its height [4]. 
5.1.3.2 Off-Design Mode 
After the diffuser dimensions are determined at the on-design model, the 
geometrical information can be used to obtain the diffuser‟s exit flow properties at off-
design conditions. Most of the equations that are used in on-design model are used in off-
design model too; however, this time the geometry information is known and the flow 
properties (i.e. Mach number, pressure etc.) are unknowns. The following list shows the 
inputs to off-design geometry model:  
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 Geometrical Information (A31,A32, divergence angle θ, sweet-spot value, 
number of splitter plates) 
 Off-design inlet Mach number (M31) 
 Off-design air flow (
31m
) 
 Off-design inlet total temperature (Ttot31) 
 On-design inlet total pressure (Ptot31) 
The flow properties at station 31 will be calculated using equations (38), (39) and 
(40). To calculate the pressure loss (Pt31-Pt32) and total pressure (Pt32) at station 32, Pdyn,31 
will be calculated from equation (41). Using that calculation and the pressure recovery 
coefficient (CP), the increase in static pressure from station 31 to 32 is determined 
(Equation (42)). Finally, the value of Ps32 is determined using equation (44).  
Since the value of the pressure loss coefficient (Equation (47)) in the diffuser is 
assumed to be constant and since it is available from on-design calculations, Pt32 can be 
determined from it. Further, using equations  (36) and (39), the wff32, Mach32 and velocity 














5.1.4 Snout Model 
The snout section is the section between diffuser and the beginning of the 
combustor core (primary or rich zones). The task of the snout is to streamline the flow 
coming from the diffuser to the combustor annulus and core section (Figure 35). As will 
be described later, there is a specific Mach number at the annulus section that maximizes 
the dilution jet penetration at the first dilution holes. The job of the snout is to take the 
right amount of the flow required at the annulus section and accelerate it to the optimum 
Mach number at annulus section entry. In the 1D flow-field model, the snout input and 
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exits Mach numbers (M32 and Mliner) are given based on the burner required pressure loss 
coefficient and required Mach number in the beginning of the burner (combustor core). 
5.1.5 Flow Partitioning Model 
The flow partitioning model of the 1D flow-field model determines the partition 
of the airflow in the combustor. At the same time, it assures the conservation of mass, 
momentum and energy. Since this model is used for two different combustor concepts of 
SAC or RQL, some of the inputs may be renamed based on their usage. 
5.1.5.1 On-Design Mode 
At on-design mode, the flow partitioning model determines the fraction of the 
total airflow that each zone needs to meet the required criteria. It also calculates the bulk 
temperature of each zone to determine the amount of the cooling flow that is required at 
on-design condition to keep the temperature of the combustor liner below the liner‟s 
material limit. The total flow is divided into two parts, the first part goes to the core 
section (burner) and it is determined by the required equivalence ratio in the first zone of 
the burner (which is either the primary zone in the SAC or the rich zone in the RQL 
combustor). The second part is diverted around the main burner to the annulus section 






Figure 35: Snout section located between the diffuser and liner  
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mass flow that goes into each zone is used to size that zone‟s cross section area or 
dilution orifices, which are described later in this chapter. For the on-design condition, 
following input parameters are needed: 
 Diffuser inlet and exit total pressures (Ptot31 and Ptot32) 
 Total pressure loss across the core section/burner (ΔPtot)  
 Maximum liner temperature (Tliner-max) 
 On-design fuel flow ( fm )  
 Primary zone efficiency (ηPZ) 
 Secondary zone efficiency (SAC, ηSZ) or lean zone efficiency (RQL, ηLZ) 
 Dilution zone efficiency (ηDZ ) 
 Cooling mechanism factor (a)  
 On-design primary or rich zone Equivalence Ratio (υPZ) 
 Diffuser exit Mach number (M32) 
 Cooling flow temperature (Tst-cool) 
 Zone‟s cooling flow fraction  
In the above inputs, the total pressure loss across the liner (ΔPtot) is considered 
constant in the liner. The value is provided from the engine cycle analysis at on-design 
condition. In the engine cycle analysis, the amount of pressure loss is determined to have 
adequate cooling in the turbine section. The cooling flow temperature is considered to be 
the same as the static temperature at station 32 (Tst32). The other group of inputs that 
needs further description is the zone‟s cooling flow fraction. The zone‟s cooling flow 
fraction determines what fraction of the cooling flow will be mixed with hot gases at each 
section and how much of that goes to the next section. The zone‟s cooling flow fraction is 
different than the cooling fraction introduced in the next paragraph which is the ratio of 
the total cooling flow to total air flow. The zone‟s cooling flow fraction affects the gas 
temperature value at the exit of each zone as well as the levels of the emissions.  
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With the given values for the equivalence ratios at each zone, their combustion 
efficiencies and the input temperature and pressure, the exit temperature at the end of 
each zone is determined using the CEA model. Initially the temperatures are calculated 
without considering the mixed cooling flow; this calculation gives the maximum core 
gases temperature at each zone which is necessary to calculate the amount of required 
cooling flow. If the maximum temperature between the zones is higher than the 
maximum allowable liner temperature (Tliner-max), then cooling is required. The cooling 
flow effectiveness (
cool
) and cooling flow fraction (μcool) is determined from following 
equations [4]: 
 coolstmax zone



















After determining the cooling fraction, the fraction of the cooling flow that is 
assigned to a particular zone can be considered in temperature calculation of that zone by 
adding that fraction to the total flow in each zone.  
The secondary or zone (in SAC) or lean zone (in RQL) dilution flows going 
through the dilution orifices should be enough to burn off the unburned fuel or UHC or 
provide the required temperature profile or equivalence ratio. The rest of the flow enters 
the dilution zone through dilution zone orifices. The following equations are used to 
determine the flow fraction of the primary zone (μPZ), secondary zone (μSZ) and the 






































where υ is the equivalence ratio. The above equations can be used in RQL combustor as 
well where the primary zone is replaced by the rich zone and secondary zone by the lean 
zone. However, in the RQL combustor the lean zone dilution flow is not added to the lean 
zone directly but through orifices in the mixing zone. 
Additional parameters of interest can also be determined. The first one is the 













The pressure dynamic in the denominator of the above equation is based on 
station 32 (diffuser exit) where the swirler feels the coming flow. The above value should 
always be bigger than the minimum pressure loss coefficient to ensure that the residence 
time in the primary zone is greater that the micro-mixing time [4]. The minimum value 





















The pressure loss coefficient is a function of combustor geometry and as long as 
the geometry is not changing, the value of the coefficient remains constant; therefore for 
combustor configurations that have fixed geometry, the value of the pressure loss 
coefficient determined at on-design condition can be used in other operating conditions as 
prior knowledge to determine the amount of the pressure loss in the burner at off-design 
conditions. Such an assumption is valid for the SAC. However, if the combustor 
geometry changes, the value of the coefficient changes too; therefore, a change in the 
geometry should be considered at each off-design condition to recalculate the coefficient 
and then determine the new pressure loss in the burner. The derivation of the relation will 
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be provided in the next section that describes the off-design mode of the flow partitioning 
model. 
The other parameter calculated in the on-design mode of the flow partitioning 
model is the ratio of the liner to reference area. The reference area is the maximum area 
in the combustor which is set to be the casing area at the beginning of the burner (end of 
the snout).The liner area is at the beginning of the burner, which is the beginning of the 
primary or rich zone. Reference [4] suggests the following equation in order to maximize 
























At the end, the flow properties at the combustor exit (station 40) will be 
calculated using flow properties relations. 
5.1.5.2 Off-Design Mode 
This mode of the flow partitioning model is based on the combustor components 
sizes calculated in on-design condition; therefore, this part of the flow partitioning model 
is executed after the on-design part of the sub-section 5.1.6, which provides the sizes of 
the combustor elements. The previous sub-section explains that if the geometry of the 
combustor is not constant then its pressure loss coefficient is not constant either. 
However, this coefficient can be calculated if enough information is available about the 
combustor geometry and its changes. Equation (58) shows the relation between the 





















where cd is the flow coefficient and ρ is the density at station 32, assumed to be  the same 
for all the dilution jets, and where Ai is the flow passage area of the i
th
 flow. Also from 






















Therefore, if any of the flow passage areas (such as the swirler area in the RQL 
combustion) changes at off-design condition, the new pressure loss coefficient can be 
determined from the above equations. Finally, by knowing the dynamic pressure at 
station 32 from the diffuser off-design calculation, the burner pressure loss at off-design 
condition can be obtained using the pressure loss coefficient.  
The amount of the mass flow that goes through different passages (primary zone, 




























where n is the number of dilution holes and dj and Vj are the dilution jet diameter and 
velocity, determined in the on-design mode of the zone models as will be shown later. 
Finally, knowing the airflow distribution and off-design fuel flow, the temperature 
at each zone is determined using the CEA analysis. Initially the cooling flow distribution 
is not considered in the zones to determine the maximum temperature. These 
temperatures are used to determine the amount of the cooling flow that is required at the 
given condition using equations (48) and (49). The obtained values will be compared 
against the value that is obtained based on equation (59) to assure that the adequate 
amount of cooling is available at the given off-design condition. Finally after cooling 
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flow calculation, the exit temperature from each zone is calculated so as to account for 
the fraction of the cooling flow that is considered to be mixed with the core flow. For the 
RQL combustor, the addition of the cooling flow to the rich mixture pushes the mixture 
equivalence ratio closer to the stoichiometric value and increases the mixture‟s 
temperature. For the SAC combustor, the mixture goes farther away from the 
stoichiometric value and the exit gas temperature will be lower.  
5.1.6 Combustor Zones 
The combustor zones are designed at on-design condition by knowing the amount 
of the air and fuel flow that goes into them and by setting the design variables. At off-
design conditions, the size of each zone is used to determine the Mach number, velocity, 
static pressure and temperature at the end of each zone. Most of the off-design 
calculations of the combustor zones are performed in the off-design mode of the flow 
partitioning model. 
In this section, the zones of SAC and RQL combustors are introduced. Since the 
task of the primary zone in SAC and the rich zone in RQL concepts are essentially the 
same, they are described under the title of primary zone. Also due to similarity, 
secondary and dilution zones are described together. Finally the RQL specific 
components of mixing zone and lean zone are described at the end. 
In the on-design mode, the flow fractions determined in the flow partitioning 
model are used to determine the cross sectional area of the core section and the annulus 
of the combustor, their length and the size and number of dilution orifices. The 
dimensions of the combustor elements will be used to calculate their volume. In off-
design mode, Mach number, velocity, static pressure and temperature are determined 





5.1.6.1 Primary Zone 
The task of the primary zone is to anchor the flame and provide a good mixing 
between fuel and air. The main feature of the primary zone is its swirler. The swirler 
creates a recirculation bubble in the primary zone by imparting a rotation to the (Figure 
36). Due to this action, the total pressure of the flow will be dropped too.  
5.1.6.1.1 On-Design Mode 
Since the amount of the pressure drop at on-design condition is provided from the 
engine cycle analysis, the swirler is sized to provide the given amount of the pressure 























 Asw: swirler flow passage area 











Figure 36: Primary zone and swirler  
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 αsw: swirler vane angle (50-65 degrees) 
 ninj: combustor injector number 
 Aliner: Liner area after the swirler 
 
swm : Air flow going through the swirler 
























 is the ratio of the air that goes through the injector (in air-blast and air-assisted 
type injectors) and it is zero for plain or pressure swirl injectors. 
If the value of the inner radius of the swirler (rhub) is known from the size of the 
injector or atomizer, then the outer radius of the swirler (rtip) can be determined from 
geometrical relations.  Equations (63) and (64) provide the swirl number value and the 
length of the recirculation zone in the primary zone, which is defined as LPZ in Figure 36 






















SWr2L tipPZ  
(64) 
Form the flow property relation, the cross section area at the exit of the primary 
zone is determined. The cross section area can be sized for fixed Mach number or fixed 
cross section. 
In summary, the following design parameters in the primary zone model are 
provided by the user based on the available knowledge and commonly used values: 
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 swirler vane angle (αsw) 
 swirler discharge parameter (Ksw) 
 Number of injectors in the combustor (ninj) 
 swirler hub radius (rhub) 








The other parameters required by the primary zone model such as total pressure 
loss, temperature and pressure in the zone are provided by diffuser, snout or flow 
partitioning models.  
5.1.6.1.2 Off-Design Mode 
In the off-design mode of the primary zone model, Mach number, velocity, static 
pressure and temperature are determined using the flow property relations. The mass flow 





















The parameter α in the above equation is the swirler area coefficient for the 
variable geometry swirler (in RQL combustor) that changes the area of the swirler at Off-
design conditions. Originally, this equation is used in the off-design mode of the flow 
partitioning method, but due to its relevance to primary zone, it is mentioned in this sub-
section. 
5.1.6.2 Secondary and Dilution Zones 
The main feature of the secondary and dilution zones that are present in either the 
SAC or RQL combustors are the dilution jets that penetrate the main core flow from the 
dilution orifices. The pressure difference between the annulus and the core section is the 
main driver of the annulus flow to the core section in form of the dilution jets (Figure 37). 
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5.1.6.2.1 On-Design Mode 
In on-design mode, the model sizes the dilution orifices‟ diameter and number 
based on the required penetration depth to jet diameter ratio. The exit cross section of the 
zone is calculated from the given exit zone temperature and pressure using the flow 
properties values. The cross section area can be sized for fixed Mach number or fixed 
cross section. 
The length of the zone is determined based on the given length to height ratio of 
the zone. The exact determination of the length is outside of scope of this research since 
it requires the exact modeling of the mixing process and detailed flow modeling using 
criteria such as temperature and flow profile. Based on the available information in the 
public domain and reports the length ratio is considered between 0.5 and 1 [4, 18, 20, 25].  







































qj: Momentum of the jet flow 
qcore: Momentum of the liner (core) flow 
dj: Jet diameter 
Ymax: Maximum penetration 
The jet and core mass flow values are available from the flow partitioning model. To find 






























The value of Tcore is the value of temperature at the end of the previous zone. The casing 
area value (Acase) is also obtained from the equation (55). To obtain the penetration depth, 




max needs to be provided. This value is based on the design criteria of how much 
penetration in the core section is required and is provided by the user. The Hliner is the 
liner height at the beginning of the zone (secondary or dilution zone) which can be 
obtained from the cross section area and the combustion configuration (annular or 
tubular). The detail of calculating the height of the core section at different stations based 
on the combustor configuration is given in the next section.  
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Since the dilution jet area is an effective area that is smaller than the physical area 









The value of cd depends on the orifices shape and flow condition, but as a first 
approximate, it is considered constant [4] and its value is considered between 0.6-0.65 
[129-130]. The number of dilution orifices is obtained by dividing the total flow that goes 
through the orifices (secondary or dilution flow) by the flow that goes through a single 

































For very slow flow inside the combustor, it is assumed that the total pressures 
drop is the same as the difference between the static pressures between annulus and the 
liner flow, and the density in the annulus section is almost constant. Therefore, the jet 



















Finally, to determine the penetration angle of the jet, the following equation is 





























where qann and qj are annulus and jet flow momentums and penetration angle θ is 
measured from the combustor axis. 
5.1.6.2.2 Off-Design Mode 
In off-design mode, the amount of the flow that goes through the orifices is 
determined using the known values of the orifices size and number. I addition, in this 
mode, the penetration ratio of dilution jets and their penetration angle are determined. 
Since it is assumed that flow coefficient cd is constant, the jet diameter is the same for all 





max ) will be obtained. The penetration angle is obtained from equation (72). 
The Mach number, velocity, static temperature and pressures are obtained using the flow 
property relations. 
5.1.6.3 Mixing Zone 
The mixing zone is a component that is specially designed for the RQL combustor 
in which the annulus air should mix quickly with the fuel rich hot gases coming out from 
the rich zone section. Some similarities exist between this component and secondary zone 
and dilution zone components; however, the mixing process in the mixing zone is 
required not only to be faster but also to have a higher quality.  Due to these 
requirements, the design process of the holes in the mixing zone is different. Due to the 
different application, the dilution orifices in the mixing zone are called quenching 
orifices.  
 As described in Chapter 4, different mixing methods in the mixing zone include: 
1) the Wall-Jet, 2) the reduced scale quenching-Convoluted Liner and, 3) the reduced 
scale quenching-Quench Vanes. This research is limited to the use of the Wall-Jet mixing 
method due to the geometrical complexity of the other concepts. Although the flow 
regime of the Wall-Jet and RSQ concepts are not the same, they can be described by the 
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same theory. The formulas to model them; however, will not be the same. The method to 
design the orifices in the Wall-Jet concept is known as NASA method which is described 
here. 
5.1.6.3.1 On-Design Mode 
In the Wall-Jet method, the number of quench orifices is optimized for the best 
mixing. Holdeman et al. and others [15, 79-80, 119, 121] suggested the following 
equations for the optimum number of quenching orifices in the tubular (equation 73) and 













where n is the optimum number of orifices, J is the jet-to-core flow momentum ratio and 
C is the empirical constant, which is 2.5 for tubular configuration, 1.25 for in-line orifices 
in annular configuration and 5 for staggered orifices in annular configuration. S is the 
optimum distance between orifices in annular configuration and H is the mixing zone 
height. The orifices are circular. The momentum flux ratio is determined from equation 
(67). The rest of the mixing zone calculation is the same as the secondary and dilution 
zone calculations. With the known value for the number of orifices, the jet diameter is 






penetration angle are obtained from equations (66), (67), (68) and (72). 
The inlet cross section area of the mixing zone is determined by multiplying the 
exit cross section of the previous zone (rich zone) by a coefficient. The coefficient is 
called mixing zone to rich zone area ratio. As the coefficient becomes smaller, the mixing 
quality enhances due to the smaller size of the energy containing eddies; however, the 
casing area at the mixing zone remains the same as at the exit of the rich zone. The exit 
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area of the mixing zone is determined based on the fixed Mach number or fixed area 
criteria. The length is determined based on the ratio of the given length to height ratio. 
There is an exception in determining the exit temperature based on the 
equivalence ratio in the mixing zone. The assumption in the 1D-flow model is that 
mixing of the quenching jets with the hot gases coming from the rich zone is so fast that 
no reaction occurs until the mixtures goes to the lean zone. (This assumption will be 
removed in the CRN model). Therefore for the mixing zone, instead of using the CEA 
analysis to calculate its exit temperature, a simple sensible enthalpy balance equation will 












5.1.6.3.2 Off-Design Mode 
Similar to the secondary and dilution models, at this mode the penetration ratio 
and angle as well as static temperature and pressure at the end of the zone are determined. 
5.1.6.4 Lean Zone 
The task of the lean zone is to burn (or burn off) the lean mixture coming from the 
mixing zone. After the mixing zone, the lean zone area will be increased by the same 
ratio that the rich zone area is decreased (mixing to rich zone area ratio). The bigger area 
slows down the flow providing enough time for the combustion to take place and be 
completed. Other than the cooling flow that may mix with the core section, there is no 
introduction of additional flow in the lean zone. The lean zone can be considered as a 
long tube with a calm flow after the mixing zone.  
The lean zone model is very simple. Since its total temperature (like other zones) 
is calculated in the flow partitioning section, the only remaining calculations in on-design 
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mode are: 1) to determine the exit area based on the temperature, pressure and fixed 
Mach or area criteria and, 2) to determine the length from the length to height ratio. 
In off-design mode, the model calculates the flow properties using the flow 
properties equations. 
5.1.6.5 Transition Zone 
In RQL concepts, there could be a significant reduction in the cross section area 
from the rich zone to mixing zone and increase from the mixing zone to the lean zone. To 
smooth out this transition, converging or diverging transition zones are used between the 
mixing zone and neighboring zones (Figure 38). In this thesis, it is considered that these 
zones increase the residence time of the rich zone or the lean zone; therefore, the volume 
of the transition zone is added to the rich or lean zone volume. The equation to calculate 
the length of the transition zone depends on the combustor configuration. If the cross 
section area ratio of the mixing zone to the rich zone is given for the tubular 











where LTR is the length of the transition zone. The expression inside the square root is the 
cross section area ratio of the mixing to rich zone, where β is the divergence or 
convergence angle of the transition zone. 
For annular configuration, the transition zone length is the positive solution of a 
































5.1.7 Combustor Configuration and Orientation 
The annular and tubular configurations are considered in the 1D flow-field model. 
Depending on the selected configuration, some of the equations (e.g. in mixing zone 
model) should be replace by others. Also the height of the zones depends on the 
combustor configuration. Equation (79) is used to determine the height of a zone when 
the configuration is annular while equation (80) is used for tubular configuration. 



































The height of the zones in the annular configuration depends on their distance from 
engine centerline (mean radius, rm). In the tubular configuration, as long as all the tubes 
can be fitted in a given perimeter, they are independent from the mean radius but the 
height is dependent on the number of tubes (injectors, ninj). This difference has an 
implication when the length of the zones and jet penetration ratios are calculated since 
they are defined based on the height of the zone. Thus, the height of the zones and their 
penetration ratios are different for these two configurations (although the difference is not 
large).  
The other consideration in the 1D flow-field model is the orientation of the 
combustor with respect to the engine centerline. Often the compressor and turbine 
requirements result in a different inlet and exit radii for combustor. Although the issue is 










simple for tubular combustor (as its values are independent of the mean radius), some 
complications arise in geometrical calculation of the annular combustor. To keep the 
cross-section area fixed, the height of the section increases or decreases as the combustor 
moves away from or toward the centerline. This change in the height directly affects the 
length of the zones which results in a different combustor length. The combustor length is 
not a priori knowledge; therefore, the orientation angle (Figure 39) and the mean radii of 
different zones are not known either. Iteration is required to address the problem. In the 
1D flow-field model, the whole design process starts with an initial guess for each zone‟s 
mean radius and also for orientation angle. The iteration continues until the whole 
process converges to a final value where all the zones have the same orientation angle as 
the combustor and the last zone‟s mean radius is the same as the turbine inlet mean 
radius.  
In the model the diffuser and the last zones are always considered to be annular to 
match to compressor exit or turbine inlet. 
5.1.8 Volume of Combustor Zones  
The volumes of the zones are required in the chemical reactor‟s network (CRN) 
model for finite-rate chemistry calculation. Just as described in the previous sub-section, 
the calculation of the volume is straightforward for the tubular configuration: the volume 
of a cylinder (same inlet and exit area) or an incomplete cone (different inlet and exit 
area) is multiplied by the number of the modules (tubes/cans). 
However, for the annular configuration, the geometry becomes complex and the 
calculation of the zone is not simple anymore. The shape of a zone in the annular 
configuration is a combination of incomplete cones (front face, rear face, outer face and 
inner face) as seen in Figure 40. The addition and subtraction of these incomplete 
volumes will give the volume of the zone. If there is a dilution jet with a penetration 
angle, volume will be added (if the dilution jet at the end of the zone) or subtracted (if the 
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dilution jet at the beginning of the zone) from the zone volume. A MATLAB code is 
written to calculate the volume of an annular zone (Appendix B) with the following 
input:  
 Inlet and exit mean radii 
 Inlet and exit heights 
 Zone length 
 Inlet and exit penetration angle 
 Injectors number 
 Combustor orientation angle 
 Configuration 
5.1.9 Annulus Zone 
As the last part in the 1D flow-field model, an additional model is created to 
determine the area between the liner and casing (annulus) and to find annulus height, 
Mach number, static pressure and temperature at various axial locations. The area can be 
determined based on the fixed area criteria (same as the area in the previous section) or 
Figure 40: Zone volume in annular combustor configuration as a combination of incomplete cones 
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fixed Mach number (same Mach number as the Mach number in the previous section).  
The differences of heights at the outer annulus and inner annulus in the annular 
configuration are considered to have the equal amount of annulus flow going into outer 
and inner annulus sections. Since the inner annulus is closer to the engine centerline, its 
height must be bigger than the outer annulus to have the same area and receive the same 
amount of the airflow. 
5.1.10 Combustor 2D View Model 
Finally after the size of the annulus and zones, their height, length and mean radii 
are determined, this information is used to generate a 2D view of the combustor. It also 
shows the location and size of the dilution orifices and geometry features. 
 
5.2 Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion Burning Model 
The following section suggests a method to model the droplet evaporation and 
diffusion burning (DEDB) in the combustor. The existence of the droplet burning and the 
diffusion flame has significant effect on the emission levels. While high temperature 
diffusion flames can burn off carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), 
they will simultaneously enhance one of the NOx formation mechanisms and result in a 
higher level of NOx emissions [53].  
Droplet burning in the combustor is the major source of NOx emissions and it is 
important to find a way to consider it in the emissions prediction model. The presence of 
fuel droplets in the flame zone creates a diffusion flame in addition to the premixed 
flame. The diffusion flame results in a local high temperature mixture and a high NOx 
formation [53]. A complete and detailed model for droplet evaporation and burning is 
computationally intensive and time consuming; however, for the current task, a fast 
model is required to determine the quantity of evaporated fuel and the effect of fuel 
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droplets on the species concentrations. In this thesis, the assumption is that there is a 
diffusion flame around each droplet and that they are separated from the premixed flame. 
This assumption greatly simplifies the model. Another assumption is that the droplets  
coming from the atomizer will be in pure evaporation phase before the ignition time 










where υ is the mixture equivalence ratio, T in the exponent term is temperature (K) which 
is assumed to be the same as a bulk temperature in the primary zone. Since the all the 
ignition time models that are available are for lean to stoichiometric mixtures [132], the 
above equation for rich mixtures should be used with caution. The above equation 
provides a continuous decrease in ignition time beyond stoichiometric ratio which cannot 
be right and it is modified to have the same rate of decrease after the stoichiometric ratio 
as before it. The next step is to calculate the droplet sizes and determine the percentage of 
them that are evaporated before they reach the ignition time. After that, the droplets ignite 
and burn at the stoichiometric ratio which is the characteristic of the diffusion flame. 
Often the droplet model for various injectors is given in the form of the Sauter 
mean diameter [7, 46]. The SMD models are a function of fuel physical properties, 
injector type, geometry and fuel flow. For brevity and lack of additional data, in this 












L Pm25.2SMD   
(82) 
where : 
σL: Fuel (Jet-A) surface tension (N/m)  
µL: Fuel (Jet-A) dynamic (absolute) viscosity (Poise, Pa.s)  
Lm : Fuel flow rate (kg/s)  
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ΔPL: Liquid pressure loss across atomizer (Pa)  
ρA: Gas density (kg/m3)  
The value of ΔPL is defined based on the injector Flow Number (FN) which is a 









The combination of equations (84) and (83) would provide the SMD for the given 
fuel flow (power setting). 
In reality, an injector produces a range of droplet diameters, which is represented 
by SMD. To better capture the droplet evaporation, this thesis considers the droplet size 
distribution. It is a common practice to model the droplet distribution with the Weibull 
distribution. In the combustion community, this distribution is more known as the Rosin-





eQ 1  (84) 
where Q is the fraction of the total volume of the droplets whose size is less than D. 
Parameters X and q are scale and shape factors of the distribution. The parameter q is the 
measure of the droplet spread with value between 1.8 and 3 and X the size value at which 
63.2% droplet diameters are smaller than that. 
If the SMD of a distribution is known from the injector model, by assuming a 
value for q, the following equation gives the value of mass median diameter (MMD) [7]. 









where Γ is the Gamma function. By solving equation (84) when Q is 0.5 and D is set 
equal to MMD, the value for X can be obtained, revealing the droplet size distribution.  
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Figure 41 shows an example of the Rosin-Rammler distribution for different shape factor 
(q) values. 
To determine the vaporized fraction for a droplet with a specified diameter before 
it ignites, the new distribution of droplet size at the end of ignition delay time will be 
obtained. This calculation can then be integrated to obtain the percentage of the droplets‟ 
volume that is vaporized and the percentage that has been left in liquid form.  
The final size of a droplet at end of the ignition delay time with a given initial 













BM :The Spalding number controlled by mass transfer 
kg: Gas conductivity 
ρf: Fuel density 
Figure 41: Droplet size distribution 
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cpg: Gas specific heat at constant pressure 
The convection effect is also considered in the model using the droplet‟s 
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers using the following equation which is multiplied to the 







The Reynolds number is based on the droplet diameter and the turbulent intensity 
fluctuation Uturb. 
The reference [134] provides the details of this process, including the right 
temperature and composition to be used to determine kg , cpg , Reynolds and Prantl 
numbers. 



















BT: The Spalding number controlled by heat transfer 
hfg: Fuel latent heat 
mD: Fuel droplet mass 
cpf: Fuel specific heat at constant pressure 





















where Yf,S is the droplet vapor mass fraction at the surface. T∞ in this work is defined as 
the temperature of the air flow coming from the compressor. 
The physical properties of fuel and air mixtures are obtained from aviation fuel 
properties handbook [137-139] and those that are not available are approximated by n-
dodecane (C12H26) fuel. A detailed description of the process is provided in Appendix A. 
Using initial surface temperature as the fuel temperature and initial diameter and 
gas temperature and pressure, the differential equations (86) and (88) can be solved.   
The above method is used to obtain the droplet size after a given ignition delay 
time for a range of droplet sizes. The method provides a history of surface temperature 
(Ts), droplet diameter squared (D
2
) and evaporation constant (k) during the evaporation as 
well as their value at the time of ignition (Figure 42), which is used to calculate a new 
droplet size distribution after the evaporation (Figure 43). Then the new distribution will 









































where Dmax is set to be a very large number where initial Q value is 1. A MATLAB 
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SMD Surface Temperature 
Figure 42: Time variation of thr e dropl t parameters  
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code is written to solve the equations and determine the percentage of the vaporized and 
liquid fuel (Appendix B).  
An adequate amount of air will be assigned to the part of the fuel flow remained 
in liquid form to make the ratio stoichiometric to resemble the diffusion flame. The rest 
of the airflow and vaporized fuel flow is assumed to be pre-mixed before ignition. The 
pre-mixed mixture is not uniform in the combustor and this non-uniformity should be 
considered because it has a potential significant effect on flame temperature and pollutant 
levels.  
5.3 Non-Uniform Mixture Model 
A Non-Uniform Mixture (NUM) model is proposed in this section to compensate 
for the non-uniformity and equivalence ratio dispersion that exist in the combustor. To 
that end the (Heywood) mixing parameter S, also known as the unmixedness degree, is 
used. The unmixedness degree in equation (92) defines the distribution of the flow 
fraction over the interval of equivalence ratio [9, 140] and is equivalent to the coefficient 


































































σ: Standard deviation 
: Mean equivalence ratio  
The unmixedness degree is not a spatial distribution; rather it shows the degree of 
non-uniformity and dispersion of the equivalence ratio in the combustor in a 
dimensionless number. The value of unmixedness degree is higher for less uniform 
mixtures. As shown in Figure 44, there is a one to one correlation between the value of 
the unmixedness degree and the given mean equivalence ratio at a particular operating 
condition. If one knows the value of S and the mean equivalence ratio ( ), the value for 
the standard deviation, σ is determined from equation (94) and the Gaussian (Normal) 











The value of equation (95) gives the fraction of the total mass-flow that exists at 
equivalence ration υ. From the definition of the probability density function (pdf) the 
following equation is obtained: 




















Unfortunately there is not a unique shape for the unmixedness degree versus mean 
equivalence ratio and its relation to the physical aspect of the combustor (swirler, 
injector, etc) is not well defined. Some attempts have been made to correlate this 
parameter with turbulent flow characteristics inside the combustor [141-142], but they 
include detail characteristics of combustor and is based on initial parameters whose 
values is not well-known either. Therefore, the unmixedness parameter acts more like a 
lumped parameter that contains all the effects in it. The advantage is that the general 
shape of the unmixedness degree versus the mean equivalence ratio (S-  diagram) is 
similar for all combustors (Figure 44), although they may be shifted, compressed or 
stretched in vertical or horizontal directions. Each model can have its own S-  diagram 
which should be obtained through experiment and through tuning the model to match the 
































known data [53, 143]. After the combustor model is tuned, it may be used for different 
combustors. It is possible to perform curve fitting on the S-  diagram to obtain a relation 
between combustor unmixedness degree and mean equivalence ratio (Figure 45). 
Equation (94) is a continuous normal distribution that stretches from negative to 
positive infinity. Clearly such a model cannot exist in reality and it should be truncated 
and divided into finite number of equivalence ratio intervals (bins) [53, 143]. In this 
thesis, the distribution is considered for the range between ±3σ which contains 
99.99966% of the area under the normal distribution; however, if the lower limit goes 
below zero (which is impossible since the equivalence ratio cannot be negative), it will be 
truncated at zero. The value of the lower tail area that is truncated will be distributed to 
other bins based on their value (i.e., if a bin has a bigger value, the bigger fraction of the 
truncated area will be assigned to it); by adding these values the total area under the curve 
is kept equal to one (Figure 46). 
After deciding about the number of bins, the width of each bin (Δυ) and the center 
point of i
th
 bin (υi) is obtained. With this information the range of each bin is known 
(υilow, υihigh) and the following relation provides the area of the i
th
 bin which corresponds 





















where CDF is cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution and where 
ctruncated tail is the coefficient that adds the additional value to the bins due to a truncated 
lower tails. Each bin‟s share of the truncated tails area is proportional to its value. From 
the definition of the equivalence ratio (
st
FAR
FAR ), the value of airflow and fuel flow at 




















5.4 Chemical Reactors Network Model 
The next and last model in the mission prediction model is the chemical analysis 
model which is based on the finite rate chemistry calculation in the chemical reactors 
network (CRN). The basics and fundamental of this concept are described in the 
theoretical background section. The subject of this section is more tailored toward using 
CRN with a specific structure to model the emissions in the combustor in general and 
single annular combustor or RQL combustor in particular.  
To build the CRN, the CHEMKIN combustion analysis  software [144] is used for 
finite rate analysis. It has all the necessary features that are required for this task such as 
the ability to create a network of reactor, robust solver and input/output files. In addition 
to the CRN, CHEMKIN requires a file containing thermodynamics properties (NASA 
polynomials) of all the species present in the model. It also needs a combustion 
Figure 46: Truncated and discretized normal distribution of equivalence ratio [13] 













mechanism file for a fuel of interest (in this case Jet-A) containing the elementary 
reactions and the following additional information: 1) the temperature exponent, 2) the 
pre-exponential factor and, 3) the activation energy of all the elementary reactions to 
calculate their forward and reverse reaction rate of them.   
The structure of the CRN is based on the zones and models that are defined in the 
1D internal flow-field model (Figure 47). Wherever there is a zone, it will be replace by a 
single or set of reactors based on the assumptions and the flow conditions inside the 
combustor. The 1D internal flow-field model provides all the sizes, volumes and flow 
properties required by the CRN model. 
It is mentioned in the previous section that the mixture‟s non-uniformity and 
droplet evaporation/burning needs to be considered in the emissions prediction model. 
Since almost all the droplets will vaporize or burn in the primary zone, and since 
unmixedness decays as flow proceeds further downstream in the combustor [145], the 
unmixedness and droplet evaporation/burning is only considered in the first zone of the 
Figure 47: Network of reactors based on combustor zones 
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combustor which is either primary or rich zone. The rest of the combustor is modeled by 
single reactors in series. As mentioned above, due to the unmixedness decay, the last 
zones in the combustor (which is the dilution zone in the SAC and dilution zone or lean 
zone in the RQL combustor) are modeled by a plug flow reactor (PFR). 
In the primary (rich) zone, all the reactors are PSR due to the high turbulent 
intensity. To consider the diffusion flame (droplet burning), one PSR is assigned for 
diffusion burning [53]. The amount of the fuel flow is equal to the liquid fuel that has left 
after the ignition delay time. Additional air is added to the fuel the make the ratio 
stoichiometric. If the required amount of air is not enough for stoichiometric burning, for 
the given amount of the air, enough fuel will be assigned to the air to have the 
stoichiometric burning and the remaining fuel will be sent to the next zone as unburned 
mixture (a stream with very high equivalence ratio of 30). The volume of the diffusion 
burning PSR is set to the primary (rich zone) volume based on the assumption that the 
fuel droplets have all the primary (rich) zone residence time available for the burning.  
Figure 48: A chemical reactors’ network with implementation of diffusion burning and unmixedness 




Primary or Rich Zone 
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To implement the concept of non-uniform mixture into the CRN, in addition to 
the diffusion burning PSR, a set of parallel branches of PSR reactors at the primary zone 
will be specified. The number of parallel PSR branches is equal to the number of bins in 
the “Non-Uniform Fuel and Air Mixture” model which is described in the previous 
section [53, 143]. The volume of PSR‟s in the pre-mixed flame is proportional to the flow 
fraction that goes into them and the sum of them will be equal to the primary zone 
volume. The exhaust of all these branches will go to a single non-reactive gas mixer to 
mix and go to the next zone (Figure 48). Due to the CHEMKIN limitation, the maximum 
number of branches (bins) that go to a single reactor cannot be bigger than ten. A 
sensitivity analysis showed the emission levels sensitivity to the number of branches is 
negligible beyond 9 [143]. 
After the first zone (primary or rich zone) the structure of the CRN depends on 
the combustor type.  
5.4.1 A Chemical Reactor’s Network Model for Single Annular Combustor  
In the SAC CRN, the assumption is that the degree of turbulent intensity still is 
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high enough in the secondary zone to model it with a PSR. The dilution zone is modeled 
by a PFR with its length and cross section equal to the dilution zone length and cross 
section. Figure 49 shows the proposed CRN for the SAC combustor concept. After the 
primary zone, the first dilution flow is added to the PSR which is a representative of the 
secondary zone. The exhaust of the secondary zone will be mixed with the second 
dilution flow first (because PFR does not accept more than one inlet) and the mixture will 
be sent to the dilution zone reactor which is a PFR. 
In addition to the first and second dilution flows that are added to the reactors, 
streams of cooling flow are considered for after each zone. This feature foresees the 
possibility of capturing the effect of the cooling flow on the emissions. Initially, it had 
been assumed that cooling flow does remains unmixed throughout the combustor and 
mixes with the hot section at the exit of the combustor; however, under some conditions, 
possibly the high power condition, at least part of the cooling flow will be mixed with the 
hot gases, especially after the dilution flows. Although determining the amount of the 
cooling flow that is mixed with the core gases requires a high fidelity model, this feature 
can capture the effect and sensitivity of the cooling flow partition on the emission levels. 
5.4.2 A Chemical Reactor’s Network Model for RQL Combustor 
The beginning (rich zone) and end (dilution) of the CRN model for the RQL is 
similar to that of the SAC. However, there is a difference in the mid-sections: instead of a 
secondary zone PSR in the SAC, there is a mixing zone PaSR (Partially Stirred Reactor), 
gas mixer and lean zone PFR. While the cooling flows and overall dilution and 
quenching flows structures are the same in both models, the detail modeling of the 
quenching flow that goes in to the mixing zone is different than the dilution flow model 
of the secondary or dilution zones. 
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5.4.2.1 Mixing Zone 
In the mixing zone, when a large jet is initially penetrating to the core section, it 
does not completely mix with the gases and eddies with wide range of size and turn-over 
time are formed around it that can create local stoichiometric mixtures. In other words, 
the poor quality of mixing leads to local stoichiometric mixtures around the jet. The other 
important aspect of mixing in the mixing zone is the micro-mixing. After mixing the 
quench air with core gases in macro-scales, the quality of the micro-mixing determines 
the flame temperature and emission levels. To model the whole macro and micro mixing 
process, the turbulent modeling and chemical kinetic/flow interaction modeling is 
required. To simplify the model, it is assumed that the size of the energy containing 
eddies in the mixture at the mixing zone is in the order of the mixing zone height. Based 










where H is the mixing zone height. While there is another equation to calculate the 
mixing time as it is given in the equation (22), this equation needs information about 

















local turbulent intensity (ε), which is not available in this low fidelity model.  









The volume is divided by two because half of the mixing zone volume is available 
for mixing as the mixing flow enters the mixing zone at half a distance down the 
beginning of the zone. The mixing time (τmix) and residence time (τres) can be used in 
equation (28) to determine the level of unmixedness in the mixing zone. It should be 
noted the unmixedness in the mixing zone is different from what is defined in the primary 
zone. 
The assumption for developing this model is that the amount of actual mixing of 
the quench jet and the core flow depends on the mixing quality and the unmixedness 
degree in the mixing zone. For a perfectly mixed mixture with high mixing quality, the 
unmixedness value would be one. This mixture will burn in the lean zone at the designed 
lean zone equivalence ratio (which is below one). As the mixing zone unmixedness 
increases from zero to one, the actual equivalence ratio (υactual) of the burning mixture in 
the PaSR moves toward one. At an unmixedness value of one, the mixture in the PaSR 
will burn at the stoichiometric ratio. The amount of the quench jet that actually mixes in 
the PaSR with the coming hot gases is determined based on the obtained actual 
equivalence ratio (υactual), and this portion of the quench jet is named actual quench flow. 
The rest of the quenching air that has not been mixed with the core flow in the PaSR will 
be forwarded to the gas mixer after the PaSR where it mixes with the exhaust of the 
PaSR, and this portion of the flow is called remained quench flow. A linear relationship is 
assumed between the mixing zone unmixedness value (SMZ, between zero and one) and 







From equation (100), the values of actual quench flow and remained quench flow 

















The mixing zone actual quench flow and rich zone output go into the PaSR and 
the output goes into a gas mixer with the mixing zone remained quench flow. Also the 
total amount of the quenching jet is obtained from the flow partitioning model. 
The PaSR reactor has a number of inputs in addition to those required by PaSR 
(i.e. residence time, equivalence ratio, inlet mass-flow, pressure and inlet temperature). 
They are: 1) the simulation time, 2) number of Monte Carlo samples and, 3) the 
simulation marching time step. 
The simulation time should be long enough so the solution of the PaSR reaches 
the steady-state condition at the end of it, but not so long as to make the simulation very 
slow. It is set to be 5 times of the mixing zone residence time.  




The number of the Monte Carlo simulation sampling (NPAR) for the PaSR model 
defines the number of statistical samples that are randomly selected from the joint pdf to 
model the mixing and reacting process. A number around 200 provides a balance 
between the accuracy and execution time.   
The marching time step of the statistical samples that is required in the Monte 











5.4.2.2 Lean Zone 
The lean zone which is a tube after the mixing zone is modeled by a plug flow 
reactor (PFR) with the assumption that the flow becomes calm after diverging and exiting 
from the mixing zone. If the RQL configuration has a dilution zone after the lean zone, 
the output of the lean zone along with the dilution flow goes in to another plug flow 
reactor (PFR) representing the dilution zone.  
5.5 Post Processing 
After running all the mentioned models, the mass fraction of the species (NO, 
NO2 and CO) are extracted from the exit file of the last reactor in the CRN. The EI NOx is 
obtained by adding the mass fraction of NO and NO2 together, multiplying it by the total 
mass flow going out of the combustor (in g/s) and dividing the result by the fuel mass-
flow (in kg/s). The same process will be repeated to determine the EI CO value. 
5.6 Challenges 
After describing the details and important aspects of the proposed methodology, it 
is a good idea to introduce the challenges and obstacles that lie ahead of implementing 
the proposed methodology to a real world problem. 
5.6.1 Design Perspective versus Analysis Perspective 
One of the biggest challenges through this project is the different perspectives that 
exist between two groups of experts about how to approach a combustion problem and 
emissions prediction. One school of thought believes that the combustion and emission 
formation process is such a complex phenomenon that it cannot be dealt with in the 
conceptual design phase at all. In their view, a highly detailed model of combustor with 
geometrical information as well as initial and boundary conditions is required to model 
the internal flow-field, combustion and their related aspects. The other school of thought 
believes that it is feasible to model the emissions of a combustor based on simplified 
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models and with enough information available from experiments. Both group‟s opinions 
can be justified depending on the perspective that the problem is observed from and the 
success criteria. If the objective is to perform a detailed modeling of the combustor at the 
later design phases, the first group‟s opinion will prevail, whereas if the criterion is to 
have a tool that helps the conceptual designers and decision makers to have better 
perspective of the problem, then the second group opinion will prevail.  This difference in 
opinions shows itself in the fidelity level of the models and tools that are available in the 
field. Some of the tools are very complex and hard to use at conceptual phase and some 
of them are too simplified. 
5.6.2 Disciplinary Models/Tools and Their Integration 
As it was discussed in the introduction and literature review of this work, 
combustion is a highly multidisciplinary phenomena and each disciplinary model has 
strong interaction with other disciplines; however, many of these models are created for 
high fidelity analysis and for very specific applications and they cannot be used in the 
conceptual design phase. Therefore, one of the great challenges of this work is to either 
find or create a model that it suitable for this design phase. Broad knowledge, component 
data and extensive literature search is required to create a model with adequate fidelity 
for this research. Further, the integration of these models with available tools is not a 
trivial task when those tools have specific requirements for their input and output files. A 
suitable interface should be created to establish a communication line between these tools 
and custom-made models. 
5.6.3 Limited Available Data  
In the proposed methodology some experimental or design data are still required 
to tune or calibrate the equations and models or validate them. Often, information about 
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combustors and their components characteristics are not available in the public domain 
and are considered proprietary property by companies who manufacture them. 
5.6.4 Combustion Mechanism 
Finding the right combustion mechanism for aviation fuel (Jet-A) is another 
challenge of this research. In many applications, the combustion mechanism is provided 
for gaseous fuels and hydrocarbons such as heptane and decane and they are used in 
combustion chemistry analysis on behalf of the real fuel. Sometimes, these mechanisms 
are very large in size and complex. When these mechanisms are applied to a complex 
CRN model, they increase the execution time significantly and sometimes the solver 
cannot converge to a final solution at all.  
In the next section an analogy is provided to show how even a simplified model 
like the one that is propose in this work, has a potential to provide satisfactory results. 
5.7 Emissions Prediction Approach and Skin Friction Coefficient Calculation 
Analogy 
A question that may be asked by field experts is how the model suggested in this 
thesis can provide reasonably accurate results when it does not specifically address some 
important issues in the field, such as two-phase flow, shear flow mixing, turbulent 
models, main and cross-flow jet interaction, etc.  
The answer to this question lies in the spatially averaged parameters approach. In 
this approach, a control volume is considered to average the flow properties across the 
domain using integral methods. The integral method can be contrasted with the 
differential equation method, which is applied to find flow properties at a single point 
(cell) in the domain. The differential equation method is more sensitive to the initial and 
boundary conditions and requires their precise definition. An example that may further 
clarify the subject is to calculate the wall skin friction coefficient in viscous fluid 
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mechanics. In a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress next to the wall (τw) in the boundary 



















μ: absolute (dynamic) viscosity 
ρe: Free stream density 
u: Velocity 
ue: Free stream velocity 
One way to obtain wall shear stress, skin friction coefficient and eventually wall 
drag coefficient (CD) is to find an analytical solution of the flow governing equations. 
The best example is the Blasius equation for flat-plate laminar flow which yields an exact 
analytical solution; however, the answer is not in the form of an explicit equation [146]. 
Putting aside the exact analytical approach which may not always be available, the  
second approach involves assuming a boundary layer velocity profile (u(y)) and finding 
the value of its derivative at y=0 to find the quantities of interest (Figure 51). Often the 
velocity profile that is assumed for the boundary layer is a second order polynomial 
(parabolic); however, other forms of profiles like the sine function have been used as 
well. This method is very sensitive to the shape of the function near the wall, and a small 
change in the shape can cause a great change in its derivative, introducing significant 
errors to the calculations. Another approach which is still based on an assumed velocity 
profile utilizes the integral method instead of the differential method. In the integral 
method, first introduced by Von Karman [147], the integral equations for momentum and 
displacement are taken over a control volume to find the boundary layer thickness, skin 
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friction and drag coefficients. In this method, the variation in the velocity profile 
introduce an error in the final result; however, the error is less than 10 percent, which is 
considered to be good [146, 148].  
By comparing the integral approach to calculate drag coefficient with the control 
volume emissions-prediction approach, it is clearer why the proposed method has the 
potential to provide acceptable accuracy without going into modeling all of the details in 
the combustor. The models being considered in this research are often based on obtaining 
the average properties of the combustor flow while at the same time keeping an eye on 
the basic phenomena that exist in the process. 
The subject discussed in this section by no means implies that considering 
detailed phenomena is not useful or that physics-based model can be created without 
them. The point is that the advantages and disadvantages of each approach should be 
weighed in the context of the research being conducted to select the best one.  
The next chapter explains the steps that are taken and tools that are used to create 
an integrated frame work to determine the gas turbine emissions in an efficient manner in 
an integrated platform. This automation can significantly reduce the execution time of the 
whole process. 




6 INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENT 
To automate the whole conceptual combustor sizing and emissions prediction 
process and to minimize the human interference and set-up time, all models are linked 
together in an integrated platform (Model Center [149]). The integrated environment may 
be used to run the design of experiments (DOE), uncertainty and sensitivity studies and 
perform the parametric studies. 
Steps are taken to automate the process in a way that 1D internal flow-field and 
CRN models run without going to the command prompt window in WINDOWS 
operating software or software GUI. Therefore, the heart of the this integrated 
environment in the Model Centre is a group of file-wrappers which take the inputs from 
the Model Center environment, create an input file for the third party software (i.e., 
CHEMKIN), execute the software and parse the output file and display them in the 
Model Center GUI. The file-wrapper utility is used whenever there is not any pre-built 
plug-in for software that is being used. For example Microsoft Excel, MATLAB and 
ANSYS have pre-built plug-ins in the Model Center that can be used in the environment 
directly. They create a link to these softwares without a need to create a file-wrapper. For 
third-party softwares that do not have a plug-in, there is a feature where a file can be 
written to communicate with the software and execute it. The precursor to use such a 
feature is that the third party software can be executed through input files and create an 
output file of data after finishing the analysis. Every time a file-wrapper is being used, it 
is necessary to run Analysis Server software in the background. Analysis Server creates a 
link between the Model Center and the third party software and enables the Model Center 
to execute cases without going into the software environment. A detailed instruction 
about how to create a file and what is the task of each section can be found in the Model 
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Center user manual [149]. For each combustor concept of the SAC and RQL an 
integrated Model Center environment has been created.  
6.1 1D Internal Flow-Field Model  
All the elements and components of the 1D flow model are written in MATLAB. 
Except the main MATLAB script file that uses all the models to run the emission model, 
all other files are written as MATLAB functions. The list of the files is given in Table 8. 
There are 26 MATLAB functions that are used by either the RQL or SAC models. The 
SAC o RQL MATLAB scripts are directly implemented in the Model Center as 
MATLAB modules. Separation of models and components has made the 1D flow-field 
model modular enough to model a SAC or RQL combustor by putting the needed 
elements together to construct the desired architecture. The total size of the codes of the 
1D internal flow-field models is about 3800 lines. 
The “Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion Burning” and “Non-Uniform Mixture” 
models are written in four MATLAB files and are directly integrated into the model 
center. 
CEA Analysis Flow Property Combustor Zones Geometry 
burn.m flow_function.m annulus.m  
fuel_to_air.m Mach.m diffuser.m combustor_graph.m 
gas_properties.m total_to_static diffuser_efficiency.m zone_volume.m 
temperature_out.m velocity.m droplet_evaporation.m inner_outer_ 










Table 8: MATHALB functions used in the 1D flow-field Model 
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6.2 CRN Model  
Integration of the CRN model requires creating a batch file from a set of 
commands needed to execute the whole CRN model. The steps needed and defined in the 
batch file to run the CRN are described here and the scripts are provided in Appendix B. 
First, the CHEMKIN needs to find the location and name of the thermodynamics 
properties file and combustion mechanism file. This information is stored in a file named 
“CK_PreProc_*.input“and a file-wrapper is created to receive the name and address of the 
thermodynamic and combustion mechanism files from the user to create the file. The 
name of the file-wrapper is “Combustion_mechanism_selector”.  
In the next step, CHEMKIN uses the files and creates a chemistry file used by all 
reactors to perform finite-rate chemistry analysis. Then CHEKIN executes the reactor 
models in the CRN model one by one in order of the reactor placement. Each reactor 
model can be run using a specific command followed by the name of input files defined 
for the reactor. The commands are listed in Table 10. More comprehensive description 
and detail of the commands can be found in the CHEMKIN user Manual [144]. 
The input file contains the input information, the address and the name of an xml 
files containing the information of the previous reactors linked to it. A chemistry file that 
is created at the beginning, containing the combustion mechanism information of the fuel 
should be added to the command too. All the reactor models will be executed one by one 
until the last reactor at the end of the CRN.  
After running each reactor, a number of output files are generated. The most 
comprehensive one is a file with the extension “out”. This file has a significant amount of 
information about the steps that the solver takes to run the model. The file also contains 
data about convergence and information about species. Usually it is hard to extract the 
required information from this file because depending on the convergence rate, its size 
and the location of the desired information vary. An easier way is to use a “GetSolution -
nosen -norop -mass –all” command to have the outputs of each reactor in the comma 
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separated (csv) format with a universal format for all reactors. It is much easier to parse 
the needed information from the csv file in an automated fashion because all the output 
parameters are at predefined location. Another file created after running each reactor is an 
XMLdata.zip file. This file should be renamed to an appropriate name and saved before 
running the next reactor because it will be overwritten in the next run. The file should be 
defined in the input file of the next reactor. This file contain information about the 
exhaust gases of the reactor which is required if the reactor is linked to another reactor. 
The name should be provided in the input file of the next reactor in line so the 
CHEMKIN knows what the upstream flow properties are entering to the next reactor. 




1 Upstream inlet 
1 Gas Mixer (C11) 
Mixing 
zone 
1 Upstream inlet 
1 Actual quench inlet 
1 Cooling flow inlet 
1 PaSR (C12) 
1 Remained quench inlet 
1 Upstream inlet 
1 Cooling flow inlet 
1 Unburned fuel inlet 
1 Gas Mixer (C13) 
Lean zone 
1 Upstream inlet 
1 PFR (C14) 
Dilution 
zone 
1 Upstream inlet 
1 Dilution inlet 
1 Unburned fuel inlet 
1 Cooling flow inlet 
1 Gas Mixer (C15) 
1 Upstream inlet 
1 PFR (C16) 
Exit 
1 Upstream inlet 
1 Unburned fuel inlet 
1 Cooling flow inlet 
1 Gas Mixer (C16) 
 
Table 9: Components of the SAC CRN (left) and RQL CRN (right) model 




1 upstream inlet 
1 Gas Mixer (C11) 
Secondary 
zone 
1 dilution inlet 
1 unburned fuel inlet 
1 cooling flow inlet 
1 upstream inlet 
1 PSR (C12) 
Dilution 
zone 
1 upstream inlet 
1 dilution inlet 
1 unburned fuel inlet 
1 cooling flow inlet 
1 Gas Mixer (C13) 
1 upstream inlet 
1 PFR (C14) 
Exit 
1 upstream inlet 
1 unburned fuel inlet 
1 cooling flow inlet 




Reactor Type  
or Process 
Command Required Files 
Chemistry run CKPreProcess.EXE CKPreProc file(input) 
PSR CKReactorGenericPSR.EXE Input file (inp), Chemistry file (asc) 
PFR CKReactorGenericPFR.EXE Input file (inp), Chemistry file (asc) 
Gas Mixer CKReactorMixer.EXE Input file (inp), Chemistry file (asc) 
PaSR CKReactorGenericPaSR.EXE Input file (inp), Chemistry file (asc) 
CSV solution file GetSolution Input file (inp), Chemistry file (asc) 
 
Table 10: Main commands used in the CHEMKIN CRN model 
There are total of 78 files that are used in the CRN model. Table 10 lists the name 
of the elementary reactor and important tasks along with their corresponding commands 
and required files in the CHEMKIN software. Table 10 shows the list of the input files 
that are required by the reactors in the RQL or SAC CRN model. All of information 
inside these input files is calculated in the 1D flow-field model, Non-Uniform Mixture 
model or Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion Burning model. All these commands and 
process are written in a script file (BATCH file); therefore, by running the script file in 
the command window, without opening the CHEMKIN GUI, the CRN execution can be 
performed. This script file is used to automate the CRN analysis in the MODEL 
CENTER (Appendix B). 
To create a file-wrapper for the CRN model to implement it in the Model Center 
environment, a set of input template files are needed. These file are exactly like the 
original input file of the reactors. Model Center use this templates to create a new input 
file for CHEMKIN by replacing pre-specified fields with values that user defines in the 
MODEL CENTER environment.  
The file-wrapper takes the inputs from the MODEL CENTER, creates new set of 
input files and put them in the pre-defined field and then run the CRN model script file. A 
new set of output files are created after script file is executed. The file-wrapper then looks 
into the output files (csv files) to parse the required data. At the end, the parsed data are 
sent back to MODEL CENTER environment. 
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6.3 Linking All Components Together  
All the inputs of the CRN model in the Model Center environment are obtained 
from the output section of the 1D flow-field model, Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion 
Burning model or Non-Uniform Mixture model. The outputs of these models are linked 
to the inputs of the CRN model. Also an additional VBA module is added to post-process 
the data and calculate the NOx and CO emission indices. An additional MATLAB 
component is created to plot the combustor axial temperature variations and the 
probability density function (pdf) of the mixing zone temperature and species (NO, NO2, 
CO, CO2 and H2O) which are the result of the Monte Carlo simulation in the PaSR. 
Figure 52 shows the Model Center integrated environment for the SAC emission 
model. Also Table 11 to Table 14 show the required inputs for each model (if applicable) 
and the units and the required on-design and off-design engine cycle parameters at the 
compressor exit.  








Compressor exit pressure psia 
Compressor exit temperature R 
Compressor exit airflow lbm/s 
Compressor exit Mach number - 
Combustor exit Mach number - 
Fuel flow lbm/s 
Zone efficiencies - 








Compressor exit pressure psia 
Compressor exit temperature R 
Compressor exit airflow lbm/s 
Compressor exit Mach number - 
Combustor exit Mach number - 
Fuel flow lbm/s 
Swirler area coefficient - 
Zone efficiencies - 
Zone cooling fractions - 
 














































Inlet mean radius in 
Inlet Mach number - 
Exit Mach number - 
Half angle - 
Orientation angle (guess) - 
Passage number - 







Exit mean radius in 
Exit mach number - 
Dp/P - 
T_liner_max R 
Cooling mechanism factor - 
T_fuel R 
Number of injectors  - 










Swirl angle - 
Swirler discharge coefficient - 
swirler_hub in 
W_nozzle_air/W_fuel - 
Burning efficiency - 
Equivalence ratio - 









Discharge coefficient - 
Length ratio - 
Area_MZ/Area_RZ - 
Mixing model - 
Mixing model factor - 
Mixing mode - 
Monte Carlo event number - 







e Burning efficiency - 
Equivalence ratio - 























Burning efficiency - 
Discharge coefficient - 
Jet penetration ratio - 
Length ratio  
DZ or SZ cooling fraction - 
 






Fuel density kg/m3 
q (Rosin-Rammler distribution shape factor) - 
U_turb_fluctuation m/s 
T_fuel R 
Fuel flow kg/s 
Fuel physical properties - 
 
Table 13: Inputs to the Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion Burning model 
Component CRN Input Parameters Unit 
Rich or primary zone 
Equivalence ratio (array of 10 elements) - 
Mass-flow (array of 10 elements) g/s 
Inlet temperature (array of 10 elements) K 
Inlet fuel name (array of 10 elements) - 
Pressure (array of 10 elements) atm 




Residence time s 
Simulation time s 
 Mixing time s 
 Mixing  model - 
Mixing model factor - 
Mixing mode (Equil, Chem, Mix) - 
 Monte Carlo events number - 
Monte Carlo time step s 





Lean or dilution zone 
Pressure atm 
Cross section area cm2 
Start location cm 
Length cm 










Table 14: Inputs to the CRN Model 
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  CHAPTER 7 
7 APPROACH IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
To prove or disprove the hypotheses presented in Chapter 3, experiments should 
be designed. First, the hypotheses are restated here as a reminder.  
Hypothesis 1 (H1): The addition of combustor internal flow-field analysis using 
modular component modeling approach to the combustion analysis using the chemical 
reactor network (CRN) approach results in a more versatile and parametric emissions 
prediction approach for different combustor types, different operating conditions, and 
different combustor design parameters. 
Hypothesis 2 (H2): An integrated emissions prediction approach with reduced 
uncertainties can be developed by modeling and integrating important phenomena in the 
emissions formation process using hybrid models. The most important phenomena are 
assumed to be Droplet evaporation/burning and air/fuel mixture non-uniformity. An 
interface provides a line of communication between the disciplines.   
Secondary Hypothesis 2A (SH 2A): The following simplified models are 
expected to reduce epistemic uncertainties of the emissions prediction: 
 Probabilistic unmixedness model 
 Droplet evaporation model  
 Diffusion burning based on un-vaporized fuel flow 
Secondary Hypothesis 2B (SH 2B): The Monte Carlo analysis can model the 
epistemic uncertainties. A comparison of the uncertainty analysis of a complete model 
with deficient models can capture the potential improvements or deterioration of 
emission uncertainties. A sensitivity analysis can model the aleatory uncertainties and 
show the effect of the inputs‟ uncertainty (variation) on the emission levels. 
Three experiments are designed to test the validity of the hypotheses. Figure 53 
shows the relation between these experiments, the hypotheses and the research questions. 
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In the first experiment, the proposed methodology will be applied to the 
combustor of the CFM56 engine to predict its emission levels at different operating 
conditions.  The main objective of the first experiment is to assess the predictive 
capability of the model, and validate it. To test the parametric capability as well as the 
predictive capability of the model, it will also be applied to Energy Efficient Engine (E
3
) 
combustor. The CFM56 and E
3
 combustors belong to the same single annular combustor 
family; however, they have different characteristics and emission levels. Two Monte 
Carlo simulations are performed for each single annular combustor in sub-sections 7.3.1 
and 7.3.2. The first Monte Carlo simulation is used to find the right combination of inputs 
to the 1D flow-field model that provides the same geometrical information and flow 
fractions as the available data, the inputs distributions are considered to be uniform. The 
second Monte Carlo simulation (with uniform inputs distribution) is used to test the trend 
of the cooling flow fractions and unmixedness degree as a function of the power setting 
and to see if the trends are similar for the two different considered single annular 
combustors. If the trends are similar, it can be concluded that the model is independent of 
the two combustors and is able to follow the correct physical trend. The second Monte 














Carlo simulation is based on the available emission data. 
The second experiment is designed in two steps. In the first step, the goal is to 
investigate if using the proposed methodology reduces the prediction epistemic 
uncertainties. This experiment is applied to the CFM56 SAC model. In that experiment a 
distribution of the NOx and CO emissions are obtained by starting with an emission 
model without a Non-Uniform Mixture or Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion Burning 
models. These models then are added to the emission model one by one to assess their 
effects on the mean and standard deviation of the emission level distributions. Moving 
the distribution‟s mean toward actual value and decreasing the standard deviation would 
be an indication of the improved epistemic uncertainty. In the next step in the second 
experiment, a sensitivity analysis is performed to study the contribution of the combined 
combustor characteristics and engine cycle parameters‟ variations (aleatory uncertainties) 
on the emission levels. 
In the third experiment, the proposed methodology is extended to develop an 
emission model for an RQL combustor to test the versatility of the approach.  
Before the experiments are performed, one more task has to be accomplished 
which is the creation of a surrogate model for the NASA chemical equilibrium analysis 
(CEA) model to speed up the 1D internal flow-field model execution. The process is 
described in the following section. In the section afterward, the combustion mechanisms 
used or tied in finite-rate chemistry analysis are introduced. 
7.1 Surrogate Model for Chemical Equilibrium Analysis 
As described earlier, due to the existence of the rich flame in the rich zone, using 
the simple enthalpy-balanced formula to calculate the flame temperature is not an option 
and cannot be used for rich combustion. The next best available option is to use CEA. 
CEA was originally written in the FORTRAN programming language. In addition, 
Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) engine modeling environment 
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implemented the CEA model in its thermodynamic package.  Using the NASA CEA 
model directly has some integration difficulties. In addition, using the code for all the 
components, even those that do not need reacting flow calculation (e.g., diffuser) makes 
the 1D flow-field execution very slow. The solution is to create a surrogate model of the 
CEA for use in place of the original one. 
The NPSS version of the CEA analysis is selected for surrogate modeling. A 
simple burner object with inlet and exit stations is created in the NPSS environment to 
run the CEA thermo package. The following command in the file directs the NPSS to use 
the CEA package: 
setThermoPackage("CEA","Air","H2O","Jet-A(g)"," "," "," ") 
The definition of combustion efficiency in CEA is also slightly different from the 
usual definition. This definition is the ratio of the actual to the maximum mixture 
temperature rise. Although the model uses a thermodynamics properties file that contains 
the NASA polynomials for all the available considered reactants and products in the 
mixture, the fuel inlet enthalpy must be defined explicitly in the model. The formula for 
calculating the fuel enthalpy based on the Jet-A fuel properties of Prof. Burcat [150]. 
Figure 54 shows the CEA model structure in the NPSS with its inputs and outputs. The 
efficiency in the model is set to 100%. The exit temperature is adjusted for user input 
efficiency by using equation (107) where η is the efficiency and Tout ideal is the exit 
Figure 54: Structure of NPSS model to run CEA analysis 
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temperature at 100% efficiency. 




A file wrapper in the MODEL CENTER is created to read the inputs from the 
input file, run the NPSS CEA model and parses the outputs from the output file. The 
output CEA parameters required in the 1D flow-field model are the specific heat at 
constant pressure (cP), specific heat ratio (γ), dynamic viscosity (μ) and mixture gas 
constant (R). The neural network methodology is selected as surrogate modeling 
technique due to this methodology‟s ability to capture possible model non-linearity. The 
next step is to create a set of training data to train the neural nets. To increase the 
surrogate models accuracy by reducing the inputs variability, two sets of training data are 
considered in this step. The first set is for cold flow with zero fuel (zero fuel to air ratio). 
Due to the lack of reaction, the mixture properties in the first set are independent of the 
pressure and the fuel to air ratio. The second set is created for the reacting mixture. Table 
15 shows the range of input parameters and the training data size for both sets. The neural 
nets are trained for three cases. The first case is for cold-flow. The second set is for the 
burned-mixture. In the second case the burned mixture temperature is considered as an 
input in addition to the pressure and the fuel to air ratio; therefore, the burned mixture 
properties can be determined for a given temperature, pressure and fuel to air ratio. The 
third case is trained for the reacting-flow exit temperature as a function of the inlet 
temperature, pressure and fuel to air ratio. The MATLAB-based BRAINN software 
developed in the Aerospace Systems Design Laboratory is used to train static feed-










Reacting flow 500-2000 - - 400 
Cold flow 500-2000 14-420 0.05-.15 2000 
 
Table 15: Input range of training data for the CEA neural network models 
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Table 16 shows the number of hidden nodes used for each neural net model to 
obtain the best accuracy. The next set of figures show the training results for cold and 
reacting-flow cases. The figures shows the error bar in percentage for training and testing 
data, residual versus neural net model predicted values and actual versus neural net model 
predicted values. Figure 56 and Figure 55 show the results for the specific heat at 
constant pressure, specific heat ratio, gas constant and dynamic viscosity for the cold 
flow case.  A pattern is observed in the residual versus predicted pattern of specific heat 
at constant pressure. Sometimes these behaviors are the result of missing an input or 
dimension in the training or the result of the numerical accuracy of the solver.  Looking 
at the percentage error range of cP and γ (0.2% and 0.05%) in their histogram, one can 
realize that the model is very accurate and the pattern is not the result of the missing 
behavior. This behavior has not affected the model‟s predictive capability. Figure 57 and 
Figure 58 show the result for the same parameters for the reacting-flow case. Again the 
results show very good accuracy, although some pattern may be observed for the gas 
constant. Finally, Figure 59 shows the training result for the exit temperature. Again the 
result shows good accuracy. 
7.2 Fuel Combustion Mechanism 
A fuel combustion mechanism is needed for the finite-rate chemistry calculation 
in the CRN model. The important criteria for a good fuel combustion mechanism (besides 
being a realistic mechanism) are the execution time and convergence to the final solution. 
Four fuel combustion mechanisms are tried in this work. Three of them are detailed 
mechanisms as follows. 
Condition CP γ R μ Texit 
Reacting flow 25 10 10 10 18 
Cold flow 5 5 5 5 - 
 






















 The pressure-dependent Kyne combustion mechanism of n-decane 
(C10H22) [151] containing 63 species and 167 elementary reactions without 
NOx formation sub-mechanism. 
 The pressure-dependent Aachen combustion mechanism of decane 
(C10H22) containing 120 species and 527 elementary reactions without 
NOx formation sub-mechanism [152]. 
 The combustion mechanism of n-decane containing 178 species and 1199 
elementary reactions including the NOx and aromatics formation sub-
mechanisms [94-95].   
Two of the above mechanisms do not contain the NOx formation sub-mechanisms 
and they should be added to the main mechanisms manually which may introduce 
solution convergence issues as those sub-mechanisms are not specifically optimized for 
Figure 59: Reacting-Flow neural net training results for exit temperature 
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the given mechanism. Unfortunately, the use of the above mechanisms resulted in a very 
long execution time even for a single PSR. Also, at some occasions, they did not 
converge to the final solution. An alternative mechanism is the simpler pressure-
independent Kollrach mechanism (Figure 60), which is selected in this work [97]. This 
Figure 60: Kollrack combustion mechanism for aviation fuel (Jet-A) 
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reduced mechanism is specifically written for Jet-A combustion (C12H23). The 
mechanism consists of 21 species and 30 reactions and contains the thermal NOx 
formation sub-mechanism. The mechanism considers Pyrolysis and global reactions for 
converting the large Jet-A molecule (C12H23) to smaller molecules (C2H4 and C2H3) and 
elementary reactions converting the rest of C2H4 and C2H3 molecules to radicals and 
products [4, 9, 107, 153]. 
7.3 Experiment 1: Emissions Prediction of Single Annular Combustor  
As mentioned before, first the proposed methodology will be applied to calculate 
the emission levels of a single annular combustor to test the parametric capability of the 
methodology. This experiment consists of two parts; and in each part an emission model 
is developed for a different SAC combustor. After the models are executed, the results 
are presented and discussed.  
A general issue encountered in the first (and third) experiments when creating 
emission models is the limited amount of available information about combustors. Even 
if information is available, it is not inclusive enough. 
7.3.1 Emission Model for the CFM56-7B27 Combustor   
In this research the goal was to find as much information as possible from all 
public sources. To minimize the number of parameter estimations and eliminate the need 
to model the whole engine to determine the engine cycle parameters, the single annular 
combustor of CFM56-7B27 engine is selected. The engine is built by CFM International 
Company. This combustor is selected due to the availability of some data and reports in 
the public domain that can be used for this purpose. The emission data of the engine can 
be obtained from the ICAO engine emission database  
The values of some parameters and characteristics in the CFM56-7B27 combustor 
are not completely known. Also some parameters have an unknown or complex relation 
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with known parameters in the combustor (i.e. geometry or emissions). An approach 
(similar to reverse engineering) is required to find the best value for this group of 
parameters. This approach should be based on estimating the unknown parameters of the 
combustor using available information and data about the geometry, engine cycle 
parameters, flow partitions and drawings. The approach for accomplishing this task is 
Monte Carlo filtering (MCF).  
In Monte Carlo filtering, the emission model is executed for combination of 
inputs obtained by random sampling of inputs with defined range and uniform 
distribution. Then all the combinations that do not match the required criteria or violate 
the given constraints are filtered out. The criteria and constraints could be geometrical 
information and constraints, zone flow fractions and available emissions measurements 
(such as ICAO/LTO cycle data).  
Another data related issue is the absence of the engine cycle parameters at the 
























compressor exit; therefore, an engine model is needed to determine the flow parameters 
and flow path information at its compressor exit and turbine inlet stations. These 
parameters are available from an engine simulation that is performed in the EDS project 
for the CFM-56 engine. These parameters have been determined by modeling the engine 
in the numerical propulsion system simulation (NPSS) and WATE environments (Table 
17).  
Other parameters provided by the simulation are compressor exit and turbine inlet 
inner and outer radii, which are assumed to be equal to the combustor inlet and exit radii 
(neglecting the passages/manifolds that connect the compressor exit and turbine inlet to 
Geometrical characteristics inch 
Diffuser inlet mean radius 10.9 
Diffuser length 4.68 
Diffuser inlet height 0.77 
Flat-wall diffuser exit height 0.9 
Flat-wall diffuser length 2.19 
Casing height  4.96 
Injector diameter 0.25 
PZ height 3.39 
PZ length 2.09 
SZ height 2.95 
SZ length 2.35 
DZ height 2.46 
DZ length 2.55 
Exit mean radius 13.65 
Burner length 8.2 
Combustor axial length 12.1 
 
Table 18: Measured geometrical information of the CFM56 SAC combustor 
Table 17: Cycle parameter values determined in EDS project for the CFM56-7B27 
 
Cycle Parameter Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
Inlet total pressure (atm)  28.62 24.451 11.173 5.52 
Inlet total temperature (k) 800.53 763.84 612.63 504.96 
Equivalence ratio   0.42 0.39 0.245 0.144 




the combustor inlet or exit). The burner length of CFM56 combustor is also available 
[18] to be equal to 8.2 inches. With this information and a drawing of the combustor 
[154] the dimensions of the combustor can be obtained by scaling it to its actual size. 
Figure 65 and Table 18 show the measured dimension of that drawing. 
Based on the cycle parameters (Table 17) and diffuser inlet height and mean 
radius (Table 19), the diffuser area can be obtained and then from the following equation, 


















m : Mass flow-rate (kg/s) 
Ttot: Total temperature (k) 
Ptot: Total pressure (pa) 
A: Cross section (m
2
) 
γ: Specific heat ratio 
R: Air gas constant (287.05 J/kg.K) 
Table 19: Mean radius of compressor exit and turbine inlet of the CFM-56 engine  




Table 20: The CFM56 SAC diffuser inlet Mach number at four ICAO/LTO modes 
Power setting Inlet Mach number 
Taxi (7%) 0.22 
Approach (30%)  0.20 
Climb (85%)   0.198 




M: Mach number 
Table 20 shows the value of the diffuser inlet Mach number for the four power 
settings given in Table 17.  The average value of 0.20 is selected for the diffuser inlet 
Mach number for all conditions. 
The next step is to build the 1D flow-field and CRN model for the SAC type 
combustor. Figure 62 shows the 1D flow-field model and CRN built for the SAC model. 
They will be used along with the evaporation and mixing models. The 1D flow-field 
model consists of a diffuser model, primary zone model, and secondary zone and dilution 
zone models. The chemical reactors‟ network consists of a primary zone section with 
nine branches for the premixed flame and one for the diffusion flame. Whenever the 
entire fuel flow is vaporized, all ten branches are assigned to the premixed flame. All the 
outputs defined in Chapter 6 must be defined for this model to obtain the emission levels. 





Figure 62: 1D flow-field and CRN models of a single annular combustor in the CHEMKIN 
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Some of these parameters are based on the information obtained from the literature [18, 
84] and they are listed in Table 21; the other parameters must be determined through the 
Monte Carlo filtering process where a set of input combinations to the 1D flow-field 
model are determined to provide the same geometry and flow fractions as the available 
data. 
Using Monte Carlo filtering does not mean that the chosen parameters are chosen 
randomly and they do not have any physical meaning. In this process, the input 
parameters are selected based on the available range appropriate for the application 
Table 22: The CFM56 SAC variables considered in the Monte Carlo 
filtering for geometry matching 
Variable Name Range 
Mach liner 0.012-0.022 
Mach 32 0.035-0.05 
K sw  1.0-2.0 
swirl angle 58-66 





SZ jet penetration ratio 0.4-0.6 
 
Table 21: Known information and parameters of the CFM56 SAC 
Component or Parameter Type or Value 
Diffuser type  Straight-wall + Dump 
Diffuser passage number 1 
Diffuser sweet-spot 1.6 
Injector type Simplex pressure swirl 
Number of injectors 20 
Injector flow number  1.0e-7 m
2 
nozzle airflow/fuel airflow 0 
swirler hub radius 0.25 in 
Cooling mechanism Film 
Orifice number in the secondary zone 80 
Orifice number in the dilution zone 120 
Orifices flow coefficient 0.6 




or around a mean value. Before running MCF, trial and error is performed to find input 
values to provide outputs inside the constraints. Then the ranges are created and MCS is 
performed.  
A 1000 sample Latin hypercube design is created to perform the MCF process. 
The MCF sample space is based on the Latin hypercube space filling DOE in which the 
inputs values are sampled uniformly from the ranges defined in Table 22.  After all the 
points are executed in the sample space, the results must be filtered to find the points that 
satisfy the geometrical constrains (given information about heights and lengths). Since 
the secondary zone equivalence ratio value is not known, an additional constraint is 
considered in the model, which is the number of the secondary zone orifices (80). To 
achieve that number, both the secondary zone equivalence ratio and the secondary zone 
jet penetration ratio are considered as inputs in the MCF. 
The top picture in Figure 63 shows the scatter plot matrix of inputs and responses 
(constraints) generated in JMP software. In the same figure, the bottom picture shows the 
list of constraints considered in the MCF. By incrementally narrowing down the range of 
the constraints, more of the points that violate the constraints are filtered. The process to 
narrow down the range continues until a handful of cases remain or the range of variation 
of constraints is narrowed down to a desired interval. The right set of input combinations 
that give the correct size of the combustor components can be obtained from the 
combinations that that do not violate the constraints. Sometime it is not possible to match 
all the constraints and size due to the modeling fidelity or some unknown design logics 




Figure 63: Scatter plot matrix of inputs and outputs of the CFM-56 SAC 1D flow-field model (top 






























Some parameters such as secondary zone or dilution zone length ratios or dilution 
zone jet penetrations are not considered in the MCF because there is a one-to-one 
correlation between these ratios and some of the constraints (number of holes, etc) and 
they can be tuned manually. Figure 63 shows the MCF environment in JMP software and 
the selected values for the inputs after the filtering process.  
Table 24 shows the final set of inputs for the 1D internal flow-field model that 
provides almost the same geometry as the CFM56 measured geometries.  
 
 
Table 24: Final set of inputs of the CFM56 SAC 1D flow-field model 
 
1D Flow-Field Input Unit Value  1D Flow-Field Input Unit Value 
Inlet mean radius in 10.86  Injector air/fuel flow - 0 
Exit mean radius in 13.56  υPZ - 1.05 
Number of injectors - 20  υSZ - 0.8 
TMax  Liner R 2050  ηPZ - 98% 
Cooling mech. factor - 0.067  ηSZ - 98.7% 
P
P  
burner - 5%  ηDZ - 99.9% 
Mach 32 - 0.040  cd SZ and cd DZ - 0.6 
Diffuser half angle degree 3.5  Mach 40 - 0.075 
Diffuser sweet-spot - 1.6  SZ length ratio - 0.7 
Diffuser passage no. - 1  DZ length ratio - 0.78 
Mach liner - 0.0149  SZ Jet penetration 
Ratio 
- 0.46 
Swirl angle degree 61.9  
Ksw - 1.48  DZ jet penetration 
ratio 
- 0.33 
Swirler hub radius in 0.25  
 
Table 23: Filtered set of inputs of the CFM56 SAC 1D flow-field model determined from MCF 
for geometry matching 
 Variable Name MCF Result 
Mach liner 0.0149 
Mach 32 0.041 
Ksw 1.48 
swirl angle 61.70 
υ PZ 1.05 
υSZ 0.8 
P
P  0.0504 




Table 25 shows the measured and predicted values of the CFM56 model. Figure 
64 shows the two dimensional drawing of the CFM56 produced by the 1D flow-field 
model and its actual drawing. Now that all the 1D flow-field model inputs are determined 
and they match the actual data, the next step is to determine the right values in the 
Droplet Evaporation/Diffusion Burning model and the Non-Uniform Mixture model 
through another Monte Carlo simulation based on the given emission data. Not too many 
parameters are user inputs in these models. Many are physical properties of the fuel 
obtained from the reports [139]. The user-defined parameters are as follows: 1) the 
Rosin-Rammler shape factor (q), 2) fuel temperature, 3) the unmixedness parameter (S) 
and, 4) the cooling fractions in each zone. Due to the lack of knowledge about the 
distribution form of the inputs, the uniform distribution is considered for the inputs in the 
MCS process. 
As mentioned earlier, the unmixedness parameter acts like a lumped parameter 
that takes into account every unknown effect and its value should be defined at this point. 
In addition, because no physics-based model is provided for the zone‟s cooling fractions 
due to the fidelity of the current methodology, cooling fraction at each zone is 
Table 25: Comparison of the model predicted and actual geometrical data of the CFM56 SAC 
 
Parameter Predicted Data Measured Data 
Combustor axial length 12.22 12.12 
Burner length 8.33 8.21 
Diffuser length 4.14 4.68 
Primary zone length 2.21 2.09 
Secondary zone length 2.44 2.35 
Dilution zone length 2.61 2.55 
Primary zone height 3.49 3.39 
Secondary zone height 3.35 2.95 
Dilution zone height 2.52 2.46 
Secondary zone orifice no. 80 80 
Dilution zone orifice no. 119 120 




an unknown parameter that should be provided to the model as an input. The objective at 
this point is to tune these parameters to match them to the given emission data. The goal 
is to validate the model by determining the value of the cooling fractions and the 
unmixedness degree at different power settings and to study whether they follow the 
physical understanding of the phenomena inside the combustor or the published data [9]. 
The general steps taken in the Monte Carlo simulation are similar to the MCF process 
described in the previous part. A set of 500 points at each power setting is performed to 
find the right value for unmixedness and cooling fractions. Table 26 shows the selected 
range for the inputs. The cooling flow ranges are based on the experience and knowledge 
obtained by running the model.  
 
Table 27  shows the obtained value for the unmixedness degree and cooling 
fractions that provide the best answer when they are compared to the published data of 
the NOX and CO emission indices of the CFM56-7B27 for the ICAO/LTO cycle. Using 
Table 26: Considered range of unmixedness degree and cooling flow fractions for the CFM-56 
SAC model in the Monte Carlo simulation 
Parameter 
Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max. 
Unmixedness degree 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 
q (Rosin-Rammler factor) 1.8 3.0 1.8 3.0 1.8 3.0 1.8 3.0 
Fuel temperature 540 558 540 558 540 558 540 558 
PZ cooling fraction 0% 30% 0% 30% 0% 20% 0% 10% 
SZ cooling fraction 30% 60% 30% 60% 20% 60% 10% 60% 
 














values obtained from the MCS, the emission model is executed again to compare its 
outputs to the ICAO data. In the table the Rosin-Rammler shape factor (q) has a small 
variation around 2.5. Another observation is the increase of the fuel temperature from 
low power to high power conditions which is in line with the expectation that as the 
power setting goes up the fuel temperature entering the combustor goes up too. Finally 
looking at the cooling fraction that mixes in the primary zone, it can be seen that from the 
low power to the high power settings, more of the cooling flow is mixed with the core 
flow. 
Table 28 shows the output values obtained using the filtered inputs and their 
comparison to the actual ICAO emission indices. 
The first experiment is performed to demonstrate the model predictability. To test 
the parametric capability of the model in second part of the first experiment (secondary 
experiment) the methodology (and the same SAC model) will be applied to a different 
combustor in the SAC category which is the single annular combustor 
of 
Table 28: The CFM-56 SAC predicted emission indices using parameters 
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation 
Parameter Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
EI NOx predicted 29.7 23.31 10.61 6.9 
EI NOx actual 30.9 23.7 11 4.8 
EI CO  predicted 0.41 0.292 0.26 12.77 
EI CO  actual 0.2 0.5 1.4 17.7 
 
Table 27: The CFM-56 SAC final set of unmixedness degree and cooling flow fractions 
Parameter Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
Unmixedness degree 0.18 0.27 0.844 0.66 
q (Rosin-Rammler shape factor) 2.6 2.57 2.56 2.46 
Fuel temperature 557 555 549.3 540 
PZ cooling fraction 14% 15% 3% 0% 
SZ cooling fraction 56% 44% 44% 55% 




Energy Efficient Engine. At the end, the results of the CFM56 SAC and E
3
 SAC emission 
models are provided and discussed. 
7.3.2 Emission Model for the Energy Efficient Engine Combustor 
The secondary experiment tests the general predictability of the model as well as 
its parametric capabilities by applying it to the combustor of the E
3
 engine which is a 
single annular combustor. Information is available about the E
3
 single annular combustor 
in the public domain [18, 20, 25]. Although the available information about the E
3
 SAC is 
comparable or even more than the CFM56 SAC combustor‟s, the experimental nature of 
the combustor has made some of its features, definition and parameters vaguely defined. 
The emissions data published for the E
3
 SAC is also based on the sector or full-scale rig 
tests and not based on the actual operating engine. For that reason, the emission model 
for the SAC E
3
 is selected as the secondary experiment and not the primary experiment. 
Figure 65: SAC combustor of the E
3



















Since all the procedures used in the CFM56 model are repeated for the E
3
 combustor, 
some of them are briefly recalled here.  
The procedure starts with finding the combustor‟s dimensions. The dimensions of 
the combustor are obtained by scaling the two-dimensional drawing of the combustor is 
[154] to actual size. Figure 65 and Table 29 show the measured dimensions of the 
drawing. 
The inlet Mach number is determined using the same method described in the 
previous experiment using equation 
 
(108). Table 31 shows diffuser inlet Mach numbers 
Table 30: The E
3
 cycle parameter values [18] 
 
Cycle Parameter Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
Inlet total pressure (atm)  29.8 25.91 11.67 3.93 
Inlet total temperature (k) 1465.2 1139.4 914.4 860.4 
Equivalence ratio   0.36 0.32 0.21 0.20 
Air mass-flow (kg/s) 54.9 49.1 25.6 9.0 
 
Geometrical characteristics inch 
Diffuser inlet mean radius 11.16 
Diffuser length 4.68 
Diffuser inlet height 3.88 
Flat-wall diffuser length 2.84 
Casing height  4.68 
Injector diameter 0.27 
PZ height 3.01 
PZ length 1.35 
SZ height 3.00 
SZ length 1.56 
DZ height 1.65 
DZ length 2.10 
Exit mean radius 13.17 
Burner length 6.66 
Combustor axial length 11.65 
Turbine exit mean radius 13.17 
 





for the four power settings given in Table 30.  The average value of 0.22 is selected for 
the diffuser inlet Mach number for all conditions. 
The same 1D flow-field and CRN models used in the CFM-56 are used here too. 
The known parameters from the literature [18, 84] are listed in Table 32 and the other 
parameters are determined through the Monte Carlo filtering.  
Monte Carlo filtering similar to the one performed for the CFM-56 is performed 
Table 31: The E
3 
SAC diffuser inlet Mach number at four ICAO/LTO modes 
 
 Power setting Inlet Mach number 
Taxi (7%) 0.22 
Approach (30%)  0.23 
Climb out (85%)   0.23 
Take-off (100%) 0.22 
 
Parameter or Component Value or Type 
Diffuser type Straight-wall + Dump 
Diffuser passage number 3 
Diffuser sweet-spot 2.4 
Injector type Simplex Pressure Swirl 
Number of injectors 20 
Injector flow number 1.0e-7 m
2 
Nozzle airflow/fuel airflow 0 
swirler hub radius 0.27 in 
Cooling mechanism Film 
Orifice number in the secondary zone 80 
Orifice number in the dilution zone 120 
Orifices flow coefficient 0.6 
Max liner material temperature  2200 K 
PZ flow fraction 32.7% 
SZ flow fraction 17.9% 
DZ flow fraction 27.8% 










to find the unknown parameters that provide the geometrical and flow fraction data as the 
ones given in the report. Additional constraints for the flow-field are considered in the 
MCF. The uniform distribution is considered for the inputs in the MCF process. The 
secondary zone equivalence ratio can be obtained from the flow fraction at the secondary 
zone. Table 33 shows the input variable and the range used in the MCF. 
  Figure 66 shows the scatter plot matrix of the inputs and constraints and the 
filtering environment in JMP software. The filtered input values as a result of the MCF 
are shown in Table 34. 
Table 35 shows the final set of inputs for the 1D internal flow-field model that 
provides the results shown in Table 36 along with the known data. A difference can be 
seen between the predicted and actual data in Table 36 for combustor axial length and 
casing height. The difference comes from the fact that some features in the snout section 
cannot be simply modeled by the 1D flow-field model. The height of the casing can also 
be modeled based on some different criteria than what used here, which is the maximum 
Table 34: Filtered set of inputs of the E
3
 SAC 1D flow-field model determined from MCF for 
geometry matching 
Variable Name MCF Result 
Mach liner 0.017 
Mach 32 0.037 
Ksw 1. 42 
Swirl angle 52.2 
υ PZ 1.07 
υSZ 0.71 
 
Table 33: The E
3
 SAC variables considered in the MCF for geometry matching 
Variable Name Range 
Mach liner 0.012-0.022 
Mach 32 0.035-0.05 
K sw  1-2.0 
Swirl angle 50-60 
υ PZ 1.0-1.09 




Figure 66: The E
3
























penetration of the dilution jet in the secondary zone (equations (66) and (68)). The two-
dimensional drawing of the E
3
 SAC combustor produced by the 1D flow-field model and 
the actual drawing next to it are shown in Figure 67. 
 
  




Parameter Predicted Data Measured Data 
Combustor axial length 9.37 11.65 
Burner length 5.25 5.87 
Diffuser length 3.86 3.88 
Primary zone length 1.38 1.35 
Secondary zone length 1.62 1.56 
Dilution zone length 2.28 2.10 
Primary zone height 2.95 3.01 
Secondary zone height 2.85 3.0 
Dilution zone height 1.66 1.65 
Secondary zone orifice no. 79 80 
Dilution zone orifice no. 118 120 
Casing height 3.97 4.68 
 
Input Unit Value  Input Unit Value 
Inlet mean radius in 11.16  Injector air/fuel flow - 0 
Exit mean radius in 13.17  υPZ - 1.07 
Nozzle number - 20  υSZ - 0.71 
Tmax  Liner R 2200  ηPZ - 97% 
Cooling mech. factor - 0.067  ηSZ - 98% 
P
P  
burner - 4.6%  ηDZ - 99.9% 
Mach 32 - 0.043  cd SZ and cd DZ - 0.6 
Diffuser half angle degree 3.5  Mach 40 - 0.13 
Diffuser sweet-spot - 2.4  SZ length ratio - 0.55 
Diffuser passage no. - 3  DZ length ratio - 0.80 
Mach liner - 0.017  SZ jet penetration 
Ratio 
- 0.65 
Swirl angle degree 52.2  
Ksw - 1.42  DZ jet penetration 
ratio 
- 0.46 
Swirler hub radius in 0.27  
 
Table 35: Final set of inputs of the E
3





 Similar to the CFM56 SAC, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed to find the 
combination of unmixedness degree, fuel temperature and Rosin-Rammler shape factor 
(q) that gives the same value of emissions as the actual ones. Table 37 shows the range of 
the mentioned parameters used in the Monte Carlo simulation. The range of the variation 
of the Rosin-Rammler shape factor (q) is narrowed down based on the results of the 
CFM56 in the previous experiment. Like the previous MCS process, the uniform 
distribution is considered for all the inputs. 
 
Table 38 shows the MCF result for the unmixedness degree, Rosin-Rammler 
shape factor (q), fuel temperature and cooling fractions and the comparison of the 
emission indices predicted based on the MCF result next to the published data. A good 
degree of accuracy can be seen between the predicted and measured values. The 
application of the emissions prediction model to the E
3
 combustor shows the parametric 
capability of the model to capture the emission of different combustors.  
Table 37: Considered range of unmixedness degree and cooling flow fractions for the E
3
 SAC 
model in Monte Carlo filtering 
Parameter 
Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max. 
Unmixedness Degree 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 
q (Rosin-Rammler) 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.6 2.4 2.6 
Fuel temperature 540 558 540 558 540 558 540 558 
PZ cooling fraction 0% 30% 0% 30% 0% 20% 0% 10% 
SZ cooling fraction 30% 60% 30% 60% 20% 60% 10% 60% 
 
Figure 67: The E
3





In the next step, all the obtained parameters are put together and the emission 
model is executed for the CFM56 and E
3
 combustors and the results and discussion are 
provided.  
7.3.3 SAC Emission Model Results and Discussion 
The SAC emission model is executed for the CFM56 and E
3
 combustors using the 
inputs obtained from the MCF or published data. A comprehensive list of model outputs 
for both combustors is given in Appendix C. 
 Figure 68 shows the cooling flow distribution between the primary, secondary 
and dilution zones obtained from the Monte Carlo filtering. At high power settings, there 
is more cooling flow mixed in the primary zone and this amount decreases to a small 
fraction at the idle power setting. The cooling flow mixed in the secondary zone is 
unchanged and finally the rest of the cooling flow goes to the dilution zone. Figure 69 





 SAC predicted emission levels using parameters that are obtained 
from the Monte Carlo simulation 
Parameter Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
EI NOx predicted 20.85 18.49 9.04 4.04 
EI CO  predicted 0.31 0.34 0.56 22.1 
EI NOx actual 21.92 18.39 11.96 4.00 




 SAC final set of unmixedness degree and cooling flow fractions  
Parameter Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
Unmixedness Degree 0.23 0.4 0.82 0.21 
q (Rosin-Rammler shape factor) 2.5 2.5 2.51 2.49 
Fuel Temperature 554 551 547 545 
PZ cooling fraction 20% 22% 15% 4% 
SZ cooling fraction 49% 50% 51% 51% 




SAC. The figure shows the similar pattern observed in the CFM56 SAC cooling flow 
budget in Figure 68. 
Figure 70 to Figure 73 show the values of the NOx and CO emission index versus 
the engine power setting for the CFM56 and E
3
 SACs.  As an initial investigation of the 
effect of the droplet evaporation and non-uniform mixture on the emission levels, 
additional runs are performed where one or both models are deactivated in the emission 
model executions and the results are plotted in the same figures. They show the value of 
Figure 69: The E
3




































the NOx and CO emission index versus the engine power setting for: 1) the complete 
model and, 2) the model in which NUM or both DEDB and NUM are deactivated. 
The EI NOx prediction of both combustors (Figure 70 Figure 71) shows good 
match with the actual data. These values are obtained based on the unmixedness degree 
values that are obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation. As it will be shown later, the 
pattern of the unmixedness degree versus power setting is similar for two combustors 
under study. The figures demonstrate the ability of the model to capture the emissions of 
two combustors with different EI NOx levels. There is an over-prediction in the idle 
condition of the E
3
 combustor which could be due to the fact that the ignition delay 
temperature (equation (81)) is linked to the bulk primary zone temperature and not local 
temperature values. In reality, the temperature term in that equation is not a constant 
term. An interesting behavior can be observed by looking at the EI NOx prediction for the 
complete emission model and the model without DEDB or NUM model. At low power, 
droplet evaporation has a greater contribution than mixture non-uniformity. Moving to 
higher power levels, the contribution of droplet evaporation decreases and mixture non-
uniformity becomes important. At take-off, the contribution of droplet evaporation is 
minimal and mixture non-uniformity becomes the important contributor. 
The EI CO predictions (Figure 72 and Figure 73) are not as good as the EI NOx 
predictions. Although the model captures the right physics, the values are either very 
sensitive to the input parameters which produces a big variability or have little sensitivity. 
The variability of the EI CO to input parameters at the idle condition is not unexpected as 
the exponential change of the EI CO level and its high sensitivity to parameters is 
mentioned in a number of publications. This variability can also be seen as another 
validation of the methodology that shows the model captures the correct physics of CO 
emission. Explaining the change in the EI CO level by removing droplet evaporation and 
non-uniform mixture is harder and more uncertain due to the high sensitivity of the EI 
CO to input parameters and its low level of accuracy. At high power settings, the EI CO 
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level is very low and any variation is in the uncertainty or accuracy range of the model. 
However, at the low power setting of idle in the CFM56, removing either one of the 
DEDB or NUM model lowers the EI CO level. This is due to the low equivalence ratio of 
the primary zone of the CFM56 combustor at idle. In general, the source of CO 
production in the low power setting is the local zones of the high temperature region 
produced by either droplet diffusion burning or non-uniform mixture. Due to the 
existence of the cooler regions around these high temperature zones, the CO to CO2 
conversion is quenched. In addition, local flames in low equivalence ratio regions 
become extinct before CO is converted to CO2. In the CFM-56, removing either one of 
the DEDB or NUM model removes every local hot region that is the source of the CO 
and the quenching effect of the CO to CO2 process is not a dominant anymore. In the 
CRN model, some of the PSR branches in the primary zone are the same as the local high 
temperature regions mentioned above.  
Removal of DEDB or NUM models in the E
3
 combustor does not create the same 
trend of CO level at idle condition as it did in the CFM56 combustor. Since the idle 
primary zone equivalence ratio in the E
3
 combustor (0.62) is higher than the one in the 
CFM56 (0.36), the variation of CO level due to the removal of DEDB or NUM model is 
less obvious.  
Looking at the EI CO, one can see that at the take-off condition, the EI CO level 
slightly increases in the CFM-56 model‟s results. The high temperature region and lack 
of enough oxygen at high power, causes the EI CO level to increase again. This behavior 
is addressed in the variation of the EI CO versus the temperature or equivalence ratio in 








 Figure 71: Predicted and actual NOx emission indices of the E
3




























































 Figure 73: Predicted and actual CO emission indices of the E
3



























































Figure 74 to Figure 77 show the droplet size distributions at time zero and their 
distribution at the time of ignition for four ICAO power settings.  The figures also show 
the variation of the squared of the droplet diameter (D
2
). Two other graphs show the 
variation of the droplet surface temperature and evaporation rate. All these graphs are 
generated for the droplet whose diameter is the same as the SMD. In all power settings, it 
can be seen that the droplet has gone through some transient time (heat up period) before 
the droplet reaches the steady state condition. Often this transient time in the graph is not 
negligible; therefore, using the well-known D
2
 law (Equation (109)) to model droplet 
evaporation may introduce some error to the model as it considers a constant value for 







where D0 is the initial droplet diameter and k is the droplet evaporation constant. 
A droplet‟s surface temperature stops short of the boiling temperature (530 K) due 
to the droplet evaporation and the heat required [134]. In all figures a general trend is that 
the amount of vaporized fuel is increased by increasing the power. 
A difference can be seen in the amount of liquid fuel at the ignition time at idle 
condition which relates to the higher primary zone equivalence ratio value of E
3
 at idle 
condition compared to the CFM56. The higher value of the equivalence ratio provides 







Figure 74: The CFM-56 SAC droplet distribution at time zero (blue) and at the ignition time (red) 








Figure 75: The CFM-56 SAC droplet distribution at time zero (blue) and at the ignition time (red) 






Figure 76: The E3 SAC droplet distribution at time zero (blue) and at the ignition time (red) and the 




Figure 77: The E
3
 SAC droplet distribution at time zero (blue) and at the ignition time (red) and the 





To be able to see the relative change of the droplet distribution as the power 
setting changes, all of the droplet distributions for the four power settings are plotted in 
one graph in Figure 78 and Figure 79 for the CFM56 and E
3
 combustors. The figures 
show that as the power setting increases the droplet distribution variation shrinks and the 
mean decreases. At the same time, due to the increase in the temperature, the ignition 
delay time decreases as the power setting increases. Therefore the rate at which the 
droplet distribution decreases and the ignition delay time decreases determines the 

















Figure 80 and Figure 81 show the equivalence ratio distributions of the premixed 
mixture at four ICAO/LTO power settings in the CFM56 and E
3
 combustors. The 
horizontal axis shows the equivalence ratio and the vertical axis shows the percentage of 
the total airflow at a given equivalence ratio. These distributions are based on the 
unmixedness degree (S) and the overall non-premixed equivalence ratio. The 
unmixedness degrees are obtained in Monte Carlo filtering. The distributions are 
truncated whenever they go below zero and the truncated area is distributed over the rest 
of the distribution proportional to the value of S at each given equivalence ratio. With the 
exception of the idle condition, the range of variation for all of the power settings is 
almost similar which means their mixing quality is the same.   
 
Figure 80: The CFM-56 premixed equivalence ratio distribution in the primary zone  
Take-off Climb 







































Finally, Figure 82 and Figure 83 show the axial temperature variations inside the 
combustor. Each graph shows two sets of temperature predictions obtained from the 1D 
flow-field model and the CRN model. The zone efficiencies are adjusted in the 1D flow-
field model to match the temperature to the higher fidelity prediction of the CRN model. 
It is assumed that the efficiencies in the CRN model are implicitly considered in the 
model through the residence time of the reactors and equivalence ratio distribution, so the 
temperature prediction of the CRN model is considered as a criterion for iterating the 
process by changing the zone efficiencies in the 1D flow-field model until the 
temperature profiles become close. The temperature variations demonstrate a general 
Figure 81: The E
3
 premixed equivalence ratio distribution in the primary zone.  








































pattern in the SACs, where the peak gas temperature exists in the primary zone and 
gradually goes to lower values as more cooling and dilution flows are added to the core 
section at downstream locations. The temperature profile shifts upward toward higher 
temperature values as the power setting (and inlet temperature) increases. This pattern is 
completely different from the temperature pattern in the RQL combustor as it will be 
shown in the third experiment. In fact, this difference between the temperature profiles is 
the main difference between the two combustor types that causes a difference between 
their NOx emission level.  









In this section an emission model is created for the single annular combustor 
based on the proposed methodology and is applied to two different combustors of the 
same type. The results showed that the model is able to capture the EI NOx and EI CO 
variations. The EI NOx prediction demonstrates a good accuracy when it is compared to 
the actual data. The prediction of the EI CO is not as accurate especially at high power 
settings; however, it captures the correct trends as the actual data.  
A valid concern about the SAC emission model is that the unmixedness degrees 
of the model for different power settings are obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation 
Figure 83: The E
3







process and not based on a physical model. Using this method makes the model 
dependent on the actual data and reduces its ability to predict the emission of a new 
combustor. To address this concern, in the next section, the unmixedness degrees of both 
SAC models determined from the Monte Carlo simulation are combined together to 
create a model for the unmixedness degree versus the equivalence ratio. It will be shown 
that the unmixedness values obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation follow a specific 
trend that can be used to create a general model for the unmixedness degree. 
7.3.4 Generalized Non-Uniform Mixture Model 
Up to this point, the values used for the unmixedness degree (S) in the Non-
Uniform Mixture (NUM) are based on Monte Carlo simulation and tuning the model to 
match the data. Predicting the emissions of a new combustor based on this approach is 
not possible and a model should be developed to determine the unmixedness degree for a 
given power settings or other appropriate parameter. In this work a correlation is found 
between the unmixedness degree and the equivalence ratio of the premixed mixture (not 
the total primary zone equivalence ratio); this way the contribution of the diffusion flame 
is removed from the model and makes the model less dependent on the unmixedness 
degree.   
If all the unmixedness values obtained through the Monte Carlo simulation (Table 
27 and Table 38) are plotted against their corresponding premixed equivalence ratios 
(Figure 84), then a similar trend between the E
3
 and CFM56 SACs unmixedness changes 
is recognized. This similarity shows the general nature of the unmixedness pattern that is 
the same for two different combustors with different geometry, cycle parameters and 
emission levels. Figure 84 also is similar in its shape to the published data (Figure 44) [9, 




premixed equivalence ratio, a fourth-order polynomial equation is fitted to the points with 
minimized least squared errors.  
The obtained polynomial is: 
 7828.0547.10318.22765.179379.4
234S  (110) 
where υ is the premixed equivalence ratio in the primary zone. 
The equation is then used in the CFM56 and E
3
 SAC emission models to obtain 
the value of unmixedness degree as a function of the premixed equivalence ratio in the 
primary zone.  
The emission models for both combustors are executed with the new unmixedness 
model which is named the Generalized Non-Uniform Mixing (GNUM) model. In the new 
execution, the fuel temperature for both models is set to 550 R and the Rosin-Rammler 
shape factor (q) to 2.5 because the Monte Carlo simulation results in the primary and 
secondary experiments showed a little variation of these two parameters. The results of 
the emission model execution using the GNUM model are shown in Table 40 and Figure 





























Figure 84: A generalized model for the unmixedness degree 
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85 to Figure 88. The variation between the results obtained from the Monte Carlo 
simulation and the GNUM model are small. This means that the obtained relation 
between the unmixedness degree and the premixed equivalence ratio provides the same 
accuracy as the results obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation. Thus, the GNUM 
model can be used without the need to run the Monte Carlo simulation to obtain the 
emission of a combustor when no actual emission data is available. Such a model will 
improve the predictability of the emission model or may be considered an enabler to 
consider the model as a predictive tool rather than just an analysis tool. 
As a conclusion, experiment 1 demonstrated the parametric capability of the 
model to capture the emissions trend of two different combustors of the same type with 
the level of accuracy that is considered good at the conceptual phase (especially for NOx 
emission prediction) . 
The objective of the next experiment is to perform the uncertainty analysis to 
investigate whether adding the DEDB and GNUM models reduce the epistemic 
uncertainty of the emissions prediction. The sensitivity analysis is performed to capture 
the main and second order effects of the variation of the combustor design variables and 





Take-off Climb Approach Idle 
GNUM MCF GNUM MCF GNUM MCF GNUM MCF 
CFM56 EI NOx 29.91 29.7 23.29 23.31 10.9 10.61 7 6.9 
CFM56 EI CO  0.41 0.41 0.29 0.292 0.25 0.26 12.9 12.8 
CFM56 unmixedness  0.24 0.18 0.33 0.27 0.80 0.844 0.63 0.66 
E
3
 EI NOx  21.1 20.9 19.4 18.5 9.047 9.04 4.04 4.04 
E
3
 EI CO  0.30 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.567 0.56 21.83 22.1 
E
3




 SAC and CFM56 SAC model results based on GNUM model and Monte Carlo 




































































Figure 88: Comparison of the E
3


























Figure 87: Comparison of the E
3




























7.4 Experiment 2: Further Analysis of the CFM56 Combustor Emissions Model  
This experiment is composed of two parts. In the first part, a series of Monte 
Carlo simulations (MCS) are performed on the CFM-56 combustor for four ICAO/LTO 
power settings to capture the effects of adding the Droplet Evaporation/Diffusion 
Burning (DEDB) model and the Non-Uniform Mixture (NUM) model on the emissions 
distribution‟s mean and variability (standard deviation). The intention of the uncertainty 
analysis here is to study the effect of the mentioned models on the model epistemic 
uncertainty compared to a simple model. In the second part, a sensitivity analysis is 
performed to capture the main and second order effects of the variation (epistemic 
uncertainty) of the combustor design parameters and engine cycle parameters on the NOx 
and CO emission levels. 
7.4.1 Uncertainty Analysis 
For the uncertainty analysis, a Monte Carlo simulation must be performed. To that 
end, as has been described in Section 2.4, the range and distribution of the model inputs 
should be defined. Since the distributions of the inputs are unknown, the uniform 
distribution is assumed for all of them. Three sets of MCS are performed in this task; the 
first simulation is performed for the model when both the DEDB and GNUM models are 
deactivated; the second MCS is performed for the emission model with the addition of 
the DEDB model but not the GNUM model and the third one is performed for a complete 
emission model (including the DEDB and GNUM models). The results of the simulations 
in term of probabilistic graphs (pdf or frequency distribution) are compared to each other 
at each power setting to assess the effect of the DEDB and GNUM models on the 
uncertainty of the emission levels.  
The inputs to the MCS process are divided into two groups. The first group is 
those inputs or design variables that are not a function of power settings, i.e. the value of 
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these inputs is the same for all power settings and is defined at the design condition 
which is the take-off condition (Table 41). The other group contains the parameters that 
change with the change in power setting; however, they are not modeled in the current 
emission model due to their modeling complexity (Table 42). The minimum and 
maximum values of the parameters are based on the range obtained from literature or 
reports or 20% perturbation of the nominal parameter values of the CFM56 SAC that are 
obtained in the previous experiment. In all MCS of the four ICAO/LTO power settings, 
the first group is present while only that part of the second group appears in the MCS that 
belong to the specific power setting at which the MCS is being performed.  
 
Emission Model Inputs min. max. 
T Max Liner 2000 2200 
T Fuel  540 576 
Cooling mechanism factor 0.04 0.07 
P
P  
burner 0.04 0.08 
θ diffuser 3.5 6 
Diffuser sweet-spot 1.28 1.92 
Mach 32 0.032 0.048 
Mach Liner 0.01192 0.018 
α swirl 60 64 
K SW 1.3 2.0 
r hub swirler 0.2 0.3 
Design η PZ 0.9 0.98 
υ PZ 1.00 1.09 
Design η SZ 0.98 0.99 
υ SZ 0.7 0.9 
SZ length ratio 0.56 0.84 
DZ length ratio 0.624 0.936 





Rosin Rammler shape factor, q 1.8 3 
Design PZ cooling flow fraction 0.112 0.168 
Design SZ cooling flow fraction 0.448 0.672 
 
Table 41: Input ranges and definitions of on-design parameters 
for the Monte Carlo simulation 
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Only primary and secondary cooling flow fractions are assumed as inputs in the 
MCS and the DZ cooling flow fraction is obtained by the difference of the sum of two 
others and one.  
 
For each power setting of idle, approach, climb and take-off, three MCS‟s are 
performed, each one with the size of 500 samples.  To deactivate the GNUM model, its 
effect is eliminated by setting the unmixedness degree to a very small value (0.01) and to 
deactivate the effect of the DEDB, the final value of evaporation degree is set to 100% 
which means all fuel droplets are vaporized in all operating conditions. Figure 89 to 
Figure 92 demonstrate the results of the MCS at four power settings for three models (No 
DEDB and GNUM, No GNUM and complete). They show the frequency distribution of 
the NOX and CO emission indices which are the approximation of their pdf. The general 
trend of the results is in agreement with the initial investigation of the effects of the 
DEDB and NUM models on the emission levels (Figure 70 to Figure 73). 
Figure 89 shows the frequency distribution of the EI NOx and EI CO at the take-
off condition. The mean value of EI NOx distribution moves closer to the target by the 
addition of the DEDB model and the variability is increased. This means that droplet 
burning is still important at the take-off condition. The addition of the GNUM model 
does not have a significant effect on the NOx distribution‟s mean but, decreases its 
variability. The EI CO distribution is unaffected by the addition of the models.  
Table 42: Input ranges and definitions of off-design parameters for the Monte Carlo 
simulation 
Emission Model Inputs 
Idle Approach Climb 
min. max. min. max. min. max. 
PZ cooling flow fraction 0.0 0.03 0.024 0.036 0.12 0.18 
SZ cooling flow fraction 0.44 0.66 0.352 0.528 0.352 0.528 
η PZ 0.9 0.95 0.9 0.95 0.9 0.95 
η SZ 0.95 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.95 0.98 




Figure 90 shows the importance of the DEDB and GNUM models on EI NOx 
level at the climb condition. The addition of the DEDB model alone moves the EI NOx 
distribution‟s mean beyond the target and increases the variability. The addition of 
GNUM model moves the EI NOx distribution‟s mean back to the target value and reduces 
its variability as well. The EI CO distribution is remained unaffected by the addition of 
the models.   
Figure 91 shows the frequency distribution of the EI NOx and EI CO at the 
approach condition. It is clear from the figure that adding the DEDB model significantly 
improves the prediction of EI NOx by moving the EI NOx distribution‟s mean closer to 
the target value. At the same time, adding the DEDB model increases the variability of 
the EI NOx distribution. Addition of the GNUM model does not change the EI NOx 
distribution‟s mean value; however, it reduces its variability. For EI CO prediction, 
adding the models moves the distribution‟s mean closer to the target and reduces the 
variability; however, it is hard to assess the changes at this low level of EI CO as it falls 
outside of the model‟s accuracy range. 
Finally, Figure 92 shows the frequency distribution of the EI NOx and EI CO at 
the idle condition. The EI NOx prediction improves significantly by the addition of the 
DEDB model. Similar to the approach condition, the DEDB model moves the EI NOx 
distribution‟s mean toward the actual value by significant amount and the GNUM model 
reduces its variability. Adding the DEDB or GNUM model at the idle condition also has 
a clear effect on the EI CO distribution. It shows that addition of DEDB and GNUM 
models increase the mean of the EI CO distribution and move it toward the target value. 
The EI CO distribution‟s variability of the complete model is increased compared to the 
incomplete model, and this shows the sensitivity of the EI CO level to the inputs variation 
which is in consistence with the physical understanding of the high sensitivity of the CO 
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The results of this section show that in general, adding the DEDB model increases 
the distribution variability and adding GNUM model on top of that reduces the 
variability. The overall effect is the slight reduction in the distribution‟s variability. The 
addition of DEDB or GNUM models moves the distribution‟s mean of EI NOx closer to 
the actual value at all power settings and distribution‟s mean of EI CO prediction toward 
the actual value at idle. It is not possible to assess the effects of adding DEDB and 
GNUM models on the EI CO distributions at the take-off, climb and approach conditions 
due to the very low value of CO emissions which are probably outside of the accuracy 
range of the model. 
7.4.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
To capture the relative effects of the emission model inputs on the emission 
levels, a sensitivity analysis is performed. The inputs are based on the input values of the 
CFM-56 combustor that are perturbed by 4%. Table 43 shows the list of inputs range that 
are considered for this sensitivity study. A fractional factorial screening design of 
experiments (DOE) is selected to study the main and some crossing effects of the 
combustor characteristics and engine cycle parameters on the emission levels. The engine 
cycle parameters are considered in the analysis to compare their contributions to the 
contribution of other combustor parameters.  
Unlike the uncertainty analysis where most of the inputs range are defined based 
on the available ranges, in the sensitivity analysis the input range should be based on 
equal amounts of perturbation from the nominal value for all inputs. By keeping the 
variation of the input the same, it is possible to assess the contribution of each input to the 
emission levels variability and compare them to each other. This requirement puts some 
constraint on the perturbation magnitude. For example, if the magnitude of the 
perturbation is larger than a particular value, the efficiencies of the primary and 
secondary zones will have an overlap that causes the 1D flow-field model to issue an 
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error and stop. The reason is that the efficiency in each zone should be larger than the 
preceding zone as the combustion efficiency cannot decrease as the combustion process 
proceeds toward the end (or at least it is the assumption here).In addition, the efficiency 
of the dilution zone cannot be bigger than one. These constraints should be considered 
when creating a DOE for the sensitivity analysis and that is why a perturbation of 4% is 
selected for the analysis. After each sensitivity analysis is performed, the result is 
processed in JMP software to study the main and cross effects of the inputs on the 
Emission Model Inputs 
Take-off 
min. max. 
T Max Liner 1968 2132 
T Fuel  528 572 
Cooling mechanism factor 0.0643 0.0700 
P
P  
burner 0.048 0.052 
θ Diffuser 3.54 3.84 
Diffuser sweet spot 1.54 1.66 
Mach 32 0.038 0.042 
Mach Liner 0.0143 0.0155 
α swirl 59.24 64.34 
K SW 1.42 1.54 
r hub swirler 0.24 0.26 
Design η PZ 0.9024 0.96 
Design η SZ 0.96 0.987 
Design υ PZ 1.008 1.092 
Design υ SZ 0.77 0.83 
SZ length ratio 0.67 0.73 
DZ length ratio 0.749 0.811 
Injector flow number 9.6e-8 1.04e-7 
Rosin-Rammler  shape factor, q 2.4 2.6 
Design PZ cooling flow fraction 0.001 0.0104 
Design SZ cooling flow fraction 0.528 0.572 
Design P31 403.9 437.53 
Design T31 1383.3 1498.6 
Design ṁair 94.23 102.08 
Design ṁfuel 2.71 2.93 
 
 
Table 43: Range of on-design parameters for the sensitivity analysis 
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emission levels. Then the Pareto plot of the input contributions is generated at each case 
for EI NOx and EI CO.  
The efficiency of the dilution zone is 99.9% and any variation would make it 
greater than one or smaller than the secondary zone efficiency; therefore, the dilution 
zone efficiency is not considered in the sensitivity analysis. In addition, the parameters of 
the dilution zone have very small effects on the emission level and removing dilution 
zone efficiency does not affect the final results. The efficiency of the primary and 
secondary zones at take-off, climb and approach are very close to each other and they are 
considered the same as the take-off efficiency.  
The sensitivity analysis is performed for four ICAO/LTO power settings for the 
complete model. Like the uncertainty analysis, there are two groups of parameters; the 
first group contains design parameters that remain unchanged in all power settings (Table 
43). The second group contains the operating (off-design) combustor and the engine 
cycle parameters that are the function of the power setting (Table 44). The input ranges 
are provided for both groups and the ranges are used to design a screening DOE in JMP 
software.  
Something that should be clarified here is the difference between on-design and 
operating (off-design) engine cycle parameters, especially at the take-off condition. The 
on-design parameters (at take-off) are used to size the combustor and its components; 
however, it is possible to operate the engine at the take-off condition with engine cycle 
parameters that are different from the given on-design engine cycle parameters. For that 
reason, always two sets of engine cycle parameters are considered in the sensitivity 
analysis. The first set is the design engine cycle parameters (without any subscript, e.g., 
T31) and the second set is the operating engine cycle parameters (with subscript “op”, 
e.g., T31 op) of the condition at which the engine is actually operating. 
A total of 129 runs are performed for each power setting. The results of each 
power setting are transformed back to JMP for further analysis where a sensitivity 
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analysis is performed on the results and the inputs or input interactions whose p-value is 
smaller than 0.1 (10% significance level) are considered statistically significant.  
In the next step, all the inputs are used to create a second order model and from 
that, a Pareto plot of the inputs contribution at each power setting for EI NOx and EI CO 
are generated. 
 
The Pareto plots in Figure 93, Figure 94, Figure 95 and Figure 96 show the 
contribution of the emission model inputs on EI NOx at four ICAO/LTO power settings. 
The first observation is that the combustor characteristics are as important as engine cycle 
parameters. Also many inputs have contribution to the emission levels indicating the 
complexity of the model. For that reason only the few top contributors (often the first 
seven inputs) are discussed here. 
 In all four figures, the contribution of the diffuser parameters on the EI NOx is 
very small or none. There is a low sensitivity of EI NOx to secondary and dilution zone 
length ratios. This result can be seen as a justification for simplifying the length 
calculation in the secondary and dilution zones by defining the length to height ratio as an 
input to find the length of the zones.  
At all operating conditions, the compressor exit temperature at the operating 
condition is the number one contributor. The compressor exit temperature at the design 
Table 44: Range of off-design parameters for the sensitivity analysis 
Emission Model Inputs 
Idle Approach Climb 
min. max. min. max. min. max. 
Operating  PZ cooling fraction 0.009 0.010 0.029 0.031 0.144 0.156 
Operating  SZ cooling fraction 0.528 0.572 0.422 0.458 0.422 0.458 
Operating  η PZ 0.883 0.957 0.902 0.96 0.902 0.96 
Operating  η SZ 0.96 0.987 0.96 0.987 0.96 0.987 
Operating  P31 77.89 84.39 157.67 170.8 345.05 373.8 
Operating  T31 872.9 945.3 1058.6 1146.8 1293.9 1401.8 
Operating  air mass flow 25.63 27.77 44.17 47.85 82.75 89.64 




Figure 93: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI NOx at take-off  
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Contributors to EI NOx at 
CLIMB 
Figure 94: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI NOx at the climb condition 
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condition is not a significant contributor. The large temperature rise at the take-off 
condition reduces the effect of the compressor exit temperature change on combustor 
geometry at the on-design condition; however, the operating temperature affects the 
combustion chemistry and residence time and that justifies the operating compressor exit 
Figure 95: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI NOx at the approach condition 
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Contributors to EI NOX at 
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temperature‟s first place. It also enhances the droplet evaporation as well as reducing the 
ignition time, both of which can affect the EI NOx levels. 
The contribution of the design and operating pressures should be looked at with 
caution as the current combustion mechanism (Kollrack) is pressure independent. At the 
design condition, the change in the compressor exit pressure changes the cross section 
area of the combustor and consequently the volume. At operating power settings, the 
pressure change affects the residence time in each zone and therefore the EI NOx level. 
In all power settings, the, swirl angle maintains its place among the first six 
contributors in all power settings. It has a direct effect on the primary zone length at the 
design condition and the primary zone volume. The effect of the primary and secondary 
zone equivalence ratios go down as the power setting decreases. This is in consistence 
with the fact that the EI NOx is directly linked to the flame temperature and consequently 
the equivalence ratio. At high power settings the primary and secondary zone equivalence 
ratios are high and near the stoichiometric value which results in high thermal NOx 
formation. However, this is not the case in low power settings.  
The liner Mach number is another significant contributor as it derives the size of 
the combustor cross section area. A lower liner Mach number provides a larger cross 
section area and larger volume. 
Fuel temperature is a significant contributor at the idle condition where 
evaporation and diffusion flame effects become important and the difference between the 
surrounding temperature (the compressor exit temperature) and the fuel temperature is 
smaller than the other cases. 
Many input interactions are seen in the climb condition. In experiments 1, Figure 
70 and Figure 71 show the importance of the Non-Uniform Mixing model on the EI NOx 
level. The GNUM model is a non-linear model that that has complex interaction with 
other parameters through the premixed equivalence ratio and is the cause of the high level 
of input interactions in the climb condition. 
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In general, the effects of the combustor characteristics and on-design or operating 
engine cycle parameters on the EI NOx are through the change in the primary zone 
geometry, residence time or combustion. 
The Pareto plots in Figure 97, Figure 98, Figure 99 and Figure 100 show the 
contribution of the combustor characteristics and engine cycle parameters on the EI CO 
level. Since the EI CO prediction at high power settings is very small and in the scale of 
the model accuracy, some of the contributors in those power settings may not make a real 
contribution to the EI CO and are the result of the low fidelity of the model. The high 
level of the interaction terms may also be related to the model fidelity and CO formation 
process complexity as well. For that reason only the few top contributors (often the first 
four inputs) are discussed for CO emission index sensitivity analysis.  
Some general observations can be made from the EI CO Pareto plots which are 
described in the following paragraphs. At the approach condition, many of the inputs or 
their interactions are removed because their p-values are bigger than 0.1. In this case the 
higher order effects should be considered at the approach condition.  
Similar to the EI NOx Pareto plots, diffuser parameters and the secondary and 
dilution zone length to height ratios do not have important effect on the EI CO level. 
Unlike the EI NOx, the liner Mach number and Swirl angle have moderate effect at best. 
The reason is the reaction rate of CO which is fast (unlike NO) and therefore less 
dependent on the residence time. At take-off and climb, the maximum liner temperature 
is an important contribution too as it derives the amount of the cooling flow. 
In addition, the compressor exit temperature at the operating condition and other 
engine cycle parameters are often significant. Finally at idle and approach the coupling 
between different parameters is strong and none of them can be identified as a dominant 
contributor; however, at idle for which the model has better prediction compared to other 
power settings, the fuel temperature and primary zone and secondary zone equivalence 
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Figure 97: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI CO at the take-off condition 
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Contributors to EI CO at 
CLIMB 
Figure 98: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI CO at the climb condition 
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ratios are significant contributors. All of these parameters derive the level of CO 
formations in the primary zone and secondary zone. 
Operating fuel flow and air flow are also among the top contributors. Their effect 
on the EI CO level should be seen through their effect on the primary and secondary zone 
equivalence ratios as well as cooling flow fraction as they change in operating conditions 
by changing the fuel or airflow. 
In the next experiment, the versatility of the approach is tested. To that end, an 
emission model is created for an RQL combustor. 
7.5 Experiment 3: Emissions Prediction of an RQL Combustor 
After the parametric capability and uncertainty reduction capability of the proposed 
methodology have tested, the last experiment tests the methodology‟s versatility. For that 
reason, modeling a different combustor type based on this methodology is required. An 
unconventional RQL combustor is selected for this purpose. The goal in an RQL 
combustor is that by quick mixing and quenching the rich mixture, the stoichiometric 
Figure 99: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI CO at the approach condition 


























flame region that corresponds to the high level of thermal NOx is bypassed (Figure 101).  
Unlike the SAC, where there is information about experimental (E
3
 SAC) and 
operational (CFM56) concepts that could be used to validate the model, it is harder to 
validate the RQL emission model due to the lack of available information. One of the 
reports about an RQL combustor in the public domain is the one prepared for the NASA 
high speed research (HSR) program [1] for LDI and RQL combustors. 
Figure 100: Relative contribution of input parameters to EI CO at the idle condition 
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It contains a description of the size and operating conditions of each type. Three RQL 
concepts that are described in Chapter 4 are tested and their results are provided in the 
report. Two of these concepts (reduced scale quench) have a complex geometry and flow-
field. Some of these concepts are also constructed in the form of the dual annular 
combustor which requires a different 1D flow-field model composed of both dual annular 
and RQL concepts. Moving toward such concepts before testing the simpler and more 
basic model is not justified in this research. The other RQL combustor, the tubular Wall-
Jet concept, is simpler to model and it is selected in this research. Unfortunately the 
emission data for the Wall-Jet concept is provided only for a single point of the 
supersonic condition. Although not enough, only this single point is used in this research 
for the validation. 
The NASA Wall-Jet RQL combustor is a tubular combustor composed of a rich 
zone, a Mixing zone and a lean zone. There is not any apparent indication about the 
existence of the dilution zone in this type of combustor.  The final configuration has 12 
tubular modules (Figure 102).  




Table 45 shows the dimensions and some other data of the Wall-Jet RQL 
combustor. The length of the rich zone and the lean zone includes the transition sections 
between the rich zone and the mixing zone and the transient section between the mixing 
zone and the lean zone.  
 
 Table 46 shows the engine cycle parameters of the high-speed airplane propulsion 
system at the compressor exit. The parameter values are obtained from different pages, 
tables and graphs. As mentioned earlier, the emission values of the Wall-Jet concept are 
given just for a single point of the supersonic cruise condition.  
Similar to the SAC emission model, the RQL emission model consists of two 
major components of 1D flow-field model and CRN model with additional models for 
droplet evaporation and diffusion burning (DEDB) and non-uniform mixture (NUM) 
(Figure 103). 
Dimensions RZ MZ LZ 
Diameter (in) 5 3.4 5 
Length (in) 5.42(3.82+1.6) 3.4 5.1(3.2+1.9) 
Equivalence ratio 1.6-2 0.5-0.6 0.44 
Orifice number - 8-24 - 
Orifice inner diameter (in) - 0.719-0.41 - 
Air fractions at supersonic cruise 22% -%24 71%-73% 71%-73% 
Cooling 0 0 5% 
 
Table 45: Geometry information of the Wall-Jet RQL combustor [1] 




The 1D flow-field model consists of the rich zone element connected to the 
mixing zone with the transition zone between them. The mixing zone element is 
connected to the lean zone element with another transition zone between them. At the 
end, the lean zone element is connected to the dilution zone element. Although the 















Supersonic cruise 1660 150 0.03 39.6 1.18 13.6 4-20 
100% Thrust (take-off) 1379 301 0.0329 79.2 2.6 - - 
65% Thrust (climb) 1200 212 0.0248 39.6 0.98 - - 
34% Thrust (approach) 1048 134 0.0187 38.4 0.72 - - 
 
Table 46: RQL combustor engine cycle parameters [1]. 
 




























of the combustor model can make the 1D flow-field model more generic and applicable 
to other RQL concepts that have the dilution zone. For the current Wall-Jet model; 
however, inputs are defined in a way that makes the dilution flow and dilution zone 
length negligible.  
The inputs to the 1D flow-field model are set in a way to provide the size and the 
flow distribution given in Table 46. In the Wall-Jet RQL combustor, a combined high 
shear swirler and air-blast atomizer is used to achieve a good mixing; however, no simple 
mathematical model has been found for this injector type to be used in the emission 
model. Consequently, the same type of injector (simplex pressure swirl) which is used for 
the SAC emission model is used here with the same characteristics (same SMD model, 
shape factor of 2.5 and flow number of 1e-7 m
2
). The fuel temperature is also set to the 
nominal value of 550 R. The unmixedness degree, is based on the GNUM model 
obtained from the experiment one and values for an RQL combustor from the 
unmixedness curve [9]. For the premixed equivalence ratios beyond the validity range of 
equation (110), the unmixedness degree is assumed to be 0.18 (the value at the higher end 
of the equation (110) due to the required good mixing quality in the rich section of the 
RQL. This low value is close to the value shown in [9].  
The design point is selected to be the take-off condition and the rich zone 
equivalence ratio is 1.8 at that point and the value of 0.52 is obtained for the lean zone 
equivalence ratio at the take-off condition. For the rest of the power settings, the variable 
geometry swirler area varies to keep the rich zone equivalence ratio either at the rich 
condition (υ=1.8-2) which is for the high power setting conditions or at the lean condition 
(υ=0.7) for low power settings. The equivalence ratio scheduling is adopted from the 
information provided in Figure 24 [1]. The goal is to find the smaller change in the 
swirler area to achieve the rich or lean equivalence ratio in the rich zone. At the 
supersonic condition, the swirler area coefficient should be set to 0.8 (20% reduction in 
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the swirler area compared to the design condition to achieve the value provided for the 
rich zone flow fraction (0.22) that corresponds to the equivalence ratio of 1.93.  
The cooling mechanism of the Wall-Jet RQL combustor is based on conductive 
cooling in the first sections and conventional film cooling in the rest of the combustor. 
Exact modeling of the cooling requires more data and detailed modeling. For the Wall-Jet 
RQL, the same cooling model as in the previous experiments is used. The gas 
temperature is assumed to be the average of the rich and lean zone temperatures. Since 
the rich and mixing zone sections of this model do not have any cooling flow going into 
the core section, all the cooling flow (100%) goes to the lean zone section. Although the 
take-off condition is selected to be the design point, the critical cooling requirement 
occurs in the supersonic condition where the combustor inlet temperature is maximum 
(1660R) and the cooling requirement should be satisfied at that condition too. To satisfy 
the cooling requirement at the supersonic condition, first the material temperature is set to 
2500 R and the take-off cooling flow is varied by a coefficient (changing the effective 
cooling holes area) until the supersonic requirement is met. As a result the cooling flow at 
the take-off condition is increased by 15% to satisfy the supersonic cooling requirement; 
in addition the cooling mechanism factor is changed until the value of 5% is obtained at 
the supersonic condition.  
There are not too many parameters to necessitate the use of Monte Carlo filtering 
in this experiment. Most of the inputs are either known, obtained from the previous 
experiments or can be determined. The results are shown in Table 47. No information is 
provided about the diffuser; therefore, the inputs to the diffuser model are based on the 
previous experiments and are provided to the 1D flow-field model because they are 
required by it; otherwise, they could be excluded. Also in the same table, the length of the 
transition zone from rich to mixing is included in the length of the rich zone and the 
length of the transition zone from mixing to lean zones is included in the length of the 




Figure 104 shows the 2D drawing of the Wall-Jet RQL combustor created by the 
1D flow-field model and the actual 2D drawing of the combustor. Table 48 shows the 
geometry and flow fractions of the 1D flow-field model compared to the actual values. 
Table 49 shows the variation of the swirler and corresponding rich and lean zones 
equivalence ratios, burner pressure loss coefficient and burner pressure drop. As 
described in section 5.1.5, for the RQL combustor with variable geometry, the pressure 
loss coefficient and pressure drop are variable and a function of the geometry variation. 
 
  
Figure 104: The Wall-Jet RQL combustor actual and 1D flow-field model produced drawings 















1.91 3.2 1.6 
Input Parameter Value  Input Parameter Value 
  Inlet mean radius 15    Cooling mechanism factor 0.03 
  Exit mean radius 15   η PZ 0.98 
  Mach 31 0.22   υ PZ 1.8 
  Mach 32 0.056   RZ to MZ convergence angle 32 
  Mach liner 0.013   c D MZ  0.55 
  Diffuser half angle 3.5   MZ length ratio 1 
  Passage number 1   Area MZ /Area PZ  0.46 
  K SW 1.5   Mixing model MZ CURL 
  Swirl angle 59   Mixing model factor MZ 2 
  Swirler hub radius 1   Mixing mode MZ CHEM 
  Number of injectors 12   MZ to LZ divergence angle -17 
  ṁair nozzle /ṁfuel 0   η LZ 0.997 
P
P
 burner 0.08   υ LZ 0.51 
   T fuel 550   LZ length ratio 0.5 
   T Max Liner 2500   Mach 40 0.06 
 





Table 50 shows the model outputs for the unmixedness degree, EI NOx and EI 
CO. More model outputs are provided in Appendix C.  
Figure 105 shows the emission indices of NOx and CO for the approach, 
supersonic cruise, climb and take-off conditions. The results are shown with fuel flow in 
the abscissa. At the supersonic condition (1.18 lb/s) the model can predict the EI NOx 
with acceptable accuracy. A significant reduction is observed in the EI NOx form the 
supersonic (fuel flow of 1.18 lb/s) to the take-off condition (fuel flow of 2.6 lb/s). Since 
Table 48: Comparison of the 1D flow-field model outputs and actual values 
Geometry  Actual Predicted 
Quench orifices number  




Rich zone height (in) 5 5.07 
Rich zone length (in) 5.42 5.04 
Quench zone height (in) 3.4 3.44 
Quench zone length (in) 3.4 3.44 
Lean zone height (in) 5 5.00 
Lean zone length (in) 5.1 4.5 
RZ fraction (Supersonic) 22% - 24% 22.6% 
LZ fraction (Supersonic) 71%-73% 71.7% 
Cooling fraction (Supersonic) 5% 5.2% 
 




Supersonic cruise -20% 1.93 0.47 10% 40.6 
100% Thrust (Take-off) 0 1.8 0.52 7% 36 
65% Thrust (Climb) -30% 1.8 0.39 4% 43 
34% Thrust (Approach) +70% 0.72 0.29 4.9% 25.7 
 
Table 49: swirler area and associated parameters’ variation  
Table 50: Predicted emission indices and unmixedness degrees of the Wall-Jet RQL combustor  
Test Conditions EI NOx EI CO Unmixedness 
Supersonic cruise 14.60 2.61 0.18 
100% Thrust (Take-off) 4.18 0.65 0.18 
65% Thrust (Climb) 12.03 0.18 0.18 




the rich zone temperature at all conditions is relatively constant (Figure 109), this change 
is more related to the reduced evaporation due to the increased droplet size. The great 
reduction of the fuel flow from the take-off to other condition is the reason for the 
increased droplet size, which leaves a high fraction of the fuel in liquid form. Figure 106 
helps to better understand this phenomenon. The figure shows that the droplet 
distribution variation is smaller at the take-off compared to other power settings droplet 
distributions that are similar in scale and shape (blue curves). Also most of the droplets 
are vaporized at the take-off condition while this is not the case at other power settings 
(red curves). The high degree of fuel evaporation at the take-off condition is the reason of 
low EI NOx at this power setting. The EI NOx decrease from the supersonic cruise 
condition (fuel flow of 1.18 lb/s) to the climb condition (fuel flow of 0.98 lb/s) or the 
approach condition (fuel flow of 0.72 lb/s) can be the result of the reduction in the inlet 
temperature (having the similar degree of evaporation). The close values of the EI NOx at 
the climb and approach conditions is the result of the competition between the increase in 







































the droplet size. Using a better injector model may reduce this big difference as it could 
provide a more realistic droplet evaporation model and evaporation degree at all power 
settings. 
Similar to the SAC model, capturing the EI CO level is more challenging; 
however, the model prediction at the supersonic condition has the same order of 
magnitude as the given data (Figure 107). Experimental results or data are not available 
to compare the result of the model with them at other power settings. The change of the 
CO level for this RQL combustor is not known, although it is expected that the EI CO 
level increases at low power settings when there is a higher possibility of the flame 
extinction and local quenching and the result is against such an expectation. One reason 
is the presence of a different flow-field and air staging in the RQL that affects the 
chemistry of the combustion. The reason can be traced back to the way that the structure 
of the CRN is created as well as the complexity of capturing the CO emission level with 
this methodology. The current CRN has enough fidelity to qualitatively model flame 
extinction and quenching in the SAC primary zone, however since the model in the 
mixing and lean zones is simplified, it is unable to capture the quenching effect in those 
Figure 106: The Wall-Jet RQL combustor droplet distributions  









































sections where it has a high contribution to EI CO level in RQL combustor. In the current 
Wall-Jet combustor, the rich zone often operates away from the low equivalence ratio, 
where its CO production level can be captured by the current CRN. The main source of 
CO production in the RQL is the mixing zone and the lean zone where the dilution jets 
freeze the CO to CO2 reaction. The capability of the current model for CO prediction is 
limited here as the quenching effect of the jet in the mixing zone cannot be captured by 
the current one dimensional CRN model and single reactors in the mixing and lean zones.  
Figure 108 shows the equivalence ratio distribution of the premixed mixture at 
four power settings. Since the variable geometry feature keeps the rich zone equivalence 
ratio at the rich condition, the take-off, climb and approach conditions are distributed 
over the rich interval. The equivalence ratio at the approach condition is kept away from 
the stoichiometric region by keeping the ratio at lean condition (equivalence ratio of 0.7) 



































Figure 109 shows the axial temperature variation in the combustor calculated by 
1D flow-field and CRN models. A general pattern can be seen in all power settings where 
there is an initial temperature rise in the rich zone followed by a temperature drop due to 
the quick mixing of the quenching jets with the hot core gases. There is an additional 
temperature increase in the lean zone due to lean combustion. This up-and-down trend is 
unique to the RQL concept. In the SAC model, the temperature variation trend 
monotonically decreases from the primary zone to the dilution zone as it is shown in the 
experiment 1 (Figure 83). Another difference between the RQL and SAC temperature 
profile is the difference between their peak temperature levels. In the RQL combustor, 
the maximum temperature level in all power settings is around the same level and given 































Figure 108: The Wall-Jet RQL combustor premixed equivalence ratio distribution in the rich zone  
Supersonic Approach 










the same condition, they will be lower than the SAC combustor due to rich (or lean at low 
power settings) combustion.  
A noticeable gap is seen between the 1D flow-field model and the CRN model 
temperature predictions in the mixing zone. It is explained by the type of the mixing in 
the mixing zone assumed in 1D flow-field and CRN models. Due to the lack of fidelity, 
in the 1D flow-field model the assumption is that quench jets mix with the hot gases 
perfectly without any combustion taking place in the zone (non-reactive mixing) and 
equation (75) is used to calculate this temperature; however, in the CRN model, the finite 
rate chemistry model is employed to calculate the exit temperature of the mixing zone. 
Figure 109: The Wall-Jet RQL combustor axial temperature variation across combustor zones 
















































































































The higher temperature of the mixing zone in the CRN model is based on the fact that a 
degree of combustion is present in the mixing zone that results in a higher temperature 
level. The small temperature drop at the end is the result of the addition of the cooling 
flow, which lowers the exit temperature. 
 Figure 110 shows an example of the PaSR reactor output in the mixing zone 
which is the pdf of the temperature, NO, CO, CO2 and H2O at the PaSR exit for the 
supersonic condition. They show that for each output parameter, there is a range of values 
instead of a single deterministic value that is the result of the Monte Carlo simulation 
performed in the PaSR. Unfortunately, it is not possible to use these pdf‟s as input for the 
next reactor (and this is also one reason for bad EI CO prediction); therefore, the mean 
value of these pdf‟s is used as the input for the next reactor. 
As additional study and validation, the variation of the EI NOx and EI CO are 
obtained as a function of the mixing to rich zone area ratio and Figure 111 shows the 
result. The figure shows that increasing the mixing zone area (for the fixed rich zone 
area) would increase the emissions. This behavior is consistent with the physical 
phenomena inside the combustor. As the area of the mixing zone increases, the size of the 






















































largest eddies increases too, which deteriorates the mixing quality in the mixing zone 
(decreasing the mixing zone unmixedness). The reduction of the mixing quality increases 
the level of NOx and CO emissions. The variation of the EI NOx demonstrates a linear 
relation with the change in the area ratio; however, the EI CO variation with the area ratio 
is non-linear and its rate of change increases with the increase of the area ratio.  
 
Figure 111: Effect of changing the mixing to rich zone area ratio on the emission indices 
EI_NOx (g/Kg-fuel)






















































The third experiment demonstrated that the model may be used for a combustor 
with different architecture. Although due to the limited available data and component 
models, the model assessment is not comprehensive, for the given limited data, the model 
shows acceptable results.  
 
 




8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
This chapter provides an overview of the research conducted in this thesis and the 
implemented methodology. First a brief review of the motivation, research objective, 
research questions and formulated hypotheses is provided. For each stated hypothesis, a 
process that has led to prove (or disprove) that hypothesis is described. A contributions of 
the research conducted in this thesis is provided next followed by the limitation of the 
model. The discussion of the limitations opens the way to provide the recommendations 
for the future work and areas that need improvement and the last section of this chapter 
and this thesis is the final remarks. 
8.1 Review 
The motivation for the present research is derived from the need to develop a 
methodology to predict gas turbine emissions at the conceptual design phase. A 
parametric and versatile emission model is needed to be integrated with engine and 
aircraft models to assess the effect of design or operating parameters on the emission 
levels and to capture the interaction between those parameters and emission levels. Such 
an integrated framework is needed to study the effect of the future aircraft fleet on the 
environment around the airports and at cruising altitudes. The goal is more focused to 
capture the trend rather than accurately predict the emission levels at this early design 
phase. 
To address those needs, a methodology is provided to model combustor emissions 
by considering a simplified model of two main disciplines which are one dimensional 
internal flow-field and finite rate chemistry.  Additional models are assumed to have 
important effect on the accuracy of the model which are droplet evaporation and non-
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uniform mixture. A literature and background search is performed to find appropriate 
models or methods to be used for the mentioned disciplines and phenomena.  
8.2 Revisiting Research Questions and Hypotheses 
In this section, the research questions and hypotheses are provided again and it is 
discussed whether the proposed hypotheses could answer the research questions.   
8.2.1 Research Questions  
The following research questions have been posed in Chapter 1 and restated in 
Chapter 3 and are provided here as well.  
Research Question 1(RQ 1): How can an emissions prediction approach be 
made more parametric in a way that a variation in a combustor design parameter is 
reflected in the emission levels? 
Research Question 2(RQ2): How can different combustor architectures be 
accommodated in an emissions prediction approach and their effects on emission levels 
be captured at different operating conditions? 
Research Question 3.1 (RQ 3.1): How can the uncertainties of emissions 
prediction model be reduced in the conceptual design phase? 
Research Question 3.2 (RQ 3.2): How can the uncertainties in the emissions-
prediction model be captured and quantified? 
8.2.2 Hypotheses 
The Hypothesis 1 is based on the research questions 1 and 2: 
Hypothesis 1 (H1):The addition of combustor internal flow-field analysis 
using modular component modeling approach to the combustion analysis using 
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the chemical reactor network (CRN) approach results in a more versatile and 
parametric emissions prediction approach for different combustor types, different 
operating conditions, and different combustor design parameters. 
To test the first hypothesis, major components in single annular combustor and 
RQL combustor were identified and modeled. A library of these components was created 
as MATLB files that can be used to construct new combustor architecture. In Sections 0 
and 7.4 these components were put together to create a 1D flow-field model of SAC and 
RQL combustor internal flow-fields. A network of elementary chemical reactors (PSR, 
PFR, Mixer and PaSR) was also constructed to model the finite rate chemistry of the 
combustion process. Also the Droplet Evaporation and Diffusion Burning (DEDB) and 
Non-Uniform Mixture (NUM) models were added to the emission model. In the first 
experiment, to tests the parametric capability of the approach, the emission model was 
applied to CFM56 and E
3
 single annular combustors. The results (especially EI NOx) 
showed good agreement between the prediction and experiments or available data.  
To test the versatility of the approach, the emission model of NASA Wall-Jet 
RQL combustor was developed. Lack of analytical model and data was a major obstacle 
for creating a comprehensive model and assessment of the results. For the provided single 
point data, the model showed acceptable performance for the NOx emission index. The 
intention of this experiment was to test the versatility of the model which was proved to 
some extent. 
The hypothesis 2 is based on the research questions 3.1 and 3.2: 
Hypothesis 2 (H2): An integrated emissions prediction approach with 
reduced uncertainties can be developed by modeling and integrating important 
phenomena in the emissions formation process using hybrid models. The most 
important phenomena are assumed to be droplet evaporation/burning and air/fuel 
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mixture non-uniformity. An interface provides a line of communication between 
the disciplines.  
 Secondary Hypothesis 2A: The following simplified models are expected 
to reduce epistemic uncertainties of the emissions prediction: 
 Probabilistic unmixedness model 
 Droplet evaporation model  
 Diffusion burning based on un-vaporized fuel flow 
 Secondary Hypothesis 2B: The Monte Carlo analysis can model the 
epistemic uncertainties. A comparison of the uncertainty analysis of a 
complete model with deficient models can capture the potential 
improvements or deterioration of emission uncertainties. A sensitivity 
analysis can model the aleatory uncertainties and show the effect of the 
input uncertainties (variations) on the emission levels. 
A Generalized Non-Uniform Mixture (GNUM) model was created to find the 
relation between the unmixedness degree and premixed equivalence ratio. The emission 
model of the CFM56-7B27 SAC was used to assess the uncertainty of the inputs on the 
emissions prediction accuracy and variability. It was shown that removing anyone of the 
DEDB or GNUM models will increase the prediction variability (standard deviation) and 
reduce the accuracy (distribution mean). The effects were not the same at different power 
settings; at low power settings the DEDB model was more important than GNUM while 
at higher power settings the GNUM model had more effect. The changes were more 
visible on EI NOx prediction than EI CO prediction.  The variability of the EI CO at idle 
was increased by adding DEDB and GNUM models however the distribution moved 
closer to the target. The large variability of EI CO at the idle condition, showed the high 
level of EI CO sensitivity to the inputs.  
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The experiments showed that by addition of DEDB and GNUM the uncertainties 
were reduced (especially for the EI NOx prediction). 
A sensitivity analysis of emission model inputs was also performed on the model. 
The analysis showed the importance of many inputs (not just a few) on the emission 
levels as well as the importance of combustor characteristics besides the engine cycle 
parameters. The results showed that the model captured the right inputs as important 
contributors to the EI NOx (cycle parameters, swirl angle and some primary and 
secondary zone parameters). The results also showed the important contribution of the 
cycle parameters at all power settings and primary and secondary equivalence ratios at 
idle to the EI CO. 
8.3 Contributions 
The attempt in this research is focused to narrow the gap between the combustion 
field and system design field. The experts and researchers in each group have different 
expectation from an emission model which is stemmed from the nature of the field they 
are working on. On the one hand, for those who work in combustion field, combustion in 
the gas turbine engine is so complicated that often nothing short of high fidelity analysis 
(i.e. CFD) would provide acceptable results and even those tools sometimes are unable to 
achieve their goal. In their perspective, sometime a results that has the same order of 
magnitude as the actual data is acceptable. On the other hand, system design experts often 
look for a model that is robust enough to be used in extreme conditions for design space 
exploration and their accuracy requirements are more stringent. As a result, criteria for an 
emissions prediction model to be a good model is different based on who defines it. 
There are many simplifications in this research that could affect the results; however, 
without those simplifications, it is not possible to have an emission model that can be 
used in the conceptual design phase.  
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In this research an emission prediction methodology in the conceptual design 
phase is developed that provides a way to develop a combustor emission model to 
estimate the emissions of the gas turbine engine in the conceptual design phase in a short 
time. Different models and methods are put together from different sources and 
simplified to be able to use them in this research. Due to the approach versatility, many of 
these models have the potential to be replaced by a better model when they are available. 
The models created based on the proposed methodology are modular enough so that each 
component in them can easily be replaced by a newer and better or higher fidelity one. 
This feature also potentially provides zooming capability so the user can zoom into 
different components and gain more information about the performance of that 
component. 
  The creation of a modular 1D flow-field model based on a library of components 
is another contribution. Some features that are available in the 1D flow-field model (like 
the annulus height, number of holes, etc) have the potential to be used in the future more 
advanced models. The author of this thesis has put efforts to create a comprehensive 1D 
model that could be used in many applications. Simplified acoustic model, liner and 
casing structural analysis, simple 2D CFD analysis are among those applications. The 1D 
flow model can be used as the first building block in those applications. 
Creation of NOx and CO emission models for SAC and RQL combustors based 
on the 1D flow-field model, the CRN model along with the Droplet Evaporation and 
Diffusion Burning (DEDB) and Generalized Non-Uniform Mixture (GNUM) models 
together is another contribution.  
The sensitivity analysis validated the approach, capturing the importance of the 
combustor characteristics besides the engine cycle parameters provides some insight 
about what should be the major focus in developing an emission model.  
Based on the proposed methodology, a framework is created that has established a 
line of communication between different disciplines and codes. It may look a trivial and 
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easy task to integrate a code (e.g. CHEMKIN) with another disciplinary code after such a 
task is done; however, finding an efficient way for the integration, creating the right input 
and output files and lines of commands needs much more time and efforts than it looks at 
the first glance. Around 90 files are involved in each emission model and these files are 
used to transfer the data between different models. Sometimes a hidden feature or bug 
stopped the advancement of this research for a long time. Creating a knowledge-base for 
integration of these disciplines is a valuable asset that can be employed in other 
researches and applications.  
8.4 Limitations and Future Works 
The proposed methodology does not model fine details of the internal flow-field 
or the combustion process, since neither it is the objective of this research, nor it is 
possible to conduct such a task in the conceptual design phase. Also it is not intended to 
design a combustor using this methodology. The objective is to use the model to predict 
combustor emissions at the conceptual design phase, where there is not enough 
information to employ high fidelity codes to capture the emission levels. The simplicity 
and execution speeds are two important characteristics of a conceptual design tool; 
however, there is a price to be paid for the simplification of the models in this research. 
The ability of the model to capture some effects and model them is limited as a result of 
those simplifications. It should be noted that some of these effects are hard to capture 
even using the high fidelity models.  Following is the list of the limitations: 
 Ability to correctly capture the flame lean blow-out 
 Ability to model combustion dynamics 
 Accurate CO  prediction 
 Modeling the pressure drop across the combustor as a result of friction and 
mixing  
 Turbulent mixing model  
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 Injector/ swirler interaction 
 Heat loss through the liner walls 
The result of this dissertation showed that the level of the combustor NOx 
emission can be predicted satisfactorily in the early design phase with minimal 
information about a combustor.  The emission results of SAC model are more satisfactory 
than the RQL combustor due to the better knowledge about its flow-field.  The RQL 
combustor emissions prediction results could not be verified and validated except at one 
point. Additional emission information is needed to fully assess the predictability of the 
RQL model. Also, to improve the RQL combustor emission model, physical models 
beyond those that are used here are needed.  
In general, predicting the level of CO emission index proved to be more challenging 
than NOx emission index; although, the physical trend of the CO emission index can be 
captured using this methodology.  The reason is the strong link between the CO emission 
and local flow-field variations due to the strong link between the CO-CO2 conversion and 
heat release process. This link in turn creates an interaction with the local flow-field. 
Such fidelity to model these local events does not exist in the emission models used in 
this thesis. 
The performance of the emission models in this thesis is a function of the 
performance and accuracy of its 1D internal flow-field, CRN, DEDB and GNUM 
models.  The accuracy of the emission models improves by having access to better and 
more realistic models.  
Following is the list of areas which can be the focus of the future works to improve 
the model predictability and reduce its uncertainty, especially in case of EI CO prediction 





Better Combustion Mechanism of Aviation Fuel 
The 30 reactions, 21 species Kollrack mechanism is the best option that could be 
found to satisfy the required criteria. However, this mechanism has number of 
weaknesses. It is based on the Pyrolysis of the big Jet-A fuel molecule (C12H23) to smaller 
molecules (C2H4 and C2H5) and it does not include the CH radical which is an initiator 
branch for the prompt NOx formation. As a result, the mechanism does not have the 
prompt NOx formation mechanism which could be important in the rich burning flame.  
More comprehensive combustion mechanisms are available (most of them for 
gaseous fuels (e.g. heptane), but using them in a complex CRN model would significantly 
increase the execution time of the emissions prediction process. The convergence of the 
stiff ODE‟s of the CRN model to the final solution is another issue when using complex 
combustion mechanism. One way to address this problem is to employ a combustion 
mechanism reduction scheme that reduces the number of species and reactions of a large 
mechanism based on a given criteria. 
Improving the CRN Structure 
One way to improve the EI CO prediction as well as the general prediction 
capability of the RQL combustor emission model is to improve the structure of the 
chemical reactors network. The PSR‟s in the CRN in the regions where there is a partial 
mixing may be replaced by the PaSR‟s. By doing this, it is possible to better model the 
unmixedness in the CRN. However, this necessitates the addition of a mixing model for 
those zones that employ PaSR. Also the issues related to the execution time and 
convergence of the CRN should be resolved as well. 
The CRN structure can be improved beyond of what is proposed in this thesis, by 
using a simple CFD analysis applied to the output of the 1D flow-field model. If using 
such a CFD model is not possible, addition of a branch to the CRN that models the near-
wall reaction where CO to CO2 conversion reaction becomes frozen can improve the CO 
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prediction. Addition of such a branch necessitates the use of additional models for the 
cooling flow and its related phenomena near the liner wall (e.g., shear layer, mixing and 
etc.). Using multiple parallel branches in the secondary and dilution zones in combination 
with mixing model can capture the CO production in the RQL better than the current 
model. 
Cooling Flow and Dilution Jet Mixing Models 
It is beneficial to develop a mixing model for the dilution jets and cooling flows 
and use them in conjunction with the improved CRN model. In fact an improved CRN 
model and mixing model are mutually dependent on each other in an emission model. 
Using these two models together can improve the EI CO prediction capability of the 
model. The byproduct of using such a model is the ability of the model to determine the 
quality of mixing for the given length downstream of the dilution orifices. 
Injector and swirler Models 
In the current research, only one injector model (simplex pressure swirl) is used. 
Many of the current combustors use more advanced injectors such as air-assisted, air-
blast atomizers which have better performance at all operating conditions. High-shear 
atomizer/swirler is also used in RQL combustor. Using an appropriate atomizer/swirler 
will improve the accuracy of the model. 
Analytical Model for the Unmixedness Degree 
The proposed approach of correlating the unmixedness degree to the premixed 
equivalence ratio reduced the dependency of the emission model to this parameter; 
however, a better was (if possible) is to link the unmixedness degree to physical 
parameter(s) in the combustor would reduce the uncertainty around unmixedness degree 





Better Droplet Ignition Delay Time Model 
The ignition delay time model used in this thesis is a simple exponential model. It 
does not consider the time in which the droplets are travelling in the swirler or 
recirculation bubble before they are exposed to the hot gases in the primary zone. It also 
considers a bulk temperature of the primary zone in the ignition delay time model. 
Finding a way to consider these additional times and modify the bulk temperature 
assumption could provide better prediction results. 
8.5 Final Remarks 
The research conducted in this thesis is the first step toward creating a more 
comprehensive emission model. Extent of the work made it impossible for a PhD student 
to develop a perfect model with everything taken into account; however, the provided 
framework and the proposed methodology can be used as a road-map toward a more 
advanced model. Some of the findings in the sensitivity analysis may be known facts, but 
they can be considered as a validation case for the proposed methodology. 
A huge obstacle that sometimes had a paralyzing effect was the lack of industrial 
data and support to calibrate and tune the models. An emission model is as good as its 
components are and it is an unrealistic expectation to ask for a good emission model with 
bad component models. However, the opposite is true to have a bad model with good 
component models. A performance and accuracy of the model would definitely improve 
if its sub-models are verified and tuned using the actual data. 
At the end, it should be added that the proposed methodology has the potential to 
be applied to other combustor types such as LPP or Direct Lean Injection (DLN) or to 
model broader range of emissions like soot or SOx produced by different fuel types 
besides the aviation fuels (e.g. alternative fuels). Also it can be applied to land-based gas 
turbine engines or power plants which have significant contribution to the global 
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emission levels. The methodology may be used or implemented in other tools to study the 
effect of combustor types on emission levels in system level and eventually their effects 





Appendix A.  Transient Droplet Evaporation Model 
In this dissertation, calculation of droplet diameter and surface temperature as a 
function of time and related equations are based on the method provided in references 67 
and 133. A MATLAB code named “droplet_ODE.m” is written which provides a system 
of ODE‟s based on the initial conditions and physical fuel properties. This system of 
ODE‟s is solved in another MATLAB code named “droplet_evaporation.m” for given 
initial condition for droplet diameter distribution to determine the amount of vaporized 
fuel. 
As an approximation to determine the physical properties of the fuel vapor around 






where T∞ is the temperature far from droplet (compressor exit temperature)  and droplet 
Ts is the droplet surface temperature. 
In the model, the fluid physical properties are divided into four groups of air, 
liquid fuel, fuel vapor and gas (fuel vapor + air) properties. The fuel or gas properties are 
either obtained from the CEA surrogate model or from the equations described in the 
following.  
The dynamic viscosity (Poise, Pa.s) is the product of the fuel density (kg/m
3
) and 
the kinematic viscosity (Stokes, m
2














where fuel density value is at 298 K which is assumed to be the nominal temperature of 
the fuel. This equation is based on the information obtained from reference [139] with an 
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exponential curve-fit applied to it. From the same source, the fuel surface tension (σ, 











where Tcr is the fuel critical temperature and A and n are constants for the given 
fuel. 
The liquid fuel properties are latent heat (h fg), specific heat at constant pressure 






























The air specific heat at constant pressure is obtained from the CEA surrogate 
model. The air heat conductivity (k, W/m
2
.K), density and dynamic viscosity (μ, Pa.s) are 




















The fuel vapor properties are obtained from the following equations( with the 
same units as those stated above). 
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where Ru is the universal gas constant, P is the pressure, MWf is the fuel molecular 
weight and Pf S@Tb is the fuel vapor partial pressure at droplet surface at the boiling 












The value of experimental constants ah and bh are obtained for the fuel of interest. 
After determining the properties of fuel vapor and air, the next step is to combine them to 




































The partial pressure of the fuel at the droplet surface is used to determine the fuel 
mass fraction. Then the reference mass fraction of the fuel (2/3 of the fuel mass fraction) 
and air mass fraction at the droplet surface are obtained to determine the gas properties at 































Now that all the properties of the gas around the droplet are available, the 































where K is the droplet evaporation constant and BM and BT are Spalding transfer numbers 
based on the mass and heat transfer which are function of temperature themselves. m fD is 
the evaporation rate of fuel from the droplet surface and mD is the mass of the fuel 








































The convection coefficient Cconvection modifies the evaporation rate in the non-
stationary conditions based on the convective heat transfer. It is a function of droplet 





Dconvection PrRe3.01C  
(136)
 
The Reynolds number is defined based on the droplet diameter and the turbulent 
fluctuating velocity (Uturb) and both Reynolds and Prandtl numbers are based on the gas 




Appendix B.  Component Scripts and Codes 
B.1 Annular Volume Calculation 
Following code is a MATLAB function to calculate the zone volumes in annular 
and tubular configurations. In annular case, it calculates the volume of incomplete cones 
produced by the inner and outer liners and front and rear faces of the zone. Depending on 
combustor orientation, the code, add the incomplete cone‟s volumes to or subtract them 
from each other to calculate the volume contained between them which is the volume of 
the zone in annular configuration. Also it calculates the additional volume that is created 
by the inclined penetrating jets. For penetrating jets in front of the zone, the volume is 
subtracted and for the jets at the back, the volume is added to the total volume. Following 
is the list and the description of the inputs: 
 Mean radius of the inlet and exit of the zone: rm1 and rm2 
 Height at the inlet and exit of the zone: H1 and H2 
 Zone length: length 
 Jet penetration angle at the front and rear of the zone measured from 
horizontal axes in degrees 
 Number of nozzles: Nozzle_no 
 Configuration of the combustor (annular or tubular) 
 Combustor orientation angle: alpha (in radians) 





bcone incomplete  
(137)
 
where rb, rt and h are the base and top radius and cone‟s height.  








%Calculates the volume of the combustor zones, given their mean radius and 
%height at beginning and end and the length of the zone and orientation angle 
%(alpha is in radians), the shape of the zone is the volume between two 
%concentric incomplete cones whit an inflated or deflated front and rear faces 
 % theta 1 and 2 are jet penetration angles at the front and rear dilution 
 % holes which reduce and increase the total volume respectively 
alpha=alpha*180/pi; 
if alpha>=0  
    j=1; 
else 
    j=-1; 
end 
 
if theta1 > (90 - abs(alpha)) 
    if alpha > 0  
        a1 = 1; 
        b1 = 1; 
    else 
        a1 = -1; 
        b1 = -1; 
    end  
else 
    a1 = 1; 
    b1 = -1; 
end 
 
if theta2 > (90 - abs(alpha)) 
    if alpha > 0  
        a2 = 1; 
        b2 = 1; 
    else 
        a2 = -1; 
        b2 = -1; 
    end  
else 
    a2 = 1; 








     xi1=H1/2*sin(alpha*pi/180); 
     ro1=rm1+H1/2*cos(alpha*pi/180); 
     ri1=rm1-H1/2*cos(alpha*pi/180); 
     length_axial = length * cos(alpha*pi/180); 
     %coordinates of rear face of the zone 
     xo2=length_axial-H2/2*sin(alpha*pi/180); 
     xi2=length_axial+H2/2*sin(alpha*pi/180); 
     ro2=rm2+H2/2*cos(alpha*pi/180); 
     ri2=rm2-H2/2*cos(alpha*pi/180); 
 
     front_face_volume=incomplete_cone_volume(ro1,ri1,abs(xo1-xi1)); 
     rear_face_volume=incomplete_cone_volume(ro2,ri2,abs(xo2-xi2)); 
     outer_liner_volume=incomplete_cone_volume(ro1,ro2,abs(xo1-xo2)); 
     inner_liner_volume=incomplete_cone_volume(ri1,ri2,abs(xi1-xi2)); 




     
  %Front station 
     dy1_jet = H1/2 * tan ((90 - theta1)* pi /180) * sin (alpha*pi/180);  
% Vertical difference between mean-line and upper and lower jet intersections 
     dx1_jet = H1/2 * tan ((90 - theta1)* pi /180) * cos ( alpha*pi/180);  
% Horizontal difference between mean-line and upper and lower jet intersections 
     rm1_jet = rm1 + dy1_jet; 
     xm1_jet = dx1_jet; 
 
     v1_o_jet=incomplete_cone_volume(ro1,rm1_jet,abs(xo1-xm1_jet)); 
     v1_i_jet=incomplete_cone_volume(rm1_jet,ri1,abs(xm1_jet-xi1)); 
% Volume produced by jets 
     V1_jet =  a1 * v1_o_jet + b1 * v1_i_jet - j * front_face_volume;  
 
  %Rear station 
     dy2_jet = H2/2 * tan ((90 - theta2)* pi /180) * sin (alpha*pi/180);  
% Vertical difference between mean-line and upper and lower jet intersections 
     dx2_jet = H2/2 * tan ((90 - theta2)* pi /180) * cos (alpha*pi/180);  
% Horizontal difference between mean-line and upper and lower jet intersections 
     rm2_jet = rm2 + dy2_jet; 
     xm2_jet = length_axial + dx2_jet; 
 
     v2_o_jet=incomplete_cone_volume(ro2,rm2_jet,abs(xo2-xm2_jet)); 
     v2_i_jet=incomplete_cone_volume(rm2_jet,ri2,abs(xm2_jet-xi2)); 
% Volume produced by jets 




%The total volume of the zone considering volumes produced by angled 
penetrating jets 
     vol = V_base + V2_jet - V1_jet; 
     
elseif strcmpi(configuration,'tubular') 
%The total volume of the zone without considering volumes produced by angled 
penetrating jets 
     V_base=incomplete_cone_volume(H1/2,H2/2,length); 
 
 %Volume produced by jets 
     
% Front Face 
     dx1_jet = H1/2 * tan ((90 - theta1)* pi /180); 
     V1_jet = incomplete_cone_volume(H1/2,0,dx1_jet); 
 
% Rear Face 
     dx2_jet = H2/2 * tan ((90 - theta2)* pi /180); 
     V2_jet = incomplete_cone_volume(H2/2,0,dx2_jet); 
 
%The total volume of the zone considering volumes produced by angled 
penetrating jets 
     vol = Nozzle_no * (V_base + V2_jet - V1_jet);     
end % if 
end % function 
 
**********************************************************************   
 function v=incomplete_cone_volume(rb,rt,h) 
% rb and rt are radius of the circles at the top and bottom of the incomplete cone and h is 
%height of the cone 
v=pi*(rb^2+rb*rt+rt^2)*h/3; 
end  %function 
 
 B.2 Droplet Evaporation Model 
The following code ”droplet_evaporation” uses a MATLAB function 
“droplet_ODE” to determine the distribution of droplet size at the end of the ignition 
delay time. The „Droplet_ODE” code is based on the method described in Appendix A; 
therefore, it is not provided here. The droplet distributions at the beginning and end of 
ignition delay time are integrated to determine the amount of vaporized fuel and its ratio 
to the total fuel flow. The fuel properties are either provided Jet-A aviation fuel or n-
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dodecane wherever the Jet-A properties are not available [137, 139, 155]. The inputs to 
the model are listed below. 
 Critical temperature of the fuel, T_cr , 659 K for Jet-A 
 Boiling temperature of the fuel, T_bn, 530 K for Jet-A 
 Fuel Molecular weight, MW_fuel, 167 for Jet-A 
 Fuel density at 298 K, rho_f_298, 687.6 kg/m
3
 for Jet-A  
 Fuel coefficient of thermal expansion to be used in fuel density 
calculation, C_ex, 7.5e-4   for Jet-A 
 Latent heat at boiling temperature, Latent_heat_Tbn, 371800 J/kg 
 Universal gas constant, R, 1.9858775 kcal/g-mole 
 Coefficient for kinematic viscosity (equation (112)), A1, -8.8225 for Jet-A 
 Coefficient for kinematic viscosity (equation (112)), B1, 1547.6 for Jet-A 
 Coefficient for kinematic viscosity (equation (112)), C1,1.6525e-2 for Jet-
A 
 Coefficient for kinematic viscosity (equation (112)),  D1, for  Jet-A 
 Surface Tension Parameter (equation (113)), A, 0.04722 for Jet-A [139] 
 Surface Tension Parameter (equation (113)), n, 0.86 for Jet-A [139] 
 Fuel temperature, T_in_fuel 
 Injector flow number , FN (m2) 
 Total pressure at compressor exit, Ptot32  
 Fuel flow, w_fuel (kg/s) 
 Air flow, w_air (kg/s) 
 Air density, air_density (kg/m3) 
 Primary zone equivalence ratio, eq_ratio_PZ_ 
 Temperature in the ignition delay time equation, T_id(K), assumed to be 
the same as the primary zone bulk temperature 
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 Shape factor (q) in Rosin-Rammler droplet distribution, 
Rosin_Rammler_q  
 Turbulent velocity fluctuation in the primary zone, U_turb_fluc (m/s), set 
to be 20 m/s [75] 
 Partial pressure constants ah and bh (equation (122)), 4.3896 and 3209.45 
for Ts<Tb and 14.2146 and 3151.68 for Ts<Tb. 
Following is the main body of “droplet_evaporation” code: 
************************************************************************ 
cd (directory_address); 
% Conversion to kPa 
P_inf = Ptot32 *101.325  
T_id = T_id + T_ig_adder; 
% Temperature around droplets same as the compressor exit temperature 
T_surr = Ttot32; 
 
if T_in_fuel < T_cr 
% Ignition delay time 
t_ig = 10^-4 * exp(21000/( R * T_id))/eq_ratio_PZ_op/1000;  
kin_viscosity=10^(A1+B1/T_in_fuel+C1*T_in_fuel+D1*T_in_fuel^2)*1e-6; 
surface_tension=A*(1-T_in_fuel/T_cr)^n; 
  dyn_viscosity=rho_f_298*kin_viscosity; 
  del_P = (w_fuel/1000/injector_number)^2 / ( FN * rho_f_298 ^ 0.5)^2.0 /1e6; 
 SMD = 2.25*surface_tension^0.25*dyn_viscosity^0.25*(w_fuel/1000 /     
injector_number)^0.25*(1e6*del_P)^-0.5*air_density^-0.25; 
% Mass median diameter or a diameter where 50% of the droplets (in volume) 
have diameter smaller than that 
MMD = SMD * 0.693 ^ (1/Rosin_Rammler_q) * gamma(1-
1/Rosin_Rammler_q);  
  Rosin_Rammler_X = MMD / (-log(0.5))^(1/Rosin_Rammler_q); 
D_max = 4*MMD; 
D_min = 0.1*1e-6; 
dD = (D_max - D_min)/100; 
Di = D_min:dD:D_max; 
Di2 = Di.^2;  
 
options = odeset('RelTol',1e-5,'Refine',5,'Events',@zero_diameter_event); 
for i=1:max(size(Di)) 
[t,y,te,ye,n] = ode45(@(t,y) 
droplet_ODE(t,y,T_cr,T_bn,P_inf,T_surr,MW_fuel,rho_f_298,C_ex,Late
nt_heat_Tbn,U_turb_fluc),[0 t_ig],[T_in_fuel; Di(i) ; Di2(i)],options); 
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          tf(i) = t(end); 
  Tsf = y(end,1); 
  Df(i) = y(end,2); 
  D2f(i) = y(end,3); 
end 
n_ig = find(tf < t_ig); 
n_ig(isempty(n_ig))=[1]; 
Df = Df(n_ig(end):end); 
Di = Di(n_ig(end):end); 




Latent_heat_Tbn,U_turb_fluc),[0 t_ig],[T_in_fuel; SMD ; SMD^2], options); 
for j=1:size(t1) 
x = droplet_ODE(t1(j),[y1(j,1);y1(j,2)],T_cr,T_bn,P_inf,T_surr, 
MW_fuel,rho_f_298,C_ex,Latent_heat_Tbn,U_turb_fluc); 














title('SMD Burning constant'); 
grid on 
 
pdf_reduced_volumei=  wblpdf(Di,Rosin_Rammler_X,Rosin_Rammler_q).    
*(1-(Df./Di).^3); 
% Total percentage of volume reduction due to ignition delay 
evap_degree = 1-exp(-(Di(1)/Rosin_Rammler_X)^Rosin_Rammler_q) +    
trapz(Di , pdf_reduced_volumei);  
 
D = (D_min:dD:D_max)*1e6; 









vol_fractionf=wblpdf(Di*1e6,Rosin_Rammler_X*1e6,Rosin_Rammler_q).*   
Df./Di).^3; 
plot(Di*1e6,vol_fractionf,'r'); 
grid on  








title('SMD Surface Temperature '); 
hold off 
else 
Rosin_Rammler_X = 0; 






MMD = 0; 
evap_degree=1; 
t_ig = 10; 
end 
 
B.3 The Unmixedness Model 
Inputs to the Non-Uniform Mixture model are:  
 Fraction of vaporized fuel to total fuel: evap_degree 
 Fuel mass-flow: w_fuel(kg/s)  
 Stoichiometric fuel to air ratio: far_stoichiometric  
 Primary zone mass-flow: w_PZ (g/s) 
 Primary zone volume: vol_PZ (cm3)  
Following is the main body of the code. 
************************************************************************ 
if  evap_degree > 0.99 
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evap_degree = 1.0 
end 
% Vaporized fuel which creates premixed flame 
w_fuel_premixed  = evap_degree * w_fuel;  
% Liquid fuel which creates diffusion flame   
w_fuel_diffusion = w_fuel - w_fuel_premixed;       
w_air_diffusion  = w_fuel_diffusion / far_stoichiometric; 
w_air_premixed   = w_PZ - w_air_diffusion; 
if w_air_premixed <0  
w_fuel_diffusion = w_PZ * 0.99 *far_stoichiometric; 
 w_fuel_premixed = w_fuel - w_fuel_diffusion; 
     w_air_diffusion = w_PZ * 0.99 ; 
 w_air_premixed = w_PZ * 0.01 ; 
end 
PZ_eq_ratio_premixed=w_fuel_premixed/w_air_premixed/far_stoichiometric; 
PZ_air_flow_distribution(1) = w_air_diffusion; 
fuel_flow_distribution(1) = w_fuel_diffusion; 
PZ_flow_distribution(1) = w_air_diffusion+w_fuel_diffusion; 
PZ_phi_distribution(1) = 1; 
% Considering the total combustor volume for droplets burning in diffusion flame mode 
PZ_vol_distribution(1) = vol_PZ;  
PZ_eq_ratio = w_fuel / w_PZ / far_stoichiometric; 
if (PZ_eq_ratio_premixed <1.2 && PZ_eq_ratio_premixed >0.05 ) 
Unmixedness_degree=polyval([-4.9379 ,17.765 , -22.31 , 10.547 , -0.7828 
],PZ_eq_ratio_premixed); 
else  
 Unmixedness_degree = 0.18; 
end 
Unmixedness_degree = Unmixedness_degree * mixedness_var_coeff; 
std  = PZ_eq_ratio_premixed*Unmixedness_degree; 
variance= std^2; 
Phi_l = PZ_eq_ratio_premixed - 3*std; 
Phi_u= PZ_eq_ratio_premixed + 3*std; 
if Phi_l <0  
Phi_l = 0.0; 
end 
 
if  evap_degree ~= 1 
% A condition that checks if there is a fuel flow in the first reactor or not (the reactor that 
%assigned to liquid fuel)to prevent CHEMKIN crash. If the flow is zero then it means all 
%the fuel is vaporized and all the reactors (10) can be assigned to vapor fuel distribution 
increment=(Phi_u-Phi_l)/9; 
% Middle value of equivalence ratio at each interval 
PZ_phi_distribution(2)=Phi_l+increment/2;  
for index=3:10 
% Middle value of equivalence ratio at each interval 
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          PZ_phi_distribution(index)=PZ_phi_distribution(index-1)+increment;       
end 
%Area of left tail before Phi(1) 
  left_tail_area = normcdf(Phi_l,PZ_eq_ratio_premixed,std);  
%Area of right tail after Phi(9) 
  right_tail_area = 1-normcdf(Phi_u,PZ_eq_ratio_premixed,std);    
 tails_area = left_tail_area+right_tail_area; 
% Correction factor to correct the area under the truncated normal curve to unity 











          if PZ_vol_distribution(index) <= 0.01 
               PZ_vol_distribution(index)=0.01; 
          end 
          if PZ_flow_distribution(index) <= 0.01 
               PZ_flow_distribution(index)=0.01; 





PZ_fuel_flow_distribution = PZ_flow_distribution - PZ_air_flow_distribution; 
  bar(PZ_phi_distribution(2:end),PZ_flow_distribution(2:end),0.75) 
else 
 increment=(Phi_u-Phi_l)/10; 
%Middle value of equivalence ratio at each interval 
PZ_phi_distribution(1)=Phi_l+increment/2;  
for index=2:10 
PZ_phi_distribution(index)=PZ_phi_distribution(index-1)+increment;   
%Middle value of equivalence ratio at each iterval 
     end 
%Area of left tail before Phi(1) 
 left_tail_area = normcdf(Phi_l,PZ_eq_ratio_premixed,std);  
%Area of right tail after Phi(9) 
right_tail_area = 1-normcdf(Phi_u,PZ_eq_ratio_premixed,std);    
     tails_area = left_tail_area+right_tail_area; 















          if PZ_vol_distribution(index) <= 0.01 
              PZ_vol_distribution(index)=0.01; 
          end 
          if PZ_flow_distribution(index) <= 0.01 
              PZ_flow_distribution(index)=0.01; 
          end 




     PZ_fuel_flow_distribution = PZ_flow_distribution - PZ_air_flow_distribution; 
     bar(PZ_phi_distribution,PZ_flow_distribution,0.75) 
end 
 
  B.4 CHEMKIN CRN Model Scripts 
The following scripts are a set of commands written in a BACH file (BAT) to 
execute CHEMKIN CRN models with given input files (.inp and .asu). It produces output 
files with extension “out”, “CSV” and “xml”.  There is one file for each of the SAC and 
RQL CRN models. The files eliminate the need to go to the CHEMKIN environment to 
execute the model. They are used in the MODEL CENTER environment to automate the 
process.  
B.3.1 SAC CRN Model 
************************************************************************ 
rem Chemical Reactors Network Batch file for CHEMKIN software automation 
rem By: Reza Rezvani  June 2010 
rem Aerospace Systems Design Lab 
cls 




rem Define the path 
SET model_path=C:\Documents and Settings\rrezvani\My Documents\Emission 
Prediction\ Integrated\SAC_v2 
rem define the CHEMKIN runtime environment  





DEL "%model_path%\CKsoln*.CSV"  
DEL "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_*.OUT"  
DEL "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.*"  
DEL "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_*.csv"  
DEL "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2.xml"  
cd %mechanism_path%   
rem create Chemistry file of  *_gas.asc,  *_gas.asu  and  *_gas.out from defined input 
and output files in  CKPreProc_*.input 
CKPreProcess.EXE -i "%model_path%\CKPreProc_SAC_CRN_v2.input" 
rem  copy  chemkindata.dtd to current folder 
COPY "%reaction_dir%\chemkin41_pc\data\chemkindata.dtd" "%model_path%" 
rem model center seems does not work without "cd"ing to the desired path, even though 
CHEMKIN and cmd environment have no problem without doing it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
cd %model_path% 
rem run cluster 1 to 10 parallel branches 
rem run cluster 1(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR  -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c1.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c1.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
rem  GetSolution extracts the information from XMLData.ZIP file and puts it in CSV 
format under the name CKSoln.ckcsv. 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster1C1.zip"     
rem By default the CHEMKIN  uses restart.xml to run the next model if it cannot find a 
xml file that is defined in the input file 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C1.csv"   
rem run cluster 2(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c2.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c2.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster2C2.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C2.csv"     
rem run cluster 3(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c3.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c3.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster3C3.zip" 
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RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C3.csv"     
rem run cluster 4(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c4.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c4.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster4C4.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C4.csv"     
rem run cluster 5(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c5.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c5.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster5C5.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C5.csv"     
rem run cluster 6(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c6.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c6.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster6C6.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C6.csv"     
rem run cluster 7(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c7.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c7.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster7C7.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C7.csv"     
rem run cluster 8(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c8.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c8.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster8C8.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C8.csv"   
rem run cluster 9(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c9.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c9.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster9C9.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C9.csv"     
rem run cluster 10(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c10.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c10.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
format under the Rename CKSoln.ckcsv. 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster10C10.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C10.csv"     
rem run cluster 11 (Gas Mixer) 
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CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c11.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c11.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster11C11.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C11.csv"   
rem run cluster 12(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c12.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c12.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
format under the name CKSoln.ckcsv. 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster12C12.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C12.csv"     
rem run cluster 13 (Gas Mixer) 
CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c13.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c13.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster13C13.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C13.csv"     
rem run cluster 14 (PSR) 
CKReactorPlugFlow -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c14.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c14.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster14C14.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C14.csv"  
rem run cluster 15 (Gas Mixer) 
CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_c15.inp" -o "%model_path%\ 
SAC_CRN_v2_c15.out" -c "%model_path%\SAC_CRN_v2_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_SAC_CRN_v2_Cluster15C15.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "SAC_CRN_v2_C15.csv"   
EXIT /B 
 
B.3.2 RQL CRN Model 
************************************************************************ 
rem RQL Chemical Reactors Nerwork Batch  command file for Chemikin software 
automization 
rem By: Reza Rezvani  May 2010 
rem Aerospace Systems Design Lab 
cls 
CALL "c:\Program Files\Reaction\chemkin41_pc\bin\run_chemkin_env_setup.bat" 
SET JAVA_ID=636031262 
rem define the path 





REM get the Chemkin runtime environment defined 





DEL "%model_path%\CKsoln*.CSV"  
DEL "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_*.OUT"  
DEL "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.*"  
DEL "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_*.csv"  
DEL "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3.xml"  
 
rem model center seems to not work without "cd"ing to the desired path, even though 
CHEMKIN and cmd environment have no problem without doing it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
cd %mechanism_path%   
rem create Chemistry file of  *_gas.asc,  *_gas.asu  and  *_gas.out from defined input 
and output files in  CKPreProc_*.input 
CKPreProcess.EXE -i "%model_path%\CKPreProc_RQL_CRN_v3.input" 
rem  copy  chemkindata.dtd to current folder 
COPY "%reaction_dir%\chemkin41_pc\data\chemkindata.dtd" "%model_path%" 
rem model center seems does not work without "cd"ing to the desired path, even though 
CHEMKIN and cmd environment have no problem without doing it !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
cd %model_path% 
 
rem run cluster 1 to 10 parallel branches 
 
rem run cluster 1(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c1.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c1.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
rem  GetSolution extracts the information from XMLData.ZIP file and puts it in CSV 
format under the name CKSoln.ckcsv. 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster1C1.zip"     
rem By default the CHEMKIN  uses restart.xml to run the next model if it cannot find a 
xml file that is defined in the input file 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C1.csv"     
rem run cluster 2(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c2.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c2.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster2C2.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C2.csv"     
rem run cluster 3(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c3.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c3.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
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GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster3C3.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C3.csv"     
rem run cluster 4(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c4.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c4.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster4C4.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C4.csv"     
rem run cluster 5(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c5.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c5.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster5C5.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C5.csv"     
rem run cluster 6(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c6.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c6.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster6C6.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C6.csv"     
rem run cluster 7(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c7.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c7.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster7C7.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C7.csv"     
rem run cluster 8(PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c8.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c8.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster8C8.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C8.csv"     
rem run cluster 9 (PSR) 
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c9.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c9.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster9C9.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C9.csv"   
rem run cluster 10 (PSR) 
/BELOWNORMAL  
CKReactorGenericPSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c10.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c10.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster10C10.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C10.csv"     
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rem run cluster 11 ( Non reactive gas mixer) 
CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c11.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c11.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster11C11.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C11.csv"     
 
rem run cluster 12 (Partially stireed reactor) using initialization from previous 9 parallel 
clusters 
CKReactorGenericPaSR -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c12.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c12.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster12C12.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C12.csv"     
rem run cluster 13 ( Non reactive gas mixer) 
CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c13.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c13.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster13C13.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C13.csv"     
rem run cluster 14 (Plug Flow reactor) 
CKReactorPlugFlow  -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c14.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c14.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster14C14.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C14.csv"     
rem run cluster 15 (Non reactive gas mixer) 
CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c15.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c15.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster15C15.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C15.csv"     
rem run cluster 16 (Plug flow reactor) 
CKReactorPlugFlow  -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c16.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c16.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster16C16.zip" 
RENAME "CKSoln.ckcsv" "RQL_CRN_v3_C16.csv"     
rem run cluster 17 ( Non reactive gas mixer) 
CKReactorMixer  -i "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c17.inp" -o 
"%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_c17.out" -c "%model_path%\RQL_CRN_v3_gas.asc" 
GetSolution -nosen -norop -mass -all 
RENAME "XMLdata.zip" "XMLdata_RQL_CRN_v3_Cluster17C17.zip" 




Appendix C  
Appendix C.  Emission Models Outputs 
The following tables show the major output parameters of the emission models 
executed for CFM-56 SAC, E
3
 SAC and Wall-Jet RQL combustors. The temperature of 
the zones in these tables are the temperatures after the cooling flow at each zone is mixed 
with the core flow; therefore, they may be slightly different from the axial temperature 
graphs that are provided in the experiments in Chapter 7, where the core temperatures 
without cooling flow mixing is provided.  
As it is expected for CFM56 and E3 the pressure loss coefficients and flow 
fractions do not change due to the fix geometry of the combustor; however, the pressure 
loss percentage changes. In RQL combustor the swirler geometry changes to keep the 
rich zone equivalence ratio at a certain limit and the change in the geometry changes the 
flow distribution, burner pressure loss coefficient and burner pressure loss. These 





Output Parameter unit TO CL APP ID 
Primary zone temperature K 2603 2524 1942 1311 
Secondary zone temperature K 2347 2214 1724 1215 
Dilution zone temperature K 1768 1662 1256 902 
Primary zone flow fraction - 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Secondary zone flow fraction - 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 
Dilution zone flow fraction - 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 
Cooling flow fraction - 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 
Primary zone equivalence ratio - 1.05 0.97 0.61 0.36 
Secondary zone equivalence ratio - 0.8 0.74 0.47 0.28 
Dilution zone equivalence ratio - 0.419 0.39 0.24 0.14 
Primary zone efficiency - 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.91 
Secondary zone efficiency - 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 
Dilution zone efficiency - 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998 
Liner cross section area in
2 
276.4 276.4 276.4 276.4 
Primary zone cross section area in
2
 276.4 276.4 276.4 276.4 
Secondary zone cross section area in
2
 276.4 276.4 276.4 276.4 
Dilution zone cross section area in
2
 217.9 217.9 217.9 217.9 
Liner Mach number - 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.017 
Primary zone Mach number - 0.033 0.033 0.03 0.029 
Secondary zone Mach number - 0.047 0.045 0.043 0.036 
Dilution zone Mach number - 0.075 0.074 0.073 0.073 
Primary zone unmixedness - 0.18 0.27 0.844 0.66 
Diffuser pressure loss percentage  % 0.47 0.47 0.52 0.6 
Diffuser pressure loss coefficient - 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 
Burner pressure loss percentage % 4.54 4.49 5.02 5.72 
Burner pressure loss coefficient - 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 
Ignition delay time se-6 5.79 8.2 44.9 789 
Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) me-6 1.81 2.17 5.78 15 
Evaporation degree % 42.9 39.5 26.6 46.9 
 




Table 52: Additional outputs of the E
3
 SAC emission model  
Output Parameter unit TO CL APP ID 
Primary zone temperature K 2591 2501 1939 1646 
Secondary zone temperature K 2206 2068 1564 1447 
Dilution zone temperature K 1656 1561 1172 1035 
Primary zone flow fraction - 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 
Secondary zone flow fraction - 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 
Dilution zone flow fraction - 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 
Cooling flow fraction - 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 
Primary zone equivalence ratio - 1.07 0.98 0.61 0.62 
Secondary zone equivalence ratio - 0.71 0.65 0.40 0.41 
Dilution zone equivalence ratio - 0.36 0.33 0.20 0.21 
Primary zone efficiency - 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.82 
Secondary zone efficiency - 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 
Dilution zone efficiency - 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.985 
Liner cross section area in
2 
235 235 235 235 
Primary zone cross section area in
2
 235.0 235.0 235.0 235.0 
Secondary zone cross section area in
2
 235.0 235.0 235.0 235.0 
Dilution zone cross section area in
2
 143.1 143.1 143.1 143.1 
Liner Mach number - 0.017 0.018 0.018 0.017 
Primary zone Mach number - 0.04 0.04 0.037 0.034 
Secondary zone Mach number - 0.058 0.058 0.056 0.054 
Dilution zone Mach number - 0.13 0.129 0.126 0.124 
Primary zone unmixedness - 0.23 0.4 0.82 0.21 
Diffuser pressure loss percentage  % 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.15 
Diffuser pressure loss coefficient - 0.047 0.047 0.047 0.050 
Burner pressure loss percentage % 35.8 35.8 35.8 35.8 
Burner pressure loss coefficient - 4.47 4.5 4.9 4.3 
Ignition delay time se-6 5.9 8.0 51 105 
Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) me-6 1.75 2.11 5.8 15 






Table 53: Additional outputs of the Wall-Jet RQL combustor emission model 
Output Parameter unit APP CL SS TO 
Rich zone temperature K 2098.5 2210.7 2319.4 2281 
Mixing zone temperature K 1338.9 1437.8 1742.1 1691.42 
Lean zone temperature K 1346.3 1574.9 1960.9 1863.6 
Exit temperature K 1315.6 1528.0 1909.6 1812.9 
Rich zone flow fraction - 0.38 0.20 0.23 0.27 
Mixing zone flow fraction - 0.57 0.73 0.72 0.68 
Cooling flow fraction - 0.042 0.054 0.052 0.050 
Rich zone equivalence ratio - 0.72 1.78 1.93 1.8 
Mixing zone equivalence ratio - 0.29 0.39 0.46 0.51 
Lean zone equivalence ratio - 0.29 0.39 0.46 0.51 
Liner cross section area in
2 
242.1 242.1 242.1 242.1 
Rich zone cross section area in
2
 242.1 242.1 242.1 242.1 
Mixing zone cross section area in
2
 111.3 111.3 111.3 111.3 
Lean zone cross section area in
2
 242.1 242.1 242.1 242.1 
Rich zone efficiency - 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
Lean zone efficiency - 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.995 
Liner Mach number - 0.017 0.006 0.012 0.013 
Rich zone Mach number - 0.036 0.014 0.024 0.027 
Mixing zone Mach number - 0.14 0.078 0.14 0.13 
Lean zone Mach number - 0.068 0.049 0.08 0.08 
Primary zone unmixedness - 0.854 0.18 0.18 0.18 
Burner pressure loss percentage % 4.9 3.9 10 7.7 
Burner pressure loss coefficient - 25.7 43.04 40.64 36.4 
Ignition delay time se-6 20.5 42.6 51.4 37.3 
Sauter mean diameter (SMD) me-6 4.31 3.15 3.24 1.44 
Evaporation degree % 20 67.5 83.9 99.3 
Mixing zone mixing time s 1.36e-4 3.35e-4 1.81e-4 1.64e-4 
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